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From A PORCELAIN DOLL 

by Nataliya CHAYKOVSKA 

Translated from the Ukrainian  

by Hanna Leliv 

Thursday in June. 

A funeral procession is moving toward the cemetery. The crosses, the church 
banners, and the choir lead the way; a car with my husband’s bodyfollows them 
slowly, the wheels squeaking. 

Today iscolder than the past few days. 

The wind blows through the treetops, swaying them as if lulling them to sleep. It 
tickles my body and plays with my short hair. I have finally gotten rid of those 
damn long locks that I have considered my burden and my salvation at the 
same timefor the past five years.    

Oksana, my colleague from the nursery school, approaches me, puts her arm 
through my elbow, and whispers: 

“I’m so sorry, Marta. I can’t even imagine what you’ve been going through these past few days,” 
she says, voicing her condolences. 

I sigh and pull my head into my narrow, bony shoulders. She has no idea what I have been going 
through in the last five years.  

Oksana stays behind and joins the crowd.  

It’s better this way. I do not need company right now.  

We enter the cemetery, and I feel like turning around and fleeing. Paved alleys run along the 
graves. I step softly, barely touching the ground.I hear the footsteps behind me clearly but I do not 
hear my own footsteps. I have gotten into the habit of moving around quietly, without a sound, as if 
I did not exist, as if I were not a human but a shadow. I want to get rid of this habit, too.  

I turn right and see a freshly dug grave lurking behind the crosses and tombstones of strangers.   I 
lower my head, trying to hide my face. The tears won’t come. Why am I not weeping? Not fainting?  

I flinch as someone touches me on the shoulder. I turn my head and see Maksym’s boss.His name 
is Andriy Andriyovych, if I remember correctly.  

“I want to offer you my sincere condolences,” he says, squeezing my hand, his palm sweaty.  

Why do they think I want to hear their words of sympathy? I imagine all those present—and there 
are quite a few—lining up to comfort, soothe, and support me.  

Please accept my condolences, I’m sorry, hang in there, be brave, what a loss, such a ridiculous 
death, we’ll all be there, may he rest in peace, waiting for us to join him—I have heard it all a 
million times, and it’s only been half a day… Alright, alright, and once again—alright.  

Let it be that way. 

I am hopeless. I am doing it all wrong. I am feeling it all wrong.  

I am thinking it all wrong. I have no clue how people react in situations like that so I decide to just 
keep silent. 

I sigh heavily, but the rustle of hundreds of footsteps behind me drowns out my meaningful, bitter 
sigh. 

We stop next to a deep pit into which Maksym’s body will be lowered in several minutes. People 
stand close to each other. I can hear them breathing and sniffing.  

I stare at the pile of sandy soil that will cover Maksym up, peer at the inscription on a plaque 
attached to the metal cross, and then, wiping the sweat off my forehead, heave another sigh. 

There is emptiness inside me. The void filled my mind and settled deep in my heart. No emotions 
whatsoever, no sense of loss. No pain, either. 

The priest is walking around the grave, swinging a censer and muttering something under his 
breath.  
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My body is shackled with chains. My arms grew stiff; my legs went numb and feel likejelly; my back 
turned rigid. I want to go home. 

I want to close the door and hide from the whole world. I wish I could run away from fake 
sympathy, from pitying looks, from people who do not realize how significant and crucial this day is.  

I want to call out to the priest: “Why are you taking so long? Hurry up. Let it be over and done with. 
I can’t bear it anymore.”  

He must have read my mind for now he invites people to say farewell to the deceased. I have the 
right to do it first, since Maksym’s mother didnot arrive to the funeral, which did not surprise me at 
all. Vira, Maksym’s sister, watches it all silently, sitting in a wheelchair. Her hands are clenched into 
fists, and there’s a sheer black scarf on her head, and two roses on her lap. She is not crying. 

I walk up to the coffin, bend over it, and freeze. Maksym’s face has changed its color—he does not 
look like himself. His lips have turned blue, his cheeks are sunken in, and purple rings encircle his 
eyes. I must lower my head and kiss his cold forehead, but I realize I won’t be able to do it. These 
tribulations are beyond my strength. I fall to my knees. 

I can’t. I’m worthless. I cover my face with my hands, and the scream I let out of my chest soars to 
the treetops still swaying in the wind.  

I scream, and my scream comes out loud, piercing, and honest. I scream the way I have never 
screamed. 

Ruslan runs up to me and, putting his hands on my shoulders, says quietly:  

“Calm down. Pull yourself together. It’s all over.”  

My shoulders are shaking, my body shuddering and twitching.I hear the rustle all around me and 
the strangers whispering to each other. 

“Poor Marta. She’s in so much grief,” one of our neighbours we’ve never even talked to says. 

“You don’t say. What a loss,”another one mutters. 

“And he died such a ridiculous death.” 

People we never said hello to are all speaking now. Those who did not know Maksym and 
remembered me only as a child. How dare they whisper?  

God. Why wouldn’t these people just shut up? 

This can’t be true. They are mocking me with their conventional remarks.  

Ruslan drags me toward the paved alley and shakes me by the shoulders. 

“Calm down, Marta.” 

“Uh-huh,” I mumble. 

My head wobbles on my shoulders like an inflatable ball. I know this feeling too well—it seems like 
my head is about to fall off and roll away.  

“Okay,” I say, pulling myself together. “Don’t worry. Everything will be alright.” 

The funeral is over at around three, and Ruslan takes me home. He offers to keep me company, 
but I ask him to leave.  

I enter the house and head straight toward the bathroom. I fill the bathtub and immerse myself. The 
water feels a bit cold. Refreshing and invigorating. 

In the late afternoon, when the grey dusk looms in the air, I open the window and sit on the ledge. I 
smile, hearing a cricket chirping.   

Later I walk into the kitchen and open a bottle of wine. Having poured the red liquid into a glass, I 
perch on the ledge again.  

The first stars appear in the sky. The night smells of freedom. A gentle breeze crawlsinside. I stick 
my head out of the window and, looking up at the starry sky, say loudly: 

“God. I have lived to see this day. Did it really come?”  

My loud laughter soars to the stars as I sip the wine. 

https://nora-druk.com/
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From RUTA 

by KAPRANOVY BROTHERS 

Translated from the Ukrainian  

by Hanna Leliv 

The gun barrel jerked and spat out a bullet. It flew, slicing through the air and 
leaving emptiness behind. It seemed to squeeze the space, gradually 
transforming it into a solid transparent wall, and it was only that wall that Andriy 
could count on, as he simply couldn’t catch up with the bullet. He ran after it, 
trying, again and again, to grab it, but that swift piece of metal was always one 
second ahead. Andriy’s lungs felt the vacuum in the bullet’s wake; he could not 
draw a single breath in this dry, prickly vacuum, but he strained every nerve 
and charged ahead hoping to stop the speeding bullet. Somewhere behind 
him, Sergeant Kozlov was laughing. His laugh was so loud that the space in 
front of him suddenly broke into black cracks and then crumbled to dust 
together with the gray-haired cameraman’s equipment and Ruta, the girl 

standing behind it. Andriy screamed, tearing his parched throat, but no sound came out, his pain 
and despair staying inside, in the depths of his subconscious.  

At that point, he always woke up, exhausted and distressed. He stayed in bed for a while, staring 
at the wall. Over the past few years, his wife even stopped asking, “What was your dream about?” 
Either she had gotten used to that, or the fancy therapist she was seeing had explained to her the 
importance of giving your spouse some personal space and persuaded her to let her husband 
have at least some part of their bed at his disposal. Right now, though, Andriy’s personal space 
spread out across their entire bedroom: on the eve of Epiphany, his wife had gone to visit her 
mother in Russia, in Kuban, and she’d been staying there for a month already, too afraid to re turn 
to revolutionary Kyiv with its barricades, smoke from burning car tires, and people wearing hard 
hats. From over there, it must have looked like the apocalypse, but people in Kyiv—living through 
yet another Maidan—quickly got used to minor inconveniences like Khreshchatyk, the main street 
in the city, being blocked off, Mariyinsky Park downtown teeming with drunk thugs, while the police 
deliberately stood at a distance. People learned new safety rules, discovered bypass routes, and 
even started to regulate traffic by themselves. What else could you do if all the police were sent to 
the government district to protect the state from its citizens.  

Using the space in bed freed up by his wife, Andriy turned over onto his back and spread his arms 
wide apart. The high white ceiling before his eyes immediately brought him back to reality, while 
his splayed arms helped him take a deeper breath.  

Anxious dreams usually came to him in the winter, seemingly tallying another year passed since 
1991 when he, a young man wearing a Soviet soldier’s uniform, had to obey orders and had no 
chance at influencing any important events. “But you had a chance, you did,” a pesky voice of his 
other self screeched. “At least be honest with yourself.” But Andriy usually cut that voice off by 
splashing some cold water onto his face and neck in the bathroom.   

This time, too, the cold water got the job done—the pesky voice calmed down, his skin tightened 
up, his mind cleared. Slipping his bathrobe on, Andriy went into the kitchen where his daughter 
was making breakfast.  

“Good morning, Ruta!” he said. His voice sounded cheerful but you can’t fool your own daughter.  

“Morning, dad. Why are you so pale?” 

She pecked him on the cheek and pursed her lips involuntarily, his three-day stubble prickling her. 

“It’s alright. Just had a bad dream,” he said. 

“I told you that working two shifts—at your job and the Maidan—is too much. Come on, sit down. 
You don’t take care of yourself.”  

Andriy had chosen the name for his daughter by himself, taking advantage of his wife being too 
tired after labor and staying home when he went to register the baby. At the registrar’s office, when 
asked which name he’d like to give to the newborn, Andriy delivered a breathy reply: “Ruta.” Then 
he got into an argument with his wife, as she’d dreamed of naming her daughter in honor of her 
mother, following the tradition of naming your first daughter after her grandmother. “If this tradition 
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had existed for real, you’d have been given some old Ukrainian name, like Paraskeva or Teklia,” 
he told his wife and she relented. After all, for Ukrainians, Ruta was not exactly an exotic name. 
Definitely better than those countless Svitlanas or Natalias that dominated not only people’s 
passports but also the names of hair salons and cafés. Together with their last name—Ruta 
Lytvyn—it sounded just great. Of course, women often changed even the most beautiful last 
names when they got married, but there was still time until that would happen.  

Andriy sat down to have breakfast and, moving a plate with an omelet closer, picked up his fork.  

“Do you think I want to? I have to,” he said, smiling.  

“You could take a vacation,” Ruta said. She cut two slices of bread and sat down at the empty end 
of the table. She must have already had breakfast.  

“A vacation from work?” Andriy asked. 

“You can’t take a vacation from the Maidan, can you?” Ruta shrugged.  

Ever since his daughter was just a baby, he’d been searching for a particular set of facial 
features—the features that would remind him of that other Ruta, the girl from the Vilnius television 
station whose portrait still hung on the wall in his office. But he never found any. How could he, 
anyway? His imagination had nothing to do with genes. His daughter had grown up to be the 
spitting image of her mother, which was quite logical and not bad at all, by the way—his wife was 
beautiful when she was younger. He wouldn’t have married her otherwise, would he?  

“Alright, I’ll take a vacation,” Andriy said. “But for how long? For a month? Two months? Three? 
How long will this drag on?” He nodded at the TV screen showing a muted broadcast from the 
Maidan: tents, barricades, flags, and people in hard hats scurrying around among all these 
decorations, creating the feeling of unreality and the deliberate touch of a theatrical performance. 

Following her father’s gesture, Ruta sighed. 

“Look at yourself.”  

Andriy put down his fork. 

“Ruta, dear, I love you very much. But it’s not you speaking. Those are your mother’s words.” 

She laughed. 

“Well, Mom is speaking different words altogether now. She called me yesterday. Told me about 
insurgents from Lithuania fighting in Kyiv.”  

“Russian TV is absurd and ruthless,” Andriy said, immediately diagnosing the disease. 

Ruta was now almost the same age as he’d been when he was stationed in Lithuania. On her face, 
the confidence of a woman was slowly replacing a young girl’s attractiveness. It’s a hard time for 
any father—to watch his little daughter grow into an attractive woman. He can’t help but feel 
jealous of her relationship with the entire world and that little girl with plump lips and chubby arms 
she was just yesterday. He feels an urgent need to protect her from the hostile, aggressive world 
but, at the same time, he realizes that she can deal with it much better than he can. 

“By the way,” Andriy said, chasing those unwanted thoughts away, “your mother is right. I did serve 
in the army in Lithuania. And now I’m here, in the Maidan. An insurgent—that’s what I am, huh?” 
he laughed.  

“You think it’s funny, but Mom keeps going on and on about people in the Maidan all being on 
drugs, telling me to run away and come stay with her. But what would I do in Russia? Get married. 
If you’re such a patriot, there’re lots of Ukrainians here, in Kuban, for you—that’s what she told 
me.”   

“TV.” Andriy repeated his diagnosis. 

Ruta quickly nodded.  

“That’s what I told her, too. Turns out that Grandma watches TV all day long and then she tells 
Mom everything she’s seen.”  

Well, what else would you think about Kyiv if you had no other sources of information except for 
ancient Soviet-turned-Russian television? His mother-in-law didn’t use the Internet, let alone speak 
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with people who’d seen the Maidan protests with their own very eyes. There wasn’t anyone like 
that in Kuban. The Russian government was trying to frighten their people with the Ukrainian 
Maidan to avoid their own, that’s a fact, and they were using television as a substitute for reality. 

“You know how Grandma is.” Ruta jerked her shoulder with a certain condescending, feminine air. 
Andriy noticed that. 

“I don’t, thank God.” He shook his head. “Back in the day, when we lived together with your 
Grandma, she wasn’t like that.”  

“What was she like then?” his daughter asked. 

“Almost like your mother now,” Andriy said with a smile. 

Ruta looked at him, jerking her shoulder again. “That’s directed at me this time,” Andriy thought.  

“Dad,” his daughter said, raising her finger in a preachy manner, “psychologists say that you 
shouldn’t drag your children into marital conflicts. Don’t you know this?”  

Sometimes, Ruta could be very prickly, and Andriy was a bit afraid of her at moments like that. 
Children always have the upper hand in domestic interactions as they need their parents less than 
their parents need them. So, they subconsciously blackmail their parents with the mere prospect of 
cutting off communication. Should anything go wrong, they can just step out of the room, leaving 
you struggling, like a fool, looking for a chance to reestablish contact. Any sudden movement, like 
raising your voice or forcefully exerting your authority, might tear the last paper-thin threads tying 
the family together. Ruta had already passed through the most critical period of the rebellious 
teenage years, but Andriy still exercised great caution around her, like a soldier during mine 
clearance classes. What else could you do? Raising a daughter is hard work. Any father could tell 
you that.   

“Well, let them be. Or, rather, let us be,” Andriy said, pushing his empty plate away. “When are you 
going to the Maidan today?” 

Ruta rose from her seat and, picking up the dishes, put them in the sink.  

“Right now. They dropped off a lot of books at our library last night. I need to help sort them out.” 

In the complicated system of the Maidan protest movement, Ruta had an awkward job—library 
manager. The Maidan library was an unfathomable phenomenon. On the one hand, it seemed 
logical. Most people were just loafing around, so they might as well read a book. On the other 
hand, have you ever heard about any revolutionaries organizing libraries? Let’s take that famous 
painting “Freedom on the Barricades” that the French used to print on francs. Would you believe in 
the militant spirit of the Parisians, had there been a library nerd depicted instead of a half -naked 
girl with a flag?  

“Brought a lot of books,” Andriy mumbled. “That’s something I don’t understand about this 
revolution of ours. We’re singing songs. Reading books.” 

Ruta pressed a button on the coffee machine and turned toward her father, resting her hip on the 
table. She had a striking figure, perhaps, even more striking than her mother had at her age. 
“That’s your daughter. Stop,” the pesky voice screeched in his head. But what could you do? You 
couldn’t ignore your daughter’s appearance, but you couldn’t evaluate it either. Oh, daughters!  

“What’s wrong with books?” Ruta asked. She waited for the coffee machine to stop gurgling and 
pour espresso into a cup. Then, in one elegant gesture, she put the coffee down in front of her 
father. “You think it’s better to get drunk on the barricades?” 

“No, it’s not,” Andriy said, giving a nod of appreciation for the coffee. “It’s just an abstract thought. 
I’m a sinner myself. Haven’t cast a single stone at the riot police. But I would never have thought 
that most protesters would be just like me.”  

Ruta didn’t say anything. She silently left the kitchen, swaying her hips. Watching her, Andriy felt 
embarrassed again.  

“They’re planning an offensive for tonight,” he called after her.  

“A peaceful one,” Ruta called back from her room. 
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“I don’t believe in peaceful offensives,” Andriy said louder so that his words would reach his 
daughter for sure. Turning a deaf ear to their fathers’ words was a signature strategy employed by 
all children. “I don’t believe in peaceful offensives. It’s just not possible. A peaceful offensive is like 
wet fire.” Ruta didn’t say anything, so he raised his voice almost to a scream. “Stay at your library 
and don’t come out. That’s all I wanted to say.”   

At that point, his daughter returned to the kitchen. 

“And these words are not yours, Dad. They’re Mom’s.” 

“Sometimes Mom says reasonable things, too,” Andriy said. 

Ruta wore a warm jacket, just as you should in Kyiv in the winter, especially when going to the 
barricades. A bright yellow-red-green hat—the colors of the Lithuanian flag—was atop her head. 
This sight pricked Andriy right below the heart.  

“Don’t worry about me. I already ate and I’m wearing a hat so I won’t get cold,” Ruta said, her smile 
a bit scornful after her father’s reaction.   

“Very funny,” Andriy said. “Would you take that hat off, though?” 

His daughter touched her head as if checking what her father was talking about.  

“Why?” she asked, surprised. “It’s a cool hat.”  

Andriy knitted his brows, showing that he was not joking.  

“It’s too bright. Soldiers always shoot at something eye-catching. It’s easier to aim that way.”  

“To aim? Don’t say that!” his daughter said dismissively. 

“I know what I’m talking about,” Andriy said, his voice serious. “In Lithuania, I saw stuff like that 
with my own eyes. Do you remember that girl in Vilnius I told you about? The one that got shot.”  

Ruta grimaced as she always did when things got tiresome.  

“Of course, I do. You told this story so many—” 

“And there’s more to it. Her hat looked exactly like yours. Yellow and green and red. Like the colors 
of the Lithuanian flag. Come on, take it off, out of harm’s way.”   

Ruta stared at him as if his words made no sense to her or she ignored them deliberately. Andriy 
had to stand up. Taking a step forward, he took that bone of contention off his daughter’s head. 
Ruta took the hat back right away with a gentle, but firm movement.  

“Don’t be such a bore, Dad. I won’t be on the frontline.”  

“They’ve been shooting there, Ruta” Andriy said, looking into her eyes—trying to gain control over 
her with his stare, as parents always do with their children. But what worked with a seven-year-old 
did not with a twenty-something. 

“Stray bullets don’t care who they hit,” he kept talking, ignoring his psychological fiasco. “Especially 
when the shooter doesn’t care either.”  

He seemed to have gotten through to his daughter, finally, because she made a show of stuffing 
her hat into her jacket pocket. 

“Alright. Deal,” she said slightly condescendingly as if talking to a child. “Love you.”  

He kissed her on the cheek and made a sign of the cross over her back when she was leaving the 
kitchen.  Then he sat down at the table and returned his attention to his coffee. He didn’t see his 
daughter pull her bright hat out of her pocket in front of the hallway mirror and put it back on. She 
brushed away her bangs that were peeking out from underneath her woolen hat and opened the 
front door.  

“Bye!” she called to the kitchen. 

“Bye-bye! Be careful!” Andriy called back. 

He felt anxious every time she went to the Maidan. At the very beginning, when students had first 
gathered by the Independence Monument, she’d already been there. Sometimes, she would even 
stay in the Maidan overnight, ignoring her mother’s tantrums. But that night, when the police had 
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dispersed the peaceful protesters, suddenly and brutally, injuring and mutilating dozens of people, 
Ruta had gone home literally one hour before it had all broken out. Looking at the photos of 
bloodied students and teachers on Facebook, Andriy had been too scared to imagine that his 
daughter could’ve been among them. She now worked at the library, of course; it was not the same 
as risking a police baton on your back or throwing Molotov cocktails at the riot police by the 
government building. Actually, girls didn’t do this. They took coffee and sandwiches to the frontline; 
that was as far as they got. Thank God he had a daughter. If he had a son, he would have rushed 
straight to the frontline. But it was a girl, so she was sorting books at the Ukrainian House, warm 
and safe inside four walls. Boys were different, though. They could take care of themselves. You 
wouldn’t worry as much about a boy. 

“Well-well, this is not you speaking, to be sure. That’s your wife,” the voice sneered in his head. 
Damn it! 
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From THE BELOW  

by Kira MALKO 

Translated from the Ukrainian  

by Oleksandra Gordynchuk and Hanna Leliv 

 

On a cruise ship, everything under the fourth deck is called The Below, and 
everything over it—The Above. The fourth deck is like a ground floor in a hotel. 
It is the first deck above the waterline and the only one where you can cross the 
ship from its bow to its stern. It runs through the vessel like an axis, dividing it 
into two separate worlds. 

Below the fourth deck arethe laundry rooms, utility blocks, and the cabins of 
ordinary crew members—those who do not belong to the noble class of 
officers. The Below is safely hidden from an outsider’s eyes—it is underwater, 
without illuminators; the doors leading there are inconspicuous and locked to 
the passengers. Behind those doors, below the fourth deck are mysteries, 

intricate affairs, true feelings free from any codes of conduct, mistakes and doubtful achievements, 
love and hatred, secrets and confessions, dirty laundry and honorable motives. And the engine. 
Everything that moves the ship is in The Below. 

Everything above the fourth deck is not only available to everyone—it’s showcased. The Above is 
an arena, a stage, a ring—the passengers’ playground. It is where the farce called “the impeccable 
service and the happiness of being a crew member” is played out. It is where the money is earned 
to be safely kept in The Below.  

For the ship crew, everything begins on the fourth deck and everything ends there, too. Everything 
is an employment contract. The main gangways, entrances and exits, are on the fourth deck, as 
well. Those are dividing another two separate worlds: the inner and the outerones. This division 
unites the passengers and the crew.  

Through one of those gangways, confused new joiners—that’s how newbies are called—board the 
ship for the first time. In a while, through the same door, they leave, this time as sailors.  

A time span from a newbie to a sailor is like an incubation period, and you never know what is 
going to come out of it in the end. A butterfly from a caterpillar or the other way around. It’s even 
impossible to tell how long it’ll take and if a newbie will survive till the end of a contract or if they will 
run away early. 

Overall, it doesn’t matter how much time passes between the first and the last step through the 
gangway—at the exit a different person appears, broken or, quite the opposite, stronger than 
before. You can leave the ship only to come back in two months, after your vacation ends, or you 
can run away for good, leaving all those gangways behind. You can escape in six months or in 
several days. 

Newbies signing a contract for the first time get a lot of warnings—the company goes out of its way 
to make sure they know what they’re getting themselves into. But, having spent some time on 
board, they discover things, not mentioned in that contract or at the trainings; something they were 
not ready to face or might not be able to handle. All these entrances and exits through the 
gangways; all that world—or worlds—where the ocean waves wash up a coming-of-age crew 
member. The Below and The Above, with all their striking dissonance and incredible integrity that 
makes you crazy. The people they have to talk to and everything that comes with it. Long weeks 
without day-offs and those pitiful hours when they’re allowed to get some rest. The alcohol that 
they gulp down, and all the consequences of it. The rules that the ship is stuffed with. The rules for 
the passengers, the rules for the crew, written and unwritten. All the things going on aboard push 
them to break those rules. There’re tons of them—so many that it seems they were put all in one 
place just for someone to break them.  

What happens on a ship, stays on a ship, they say. Or, at least, it’s supposed to.  
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Part I 

1 

She stands in front of a cruise liner at the Port of Honolulu. A warm breeze scatters her unruly hair, 
and it gets into her parched mouth. The sun, piercing her sunglasses, blinds her eyes, swollen 
from crying all night long, and burns her hands and neck. It was only yesterday that this neck, 
wrapped in a scarf, was barely warm from the March sun on the other side of the planet. Or was it 
the day before? This enormous difference between the time zones confused her perception of 
reality. Her reality. Now her neck is decorated with a circlet of Hawaiian flowers. Almost all of them 
wilted. She got this garland at the airport the day before from a bus driver meeting new joiners who 
were about to start their jobs in Honolulu—her and a few more bodies delivered there by numerous 
airlines from different corners of the world. She smoothes her hair nervously and pulls at her half -
dead flower necklace. Lei—that’s how they call it here. “Why the hell did I put this wilted garbage 
on?” she asks herself, not expecting an answer.  

She has never been this far from home. She has never seen such a huge ship. Over three hundred 
meters long, nineteen decks, thirty-one hundred passengers, and twelve hundred crew members. 
This is what was forever pressed into her brain during the trainings, like the multiplication table. 
Huge, white, depressingly glossy machinery studded with tiny windows and balconies was the 
reality she found herself in. The gigantic sharp bow hangs high, but at the same time so low and 
heavy that its thick shadow squeezes her temples, pressing her to the ground, and makes her want 
to crouch, hunch her back and crawl—as far from there as possible. 

Something is hiding there, inside it. Something is lying there in wait. Half-baked, creased like paper 
scraps, questions of “How long will I hold?” and “Do I need this? Do I need this now?” are flashing 
chaotically like red lights in that part of her brain that is not blocked by fear.  

She has always thought she could distinguish right from wrong, and knew what she wanted. And 
she did until she grew up. At sixteen, she wouldn’t let anyone tell her what to do. At twenty-two, 
she knew everything and could tell anyone what they should do. Now that she turned twenty-five, 
she’d give up anything she owns—her old laptop and her worn-out converses—to someone who 
would tell her what she should do. 

But, my dear, you should’ve fixed that at least forty-eight hours ago before your flight departed 
from the Boryspil Airport. 

She feels an urge to turn around and run away but instead she drags herself along with other 
newcomers. That morning, they picked them all up at their hotels and brought them to the port. 
Except for her, all men. And it seems that they have done this before. So she follows them and 
their huge, posh Carltons, Louis Vuittons, Moshinos, and God-knows-what-else, lugging her old 
and beaten Derby suitcase. Sailors—seafarers—are allowed to bring twice as many pieces of 
baggage on the airplane as the regular passengers. The cruise company that hires you provides a 
special letter for that purpose. And in that letter, they called you, my dear, a sailor, long before you 
set foot on the deck. So it’s too late to run away. Or, rather, too rude.  

With every step forward, her desire to run away grows stronger and stronger. Instead, she 
approaches a tall, suntanned officer in a snow-white uniform; he greets her with his perfect snow-
white smile, and she gives him her documents—her own documents, with her own hand! In return, 
the man hands out a thick envelope and a one-liter water bottle. The officer wishes her the best of 
luck in her new job, speaking with an accent—either Spanish or Italian—and she follows her 
would-be colleagues up the gangway to the deck. She can’t see who leads their group, showing 
the way to her and to a dozen of guys all lugging their suitcases. 

Once they find themselves in the ship’s belly, their guide stops and quickly looks them over. Now 
she also has a chance to take a proper look at him. A middle-aged man, in a green jacket and a 
tie. Luis is his name. On his badge, right below it, it’s written in bold—this time in a smaller font: 
Head Waiter, Mexico. He looks more like a gun or drug dealer from the movies than a head waiter. 
He probably keeps a gun under his jacket. He darts glances with his huge black eyes, staring 
lustfully at her, even though he addresses the entire group. Go to your cabins, he tells the guys, 
and come back in an hour. He told exactly where they should come, but she didn’t catch the name 
of the place. 
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The guide leads her somewhere along the endless twisting corridors. They climb down a deck or 
two taking narrow spiral stairs and find themselves in an enormous laundry room with huge 
washing machines and small Filipinos. Small as in petite, not juvenile. They sort bed linen, towels, 
and other rags, toss all of that into the jaws of the laundry machines, take clean things out of other 
jaws and put them under a super long press. It’s hot and stuffy in there. Sugary pop music pouring 
out of the invisible speakers sweetens it all up a bit. 

The biggest, or the most massive of the Filipinos, sits at the only table in the room in front of the 
only computer. “Capo, do you have small sizes for this mamacita?”, Luis asks him, although his 
badge says not capo, but some unfamiliar combination of familiar letters. Capo silently looks her 
over, goes somewhere, comes back with an armful of rags and unloads it all onto her— several 
sets of uniform in different styles, bed linen, and two towels. 

They go up to that deck where she left her suitcase. On their way, they come across people of 
various skin colors and in several different uniforms. “So, my place or yours?” Luis asks taking her 
suitcase. “Let’s do yours, it should be cozier,” he adds, and when she doesn’t reply, he leads her 
somewhere. 

Again, all these endless mazes, doors, bends and climbs down the spiral stairs. Finally, he stops in 
front of blue doors that look exactly the same as another dozens of doors in that corridor. “Here’s 
your casa granda”, Luis opens the door with a card key and gives it to her. “Put all this inside, I’ll 
wait here. And don’t beg me to come in, we don’t know each other well enough yet”. 

He gives her a saucy wink, but all she can squeeze out of herself is “thank you”. She slips past him 
into the cabin, and the door shuts—making a quick, loud, rude ‘bang’—right before Luis’ face. 

She takes a look around her new home. “How long would I handle it?”, still flashes somewhere at 
the back of her mind. A tiny room, two cubic meters tops. A double-bunk bed. The lower one is 
closed with thick dark-brown curtains. The same ones hang above the upper bunk, but those are 
open, so she can see a high white mattress with a pillow lying around. Apparently, that one is hers. 
She tosses all the stuff that Filipinos dumped on her in the laundry room onto her bunk and 
casually pokes her finger into the mattress. It feels firm—a good one. 

Besides her bed, there’s a small table with two drawers and a shelf with a plasma TV on a leg. A 
small fridge under the table. To the left from it, there is a wardrobe with two doors. Both of them 
with mirrors. On the right door, a makeshift drying rack hangs right on the mirror—a pair of thin-
wire hangers fastened together and attached to two bolts. And huge yellow lacy panties, XL size, 
drying on that rack. “So that’s what she’s like, my cabinmate”, a thought flashes through her mind. 

Opposite the wardrobe, there’s a tiny sink with a vanity cabinet above it.There’s another door 
between the wardrobe and the sink. It leads to the bathroom. Very compact. She already saw a 
room like that when traveling around Norway with her friends. They spent a night on a Hurtigruten 
ship getting from Alesund to Bergen. Of course, they booked the cheapest cabin—they always 
travel cheap, hitch-hiking and couch-surfing wherever and whenever possible. Hurtigruten doesn’t 
have a couch-surfing option, so they had to pay. Their cabin had a bathroom like that. 

When she comes out, at last, Luis ushers her again along the endless intestines of corridors, telling 
her something that she stops paying attention to right away. Too many words, too many people 
around. Too many sorts of people. Such a huge ship, and so crowded inside. 

Luis leads the way. All she can think of is the gun concealed under the drug dealer’s jacket that 
just has to fall out. A huge muzzle would drop down at her feet at any moment, she’d notice it, and 
he’d have to kill her. 

She is unable to drag her gaze away from his jacket until she finds herself in a lunchroom. Luis 
calls it something like a “crew mess”, rolling his r’s. As far as she can recall from the trainings, crew 
mess is a cafeteria for crew members, for its working class. 

She’s not hungry at all, but Luis insists that she should at least nibble at something, for God only 
knows when she’d get another break. She thinks about a gun under his jacket and decides not to 
argue. 

The crew mess is organized like a buffet. There’s plenty of food: veggies, soups, cheese, grains, 
meat, something weird, desserts, fruit, something weird again, juice from a dispenser, coffee from 
a coffeemaker. Also, there is a huge soda vending machine, but you have to pay a dollar for a cup 
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of it. The room has small, round illuminators. She feels like it’s been forever since she last saw real 
windows and the sun. The ship is still anchored at the Honolulu port. On the other side of a small 
round window, the Hawaiian sun, indifferent to everything and everyone, shines bright; happy 
Hawaiian people stroll along the promenade, huge Hawaiian flowers blooming everywhere—same 
ones as in her wilted lei, only alive. 

She helps herself to some weird stuff and a slice of cheese. While she eats, Luis sits beside her 
and chats away with some crew members in Spanish, shouting across the half-empty cafeteria. 
They are all in different uniforms, but they speak the same language and sit at the same table. 

She eats everything on her plate although the food is not tasty. Actually, she didn’t feel it if it was 
tasty or not. She just stuffed herself with it, because she was taught that food is not to be wasted. 

They go somewhere again, finding themselves this time in a spacious, empty restaurant. Breakfast 
is over, there’s still plenty of time until dinner, so it’s closed to the passengers. All the guys who 
arrived earlier that morning, gathered around an oval table. She’s the only female and the only 
newbie.  

There’re dozens of tables in the restaurants—it must get quite busy here when it’s open. The 
passengers eat, drink, laugh, stand up and sit down, come and go. The waiters run around, 
fulfilling their demands and anticipating their wishes. “Always be a step ahead”, they drilled them in 
the trainings—that’s the key to an impeccable service. But now it is deserted, quiet and peaceful. 
Feels like home, almost. Probably because of the carpet floor, the wood paneling on the walls, the 
paintings in heavy frames, the small wall lamps, and the thin translucent curtains letting inside the 
condescending glimpses of the indifferent sun. 

Sitting at the head of the table, Luis starts to drone on about safety instructions and other stuff—
she doesn’t pay much attention, so it’s in one ear and out the other. Too much information. His 
carefree—or indifferent—voice puts her to sleep. Probably, Luis himself, too. He clearly repeats all 
this for the thousandth time. Most likely, the guys listen to it for the umpteenth time. That’s the 
protocol. When everyone starts to doze off, Luis suddenly speaks up, asking for questions, and this 
wakes them all from their slumber. They all are silent. They all got it. Or maybe they didn’t, but who 
cares. So Luis gets up and leaves the restaurant, disappearing through the revolving door.  

She doesn’t want him to go, to leave her here. His saucy glances and even his gun under his 
jacket somehow grew on her. But he’s gone, leaving her alone with the guys she doesn’t know, in 
this cozy restaurant, taking a large share of its coziness away with him.  

Soon after Luis leaves, two gentlemen come in. One of them introduces himself as a maître d’, and 
the other one as a supervisor. She keeps staring at the revolving door that just swallowed Luis and 
feels like on that day, many years ago, when her mom brought her to a preschool for the first time 
and left her with a teacher. She was crying desperately, watching her mother leave her with a 
woman she didn’t know. She never imagined she’d feel that terror once more. But here we are 
again. But, truth be told, now she is twenty-five, and she’s not with a kind teacher, but with two 
stern men who have no idea about the suffering of a three-year-old girl coming anew. And her 
mom is much further away now.  

The maître d’ looks like a mole. Tiny black eyes, a long face, a small mouth. His badge screams 
Switzerland, the name of his home country shining proudly just below his name. How strange, she 
thinks to herself, she was always sure that if the Swiss do work, they do so only in their homeland, 
or, say, in Germany or France, but not for a foreign company thousands of miles away from their 
Alpine meadows. Her memories from Switzerland are about clean sidewalks, spotless streets, 
fragrant free public restrooms, and people, quite satisfied with their lives, and also about other 
once who went on a strike for some reason—out of boredom, probably; about bears, not a single 
hobo in the street, and the rain. Well, the Einstein Museum and Kunstmuseum Bern are also in her 
memories, of course. 

The mole of maître d’ talks for a short while, pronouncing r in the French style, more like g. He’s 
probably from one of the western cantons. Or, maybe, it’s just his image. Maybe that’s how he 
amuses himself—by working on a cruise ship. Who knows. His entire speech boils down to 
“Wel’come on boagggd” and a wish to make a ton of money and find a girlfriend or a boyfriend, 
depending on their tastes and preferences. She wants to stand up and announce, right there and 
then, that she, personally, couldn’t care less about it all. She no longer needs it. She wants to go 
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home because she’d already found everything he’d just mentioned there. Or, at least, half of it. But 
she just sits still, frozen, choking back a loud scream. 

After the maître d’s speech, the other man, the one introduced as a supervisor, says something to 
the guys and they go about their business. Then he turns to her and tells her to put on her casual 
uniform and come up to the sixteenth deck in two hours, and he would teach her the ropes. 

She is having a hard time finding her cabin. She just can’t remember the way. At first, she tries to 
find it by herself, wandering along the mazes with blue doors—identical, only numbers are 
different—but, but the logic of their numbering escapes her. Then she gives up and, stopping the 
first guy she meets—a Serbian probably—in his tracks, she asks him how to get to the cabin 
number 3253. This number stares at her from the envelope they gave her—she still holds it in her 
hand.If only they gave her a map, too. It takes that guy—definitely a Serbian—only two minutes to 
show her the way to her cabin.  

11 

The ship rarely stays at ports during the night. At times, it doesn’t happen even once over the 
entire contract. But Polina is in luck—they are staying overnight in Cabo San Lucas.  

Large ships don’t dock at the shore, so they anchor at some distance from it, and they use 
motorboats called tenders to get to the land. During the day, tenders run every fifteen minutes, like 
shuttle buses. The first one is at 6AM, the last one—at 1AM. Evening tenders bring passengers, 
tired from hanging out on land, to the ship, so that they can have some free food and then rest, and 
exhausted, hungry crew members—to the shore so that they can spend money on getting drunk 
and even more exhausted. 

Polina is in a hurry to make it toto the last tender, because she finished her work at eleven, as 
always, and took her usual long time to get ready. Phrases like “to doll up” or “to make oneself look 
presentable” gained a new meaning to her, and now the list of procedures that describe those 
actions consists of just one item—taking a shower. However, she spends more time there that an 
average crew member. 

She barely catches the last tender. Ashore, Vanya and Mila are already waiting for her. Mila is from 
Zhytomyr; she has yellowish hair, big blue eyes, plush lips, a master’s degree in Economics, and a 
working experience in accounting. She and Polina met back on her first day, rolling napkins 
together. Mila arrived at the ship two weeks earlier than Polina, also a first-timer. 

Polina gets out of the empty tender into the darkness of a nighttime port and watches her shuttle 
quickly disappear into the black abyss. The outline of her nineteen-deck home flickers far away. It’s 
pitch-dark here. The place is deserted and eerily quiet. She is standing alone on the shore of a 
Mexican port. Her valuables include fifty dollars and her own body. She already starts thinking 
which of these two would interest hot local muchachos first, when blessed, albeit annoyed, Mila’s 
voice comes from the darkness. She says that Vanya and she have been waiting there for an hour 
and out of boredom walkedall around the waterfront twice.Polina reaches into her bag and pulls out 
a bunch of grapes she took from the cafeteria on her way to the tender. Snatching out the treat 
from her hands, Mila gives her a peck on her cheek. 

Eating grapes, they leave the shore behind and walk inland. The city seems to be asleep, but as 
soon as they turn around the corner they dive right into the real nighttime Cabo. Flickering bar 
signs, tempting discounts, crowds of people wandering from pub to pub, laughter, shouts of ¡Hola!, 
exciting music, and juicy Mexican curse words most of which Polina mastered when talking with 
her colleagues. Here it is, the nighttime Cabo. All this attracts and excites her. 

They bump into Fortu. Fortu—Fortunato for those he isn’t friends with—is a Portuguese barman. 
He has thick salt-and-pepper hair, even though he looks on the right side of forty, big black eyes, 
long lashes, snow-white teeth, and unambiguous intentions regarding Mila. He certainly has kids 
on all continents and a hefty capital in Portugal, given the fact that he’s been working on ships for 
ten years. His bar is not far from Polina’s, and every time he passes by he makes a funny face and 
says something cocky to her.This mismatch between his behavior and his smart looks is quite 
funny. He calls Polina babalina. When Vanya told her that it was a word for ‘dummy’, she was mad 
at Fortu, but then began calling him babalu—the male variation of this term—and they reached an 
understanding.  
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Fortu has been hanging out downtown with five girls from the cruise ship spa salon. They have no 
idea why he went out with them. He might not know it himself. But when he sees Mila, he instantly 
finds a reason to dump the girls. Polina, Vanya, and Fortu are happy about it, but it looks like Mila 
is not. She just grimly ignores his noble courtship. 

Fortublendsin their night promenade that quickly turns into a bright kaleidoscope of bars, 
margaritas, tequila shots, clubs, faces of her colleagues that seem to be everywhere—it looks like 
the entire crew decided not to waste this opportunity and spend the night on land. Music punches 
from every restaurant and bar. Multiple rhythms and voices overlap, mix, get shaken in a blender 
and served in glasses rimmed with salt. The music flows and amplifies with every shot, and you 
can’t tell anymore if it’s inside you or around you. The night turns into slides flashing before your 
eyes that are just about to cry tequila tears—tears of joy, tears of sorrow, tears of exhaustion. 

A nightclub. Someone treats her to a drink. A crowd. Bodies move around, tremble and vibrate. Air, 
humid from sweat, alcohol fumes, excitement. No oxygen. A lot of bodies. Someone’s lips. Polina 
feels them glide on hers but can’t see whom they belong to. That someone leads her somewhere. 
They find themselves in a corner near the bar, and she feels the kisses again. Her hand touches 
that someone’s hair, long and thick. No stubble. Smooth, silky skin, and soft warm lips. Polina has 
never seen that girl who was now kissing her. Is she from another ship? A local, maybe? Who 
cares. Everything fades, turns around and round, and disappears. 

Her lips get burned with a crazy hot sauce. Her vision sharpens again, and she sees Mila, Vanya, 
and Fortu. They munch on their tacos. She has one in her hand, too. 

The next slide—a crowded bar, less music, more shouts. Hot Mexican guys playing table soccer 
like crazy. Polina squeezes past them, jumps right into the game, lets in couple of goals, makes 
none, and in a few minutes is pushed aside. Someone walks her to the bar counter and orders a 
margarita for her to keep her occupied. One more margarita, one more tequila shot.  

The next slide—a coffee shop, a table with the three of them—Mila, Fortu and she. 

“Where is Vanya?”, she asks. 

“We lost him in one of the clubs”, Fortusays. After he failed to seduce Polina, Vanya tried to 
seduce one of the waitresses. He slurred “youcan go anywhere youwant I stayhere”, and then 
“Have you seen howshelooked at me?”, turned around and disappeared into the crowd of bodies 
jerking in and out of rhythm with the music, and the three of them went to look for a quieter place.  

Fortu and Mila sit next to each other, Polina is across from them. Fortu tries to talk to Mila, Mila 
doesn’t want to talk to Fortu, she tries to talk to Polina in Ukrainian, but Polina doesn’t want to talk 
to anybody. She gulps down her second espresso in one shot and announces to everyone present, 
even to people at other tables who couldn’t care less about it, that she is going to look for Vanya. 
Polina would go to look for the Atlantis just to get rid of those two. But she and Fortu say that 
wouldn’t let her go alone and catch her outside.  

They find Vanya in the fourth bar they walk into at random. Pulling at his Corona, he’s yapping 
something into barman’s ear, waving a slice of lime. They rescue the barman and, dragging Vanya 
outside, decide to move to some other place. 

Some other place turns out to be a beach. They decide to swim, but they realize that no one has 
their swimsuits with them. Polina did take hers but decides not to stand out and goes into the water 
just like the rest of them—naked. 

Under the veil of night, they run intothe water and swim in different directions. Polina swims without 
stopping until she loses her breath. The ship seems to be not that far away. How huge it is! It 
amazes and fascinates her. It is not like she saw it for the first time at all. It is not frightening now. 
It’s beautiful. A pointed shoe that flickers with thousands of lights against the starry Mexican sky. A 
huge lighting bug. It stands there, waiting for her. It wouldn’t take long now. The night almost faded 
away. 

She lays on her back, dissolving in warm waves. Here he is, the ocean. They met properly, at last, 
the way they were supposed to. He’s around her, he’s everywhere, and she is in him, on him, 
under him. She looks at him, looks into him, feels his gentle touch, his taste and smell. Salty, 
scentless. He wraps her with his infinity, and she seems infinite to herself. She dissolves and 
stretches out, growing larger and more important, almost majestic. She is here and now. She is 
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everywhere and forever. The ocean and the sky become one; they flow into each other. The 
secrets of the ocean become stars in the sky. The stars fall, turning into the ocean’s treasures. She 
flows into the sky along with the ocean, along with all margaritas, tequilas, Coronas, and God 
knows what else that she poured into herself that night.  

Polina is wrapped in the sky. She lays on the ocean. She is completely naked, except for the sky, 
the only one who sees her and covers her with itself. The sky is on her, the small star lights 
burning her skin, the sky pressing her into the ocean. The stars have never been so close. She 
lays on the surface of the Pacific Ocean, she has nothing on her, she has nothing of her own and 
she has nothing inside her. Or she has something unbearably light inside. She is empty and full of 
something at the same time. Something beautiful. Something nice. This blissful lightness of being. 
Maybe, she is plankton? She would like to lay like this forever—on this ocean and under this sky—
shining in this darkness. 

She barely breathes. Does she breathe at all? Does she blink?She watches her left foot bobbing 
up and down in the water. By itself. She watches an ink blot of her tattoo sinking into the dark blot 
of an ocean and then coming to surface, again and again. An abyss beneath her, an abyss above 
her. She’s helpless—and powerful. Here and now, she can do anything. 

Something touches her leg, and she’s immediately pulled out of her nirvana. She falls right into the 
water that gets into her mouth, her nose, her eyes. She emerges and tries to clear her throat. It 
turns out that it wasVanya’s love-hungry body that touched her. His love-hungry arm, to be precise. 
She hopes it was his arm. 

His behavior is really weird that night, not typical at all. He just yammers some nonsense in his 
sugary voice. How romantic, he says. The ocean, the stars, Polina and him, both naked. 

All this seems romantic to her, as well. All but him and her, naked, so close to each other. She 
swims to the shore as fast as she can and lays down on the sand, trying to catch her breath. In a 
few minutes,Vanya gets washed ashore. She slides down into the water, so that the waves cover 
her. He lays down very close to her, but without touching. Out of the corner of her eye, she sees 
his thingy, sticking out of the water like a beacon. A surprised “wow” flashes through her mind. 

Fortu and Mila are swimming not far from them, but far from each other. 

Vanya asks why she spoils such a good moment. Usually, Polina answers questions like that by 
saying that she doesn’t deserve him (the one who is asking) and that girls from the spa salon are 
much better. Now she tries to pitch a similar line, spitting out water and sand. But she hears 
something different that surprises even herself. Completely different words. She didn’t even know 
that she had them, those words. But she hears herself, as if from a distance, saying that she is in 
love. So, she spoils this moment for a reason—because she loves someone. And that someone is 
not Vanya. 

He stares at her as if she said something like “postmodern existential absurdity.” She herself 
considers this option more believable. But no, she didn’t say that. She says again that she loves 
someone—to make sure that it is really what she’s saying. His staregradually gets clear, focused 
and directed somewhere past her. He stands up, not covering himself, hanging over her with his 
instrument, still ready for action, stands like that for some time, and then turns around, dives in and 
swims toward deep water. 

It turns out that the sky got much lighter while she was laying face down. Now she can see where it 
meets the ocean—it’s a pink-yellow-green-bluish line. And the shoe-like ship wobbles on the water 
against that line, wrapped in the morning mist. 

Mila and FortuMila and Fortu are sitting on the sand—they have already gotten out of the water 
and put on their clothes. When they see Polina paddling in the water, trying to leave the depth of 
the sea and make it to the beach, they stare at her, expecting perhaps a spectacular dressing-up 
show. Pausing for a second, Polina then spreads her fingers onto the two poles of her body and 
walks out of water like that, slowly and steadily. At least, she made Fortu forget about his annoying 
courtship for a moment. Mila would definitely appreciate that.  

Vanya gets out of water once Polina is fully dressed. He doesn’t try to cover himself up. 

An impressed “wow” escapes Mila’s lips, and she nods to Polina approvingly. She probably thinks 
that they pulled it off right there, in the water, and that Polina is a lucky one. 
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Several sleepy cleaners come to the beach. Streets are still silent and empty, only huge green 
leaves and bright flowers, also huge, peeking out from fences. Polina deliberately lets them hit her 
face. She likes how these large flowers slap her forehead, her eyes, her cheeks, making her face 
wet with dew. A small white ball of Moon hangs very far above the bald,sun-scorched hills with 
houses built into them, yellowish in the morning sun. There’s a word Pedregal sitting on one of 
them, like that famous Hollywood sign. Polina has no idea what it means but she still takes a 
picture of it for some reason.  

They walk the early morning streets of Cabo, scattering sand and the remnants of their energy 
before a long working day. Fortu, still full of hope, keeps blowing smoke at Mila, while Vanya and 
Polina are plodding behind them, silent.She takes pictures of the streets and the shadows, his and 
hers. She wants coffee, but all the cafes are already—or still—closed.  

When they almost reach the seafront, Polina glances at her watch but sees only her bare wrist, 
with no watch on it. I’ll meet you onboard, she shouts, and turns back. Vanya catches up with her, 
and they walk back in silence, stepping on the shadows of palm trees, huge flowers, and cacti cut 
out by the morning sun and thrown out right under their feet. 

There is nothing special about this watch except for the person who gave it to her. It’s not even her 
style, but since that someone put it on, she hasn’t taken it off. Until now. A small Tissot on a thin 
metal strap. She just can’t lose it. It still has some fingerprints, dear to her heart. It used to be on 
that someone’s wrist. “I won’t leave this port until I find it”, she thinks to herself, not sharing this 
thought with Vanya who’s trudging along beside her. 

They reach the beach and find the place where they must’ve camped at night. She falls to her 
knees and crawls around, digging sand. It’s wet and cold. She buries her arms up to her wrists in it, 
digs around, making piles. Nothing. It’s so small, that watch. She used to wear massive watches, 
with thick straps. A one like that would have been easier to find. Polina has many watches, but this 
one is her dearest. 

Suddenly, her fingers feel something. She tries to pull it out, but it seems too large. A toe. She 
raises her head. Vanya looks down at her from a faraway distance of his height, the watch swings 
in his arm while Polina is squeezing his toe. They look like a giant and an ant. When did he find the 
watch? Did she lose it in the first place? 

She stands up, shakes the sand off and is about to take what belongs to her from Vanya’s hands 
when he suddenly breaks into a run. “What a child”, she thinks and runs after him. He runs into the 
water, making a swing with the watch like he is going to throw it into the ocean. Polina jumps on his 
back and tries to take her treasure away.Vanya’s on the larger side. Not fat, but tall and broad-
shouldered. She hangs on him like a flag on a pole. She crawls on his shoulders, covers his eyes, 
nose, and mouth, and then he gives up. 

Polina runs along the shoreline, stops, puts the watch on its rightful place on her wrist, and sits 
down on the sand to catch her breath. A colorful line on the horizon became smoky-beige. The 
lights on the ship no longer flicker. Now it looks more like an object from an impressionist 
painting—it seems it’s about to dissolve in the morning mist, its outline smudgy. “Impression, 
sunrise”—almost. 

Everything is asleep: the ship, the yachts floating on the water near the shore, the seagulls. It feels 
like they should stay silent or at least whisper, not to blow away this serenity, weightless and soft 
as a feather. 

The first tender leaves from the shore toward the ship. Two hours until she has to begin her day’s 
work. 

She hears a shutter clicking. She turns around and takesa picture of Vanya with her camera as he 
takes a picture of her with his. She comes close to him, grabs his hat, puts it on her head, and runs 
along the shoreline. He clicks a couple of times and catches up with her. They scurry across the 
beach like crazy, laughing, pulling at each other’s clothes, wriggle out of each other’s arms, and 
she doesn’t know what happened to her fatigue that overcame her just a moment ago when she 
was still sitting on the sand. She is grateful to him for not ruining this morning and for not letting her 
ruin it completely. 
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That morning, it was the last time she and Vanya were properly together. He doesn’t bring her 
pizzas, espressos, burgers, and his endless speeches on anything and everything to her bar 
anymore. No more cheese-and-wine evenings in his cabin, no more doing laundry together, and no 
more meetings at a pub or an internet-café.  

Sometimes, they still watch movies together in his cabin. But always in presence of his neighbor 
Victor, with the accent on the first syllable. Not like Hugo, but like Chernomyrdin, for example. 
Because Vitya is not from France, he is from Mykolaiv, and because he complains about how he 
always means the best, but, well, you know the rest. NowVityano longer has to vanish for those 
few hours that Polina spends in their cabin like he did before. Now Vanya is not trying to get rid of 
his cabinmate, because he knows he wouldn’t get what he hoped for earlier. Now Vanya doesn’t 
serve her romantic dinners on a life jacket and pillows. Now Vanya and Vitya meet Polina just in 
their underwear, that kind that fitstightly and show everything through. How quickly all this shyness 
and niceties disappear when they stop expectingsome benefits. Now Polina is just a buddy not 
worth the trouble. 

They lay together on his upper bunk—he in his underwear, she in her pajamas, watching a silly 
movie to the accompaniment of Vitya’s rhythmical breathing. They usually use a garbage bag full 
of popcorn as a pillow—this is how Vanya prepares for their dates now. Polina hates popcorn. 
They both lay there thinking what’s the point ofit all. 

They never discussed what she’s told him that morning. What she told him was that she loved 
another person. She also mentioned that person’s name. She told him everything. They didn’t 
speak about it anymore. Evidently, he doesn’t need more information; she probably sounded 
convincing enough. He doesn’t ask any questions; they don’t talk much now.Before that, he could 
yammer away for hours, but now he can go without speaking a word to her for days. She became 
something not quite useless, but not really useful either—like that third pillow that he’d put 
everywhere until it ended up at the foot of the bed: if she disappears one day, he wouldn’t even 
notice.  

Polina had no idea that he was into her that much. It’s only now that she realizes that, seeing how 
deeply he despises her. He has always been around, without asking if she wanted it or not. And 
she didn’t say anything because she didn’t care and because he hasn’t asked. 

Now she knows what she needed him for. She needed him so that she could admit to him 
something she couldn’t admit to herself. So, that what it all was about—she is in love. 

Did she name this feeling before? She can’t remember it now. But at that moment this word 
escaped her lips so easily and naturally. It’s just Vanya was the first one who asked why she was 
unavailable, why she spoiled everything. 

Polina is happy about that discovery. A burden off her mind. That’s a pity that it happened only 
now. All those weeks on the ship she was sad. She wrote long letters, drank a lot, and dreamed 
about going back—she dreamed about it every moment, even when she went ashore in the ports. 
Or about having it—whatever she left back home—right there, by her side. Now it has a name. 
Love. So that’s why when her plane was about to take off, she was ready to jump out of it, that’s 
why she’s been crying her eyes out all her way to Honolulu with stopovers in Amsterdam and 
SanFrancisco. That’s why she has been weeping all night long at her hotel in Honolulu, too. And 
on her first nights aboard. It wasn’t stress, fatigue or fear. As it turned out, it was love. She ran 
thousands of kilometers away from something she couldn’t understand there—only to understand it 
here. To call it by its name. To make a final diagnosis. She tried to numb this feeling with loud 
music, to drown it in alcohol. It would pass, she thought. Until Vanya asked her. 

Her name is A. 
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From A BUTTERFLY DOES NOT SCREAM 

by Iren ROZDOBUDKO 

Translated from the Ukrainian  

by Hanna Leliv 

Twenty years ago. 

Little Mika never goes for a walk alone. 

He only looks out of the window to see how long the street is. In winter it is 
covered with snow and looks sugary—he wishes he could run out and taste it. 
In summer, everything is sunlit, bright and colorful—there are so many colors 
that his eyes sparkle and the street also looks as sweet as the fruit drops that 
Liola once brought him. 

His mother does not even take him to the grocery store. She ties him to the 
radiator with a rope and walks away, waving her finger as if to say, "Stay here. 

And don't you dare pee in the middle of the room." She puts a potty on the floor and leaves. 

Mika stands on his tiptoes and looks outside—but only as far as his eye can see. The window 
ledge is too high and the rope will not let him climb up. All Mika sees is a ribbon of a long, long 
street leading straight down to the pond. 

That changes when Liolia arrives. Then he can whine, "I want to go to the pond... I want to go to 
the pond..." quietly but insistently, while Liolia and his mother drink coffee or a clear brown liquid 
from a pot-bellied bottle. 

Liolia is not as busy as his mum. And not as strict. Little Mika knows very well that Liolia will surely 
feel sorry for him if he whines like that for at least an hour. 

Mum will just get tired of hearing his whining and snap: 

"Take that idiot away. I can listen to this any longer!" 

Mika has no idea what 'idiot' means, but he likes the word. And what matters most anyway is that 
Liolia now sighs and says: 

"Alright, buddy, come on. But only for half an hour, no longer." 

Then little Mika rushes headlong to get out his coveted tools—a half-liter jar and a net—and put on 
his worn sandals. Then he stands still at the door with bated breath. 

Oh, how long it takes Liola to buckle her fancy shoes and put lipstick on her already bright red lips. 
And then she has to smoke a cigarette with his mum—one for the road. 

"Liolka! Don't take too long," mum says. "I'm putting potatoes on the stove right now." 

Then they set off for the pond. As they walk down the long, long street, Mika turns his head right 
and left and marvels at the buildings—how tall they are! Music is coming from the windows. 

Loud noises hurt little Mika's ears. But it gets quiet as soon as the paved road ends and the 
overgrown jungle leads them to the pond. 

The pond is a true wonder. The dense thicket sways, rustles, and buzzes and is full of strange 
creatures. It is not as noisy here as among the buildings. 

Mika is excited about walking through the wet grass. He imagines huge cities under his feet, 
invisible to the human eye and full of fantastic inhabitants. Life bubbles there, just like in the 'big 
world'—there are houses, stores, schools, and stadiums. Only they are not people, but tiny insects 
that live there, beautiful and disgusting at the same time. They have a bunch of legs and wings and 
bulging eyes. 

Mika can well hear all their buildings (tiny copies of his apartment block, perhaps!) crunching under 
the soles of his sandals. But it is almost impossible to see the consequences of the destruction—
the grass is too thick. 

Watching an anthill is easier. When he stirs it up with a twig, he can clearly see corridors, rooms, 
underpasses and, above all, the chaos it causes. Just like the movie about the war he watches 
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when he peeks through the door into his mother's room. He just wishes there was sound. He must 
have caused a terrible commotion. He, little Mika, the lord of the ant universe! 

 

The anthill is followed by another favorite pastime: catching dragonflies and butterflies. He tries 
hard to catch as many as he can—he only has half an hour. Liolia does not want to wait a minute 
longer for him. 

It would be so great to catch a frog, too—there are plenty of them around. Their smooth, moist skin 
shines like plastic. Nasty frogs with bulging eyes and soft white bellies. When you flip them over 
with a stick, their bellies inflate, and when you shove the stick into them harder... Yuck. 

There's always trouble with frogs—mum will never let him bring them into the house. He'll deal with 
frogs later, Mika thinks, once he's allowed to go to the pond by himself. That time will surely come 
sooner or later. 

He runs happily along the bank, breathing in the somewhat stuffy smell of reeds and catching the 
warm rays of the May sun with all his skin—hunting. Liolia is sitting on a fallen tree trunk with her 
eyes closed, her face turned towards the sun—sunbathing. 

Her pale pink knees stand out through the white fabric of her summer skirt. I wish she were my 
mother, Mika thinks dreamily. But his mother is even prettier than Liolia. Just too nervous. She 
does not love Mika. And Liolia is nice and takes him to the pond. 

A few butterflies, three dragonflies, and a strange green beetle with long wings, just like a 
dragonfly's, flutter inside the jar. Hooray! Now he can wait patiently for the next walk with Liolia—
he still has a lot to do before her next visit. 

"Enough, buddy?" calls Liolia, glancing at her watch. "It's time to go. I still need to talk to your 
mum." 

Reluctantly, Mika folds up his net, straightens his shorts out, and closes the jar tightly with a plastic 
lid. He sighs. They can go now. If he had his way, he would spend the whole day there, until 
nightfall, until morning! He would make friends with the boys who play soccer in the yard all day. Or 
he would pack his little backpack (a gift from Liolia) and go on a trip. 

But he's only seven. He's too young. He can not even reach the keyhole in their apartment yet. But 
just wait until he finally reaches it—mum will miss him, oh, she will! 

The neighbor is already sitting in the kitchen. It smells like boiled potatoes and pickled cucumbers. 

Mika swallows hard. But he knows the rule: mum asks her guests to help themselves to lunch first, 
paying zero attention to Mika, and he munches on the leftovers later. Unless he grabs something 
from the table while his mum looks away. Or Liolia brings him a sandwich to his room. 

"At last you are back!" his mother calls from the kitchen. 

"There's our hero," says the neighbor in a sugary voice. 

Mika can not stand her. Once he heard her say that his mother has a 'sugar daddy.' But he never 
saw his grandpa bring them sugar—he even looked in the pantry three times. She's a liar! 

And his mum is a famous actress. She can buy her own sugar. He's even seen her on TV. 

But for some reason, that movie is no longer shown—and it makes his mum cry. But there are still 
a few shorter movies on: about soap, about pah-dee-gree pal or something, about a washing 

machine. And she stars in each of them—she, his mother!  

She is the only one acting in these movies—beautiful, young, smiling. A real movie star! Here she 
is in the shower, naked, covered from head to toe with foam soap like a sea princess, and then she 
turns around and says to the whole world, "'Ideal.' This soap will make your night ideal!" And there 
she sits on the washing machine in a white fluffy bathrobe, swinging her slender legs, finger 
pressed to her lips, "Pssst! It works—you can rest." 

And everyone can see her like this! 

When his mother takes him to the grocery store—which happens too seldom—Mika often 
overhears people in line whispering to each other, "Is that her? The one with the foam in the 
shower?" His mother gets annoyed, but Mika is proud. "I'll show them!" his mother hisses. And 
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Mika wonders what else she's going to show. His mum looks like an angel. He just can not 
understand why she thinks that he, Mika, has ruined her life. That's exactly what she once said to 
Liolia (Mika was eavesdropping and heard it with his own ears): "And why on earth didn't I have an 
abortion in time! I trusted that bastard. He said he'd marry me and take me to Hollywood, of all 
places. And here I am—a mum! And now what? Stupid ads? But what else am I going to do when I 
don't have anyone—no mother, no grandma—to sit at home with this idiot." 

Holy wood? Mika wondered. Where is that? He'd love to go there too, but mum will never take him. 

...Mika is hungry, but the thought of the jar with the living creatures warms his soul and he thinks 
that he could have lunch later. Also, out of the corner of his eye, he sees mum putting a box with 
the cake that the neighbor brought in the freezer. The freezer means it's an ice cream cake—
sprinkled with berries and chocolate chips, at that! And there must still be a piece left if mum puts it 
away into the freezer. 

Mika slips away into his room.  

Today he does not feel like eavesdropping on grown-ups. He closes the door tightly. A lot of 
fascinating things await him. He looks at the jar and grins. He watches the dragonflies fuss behind 
the glass. They are anxious. Like patients in a hospital. 

It's been a few weeks since Mika took up a new hobby. 

It completely engulfs him, helping him beat boredom and suppress his resentment at not being 
allowed to run outside like other kids. Even the thought of food is less painful when he is absorbed 
in this new thing. 

Mika carefully takes the first butterfly out of the jar. It is delicate white, only its trunk is black and 
thin like a caterpillar's. A tiny head, barely visible shiny eyes, two rows of threadlike legs. First Mika 
tears off two wings on one side and watches the butterfly flap around. It flips onto its side, slides 
along the ground on its belly and curls the tip of its tail—how funny. Mika even has the impression 
that the butterfly is clutching its head with its forelegs, as if saying, "Oh no! What happened to 
me?!" After watching his amusing maneuvers to his heart's content, Mika pulls off the other wings 
as well. Now the butterfly just crawls, awkwardly, as if drunk (Mika sometimes sees his mother this 
way). He barely wiggles his stringy legs. Now it's their turn. Mika performs this operation next, 
carefully and attentively. The butterfly morphs into a caterpillar and lies still. 

Mika lies down on the floor, brings his face close to the object of his observation, and looks at it to 
see its eyes and mouth. What a shame: the curled tentacles are still there. Mika quickly corrects 
his mistake and stares again at the fruit of his labor, pressing his ear to the black worm: will he 
hear any sound? 

But the black oblong trunk lies motionless. Only its eyes sparkle. Let them sparkle—let the butterfly 
see itself! Mika puts the trunk opposite a shard of mirror. 

Now it's the dragonfly's turn. Look at it—huge eyes, a head with a big forehead rolling side to side. 
And its trunk is longer and smoother than a butterfly's. Nice and fat. The next experiment will be 
even more fascinating. Mika pulls out a needle. 

  

...He did not get any ice cream that day. 

"You don't deserve it," his mother said firmly. 

Mika knows that grown-up boys 'serve' in the army and he knows that to get his portion of sweets, 
he must 'deserve' it. But he wants to eat this cake so badly—now! He can almost feel his stomach 
cramping, the tantrum coming, and the tears welling up. But he tries hard to hold them back, 
because he knows all too well that he will not get anything if he cries. Mum says that his tears 
make her sick. As if she has ever tasted them... 

Mika falls asleep angry at his mother, at the neighbor, at Liolia for not bringing him a sandwich, at 
the whole world. "I will serve in the army when I grow up," he decides. "And then I'll eat ice cream 
every day!" 

In the morning, a gentle ray of sunlight in the form of a golden ball lays next to his head, like a 
scoop of ice cream. Mika even tastes it, licking the edge of his pillow. Not sweet! 
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Mika slides out of bed. The apartment is quiet. Maybe he's lucky today—maybe his mum has gone 
to rehearsal and he can sneak into the freezer. And he does not care if she reprimands him later, 
locks him in the dark room, or even hits him! 

He is ready for anything. 

But he finds his mum sitting on the window ledge in her lace bathrobe as usual. 

"Why can't people fly?" she asks, or rather recites in a velvety voice. "I ask you—why can't people 
fly like birds? Sometimes I feel like a bird... Give it to me," she says, this time addressing Mika. 
She shoots a pointed glance at the pack of cigarettes and the lighter on the table. 

How beautiful she looks! 

Golden morning rays pierce her, and she glows like a fairy, like a butterfly. Her crossed legs are as 
smooth and long as the legs of a porcelain figurine in a cupboard. She nods at him, lights a 
cigarette, and continues talking gibberish, "...you want to fly so much...when you are standing on a 
mountaintop. It feels like you are flying the moment you close your eyes and wave your hands..." 

Mika once saw a woman fly in a movie. He did not understand what the movie was about—
something about a boy tracking down a spy. The boy climbed up on the roof with his girlfriend, and 
the girl lost her balance and flew down. She flew so slowly, so beautifully. Like a butterfly. 

His mother swings her legs. Mika watches her, spellbound. 

"Why are you staring at me? I’m just practicing my role," his mum says in a tearful voice. "Because 
of you, I'll never get a decent part. And I'll never fly. And nobody can help me... Nobody..." 

...The police car, the ambulance and the crew of the Emergency TV show arrived almost all 
together twenty minutes after neighbors called to report that a woman had fallen from the seventh 
floor of the fourteen-story apartment building. 

A boy, the dead woman's son, was crying loudly behind the closed apartment door. They had to 
break it down. The crying only got louder. 

A compassionate neighbor immediately called the dead woman's best friend. "Let Liolka handle it," 
she said, "The last thing I need is another mouth to feed." 

In the courtyard, experts were working around the body spreadeagled on the ground, doctors were 
fussing with it, a crowd of passers-by was gathering. And the cameraman, having filmed a story 
outside, was entering the apartment and commenting on the incident as he went. 

A dark corridor, two rooms with unmade beds. In the child's bedroom, a small couch with dirty 
sheets and a greasy wallpaper with the doodles of butterflies. In a pale pink living room it is more 
or less clean: a big bed with a playfully pink satin throw, dull artificial flowers in vases, dust 
everywhere. 

The camera snooped ruthlessly in the corners, picking out the smallest details: the bottles on the 
table, the cigarette butts in the pots of dried flowers, the dirty dishes... Here is an open kitchen 
window from which the woman fell half an hour ago, a box with a half-eaten cake on the table and, 
finally, the frightened, grubby face of a boy... 

The boy whimpers softly, smearing the tears and chocolate on his cheeks. Afraid of the camera, he 
covers his face with his hands, crawls under the table, scratches and bites the cameraman, and 
screams. 

"Stop it! Now!" 

Liolia storms into the apartment. 

She hugs Mika and takes him in her arms. He calms down and falls silent, sobs and buries his face 
in her hair. Her hair has a delicious, sweet smell. Mika sits quietly and snuggles up to Liolia while 
the investigator questions her. About his mother, about his mother’s friends, about her mental 
state, about her work and her last meeting. 

Liolia pulls Mika to her as she responds. He feels Liolia trembling and her heart pounding. Mika 
wants to protect Liolia from the strict police officer but he does not know how. He is not questioning 
him. And if he did, he would explain that his mum simply wanted to fly a little. Liolia kisses Mika, 
pats his head and says kindly to him, barely holding back the tears: 
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"Don't worry, sweety. You will stay with me. And your mum... she..." 

"Flew away?" suggests Mika. 

"Yeah... yeah," Liolia murmurs in confusion, patting the boy's curly head again. 

"I will do anything you want for you. Perhaps you'd like to go to the pond?" 

"No," Mika says, shaking his head. 

"Then what would you like to do?" 

"Can I finish my ice cream?" the boy whispers.
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From FADED FLOWERS GET TOSSED 

by Iren ROZDOBUDKO 

Translated from the Ukrainian  

by Michael M. Naydan 

 

PART ONE 

Chapter 1 

Edith Beresh 

The most prominent, brightest memory flash of my childhood is a rocking chair. 
The most hellish—from everything that was to happen later is—Leda Nizhyna! 

Although, of course, there were countless adventures and problems. 

But the rocking chair, which I saw three times at a flea market in the middle of a 
town square of some small provincial little town—is a big rocking chair, whose 
legs an arched cross bar onnected, but that bitch Leda today surpasses all the 
memories of my former triumphs and tragedies, deaths and wars, husbands 
and lovers, parents and unborn children, diamonds and dirt beneath fingernails, 
cream soufflй and frozen sweet potatoes, Chanel perfumes (with that 
unsurpassed nasty piece of work Coco; in fact we had clams together in the Pid 

Kupolem1 Restaurant), and the disgusting soap of the Chervoni Vitryla2 factory. 

What marvels memory conjures with us! At times you don’t remember the name of some deceased 
person or even your own mother, and in a moment of relative harmony of the soul, when you want 
to remember what is dearest to you, that wicker rocking chair speaks… And nothing else. As 
though it was the main thing in your life. 

Back then I couldn’t imagine that you could make a chair with a rocker and weave it with wicker! 
How could that possibly be? The rocking chair stood separately from other goods in a circle of 
sunlight. 

As though it, so elegant, could speak, maybe even read the soliloquy of Prince Hamlet. Though 
then, of course, I knew nothing about the theater, or even about the existence of Shakespeare. 

That summer day father drove us and mother to the village, where you weren’t as hungy, and I 
overheard conversations that this village is “ours,” and that “our family property” is located there. 
Understandably, on hearing such words, I felt like a princess. The station, at which the train 
stopped, and which buzzed like a beehive, where in the middle of lively haggling the amazing 
structure stood that struck my imagination. 

My parents bought me honey in real honeycombs, which I chewed with pleasure and tried to 
swallow, a rag doll, and a wooden little horse with a straw tail, and forced me to drink up a small 
mug of warm fresh milk. But the entire time I turned my parents back to the spot where that 
amazing chair stood. “I want that!” I kept repeating, and the old sales guy in wide pants and straw 
hat intentionally and temptingly rocked that chair in front of me, and it glistened in the sun, flew up 
to the heavens, creaked in a nice way and… it smelled of grass, wicker, reeds, the forest, and rain. 

“We can’t take it with us, sweetie,” father tried to persuade me. 

“It’s very expensive,” momma backed him up. “Look, I bought you a candy rooster on a stick…” 

And they dragged me to the train car. Then I fell in the dust in the middle of the square by the 
station and screamed deliriously until I was foaming at the mouth. I really had to have that thing! To 
have it or die right on the spot, near its living fragrant wood. Maybe already then I sensed that this 
rocking chair by some kind of miracle will be preserved in all the entangled collisions of my life and, 
in the end, will become my only real friend… 

                                                
1 Meaning “by or under the cupola.” A very nice retro-style restaurant on a hill overlooking the Stefanyk Library in 

Lviv in Western Ukraine. 
2 Red Sails. 
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And Leda… She’s no Leda! She’s some kind of Yavdoshka from near Poltava or Kozyatyn. Strictly 
speaking, I’m also not Edith. But today I sometimes forget my real name. Sometime you need to 
have a look at the personal file kept by the director of our Building. Maybe, then something else will 
be restored in my head other than the memory of a rocking chair. No one called me anything other 
than Edith, from that time when I stepped out on the stage for the first time… 

…Now I sit in this swing next to the window. This is one of the few things that belongs to me here. 
Also—the photographs on the wall next to the mirror. The rocking chair has darkened. Now it’s 
almost black, all scratched up, and it sometimes nicks you with its many protuberances. Its bars 
attentively and repeatedly wrapped around by a sticky ribbon, have been rebandaged a hundred 
times. The rocking chair threateningly squeaks beneath me. And I think we’ll dissipate into dust 
together. Like old faithful friends. My cellmates stroll through the garden. Breakfast was just over—
cream of wheat with a glass of milk or tea—and they’ve crawled out to warm up under the last rays 
of the autumn sun. Ragged cats and kittens! Once all their coats used to shine. But today maybe 
just fleas latch on to them. Though sometimes journalists come—they bring, as though for dim-
witted little kids, cookies, fresh magazines, gifts in the form of bags with sugar candies or even 
cooler—sets of perfumes from sponsors, who suddenly felt the urge to be charitable. One time I 
received just such a set. I stood waiting for it in the stinking line of these old people, who amassed 
next to our dining room, just because they were giving out perfume with a familiar label—“from 
Chanel.” About the shellfish in the Pid Kupolem Restaurant I, certainly, held my tongue: the 
journalists had come not to see me—but to see someone else, more deft and with a sharper 
tongue. Look, even if they had come to me—Edith Beresh!—all the same I wouldn’t have let loose 
even a wisp of vapor from my lips. 

Though I imagine, how their mouths would have been agape if they found out how Coco and I… 
That’s why I hold my tongue. I hold my tongue because instead of the milk I despised, I’m used to 
drinking coffee. Good coffee, not instant, but real Turkish coffee. (A big can of Lavazza, that my 
neighbors gave me before my nephew put me in the car to bring me here, was gone before last 
New Year). I hold my tongue because I ran out of my black cherry tobacco, my pipe—my favorite 
delicate ladies’ pipe, which was thirty five years old from its birth in far-off Havana—broke. 

I hold my tongue because I can’t ask anyone to buy me this or that in the local store. Edith Beresh 
has never asked anyone for anything! 

And I don’t have enough money for all that. To admit to be in such a predicament—means the 
same thing as death. And, as strange as it seems, I still wish to see a production called “How Old 
Age Ends.” Earlier I acted on the other side of the footlights and never was interested in what was 
happening in the darkness, beyond the orchestra pit. Now I’m sitting in that darkness. And with a 
spiteful eye I look at the light, in which other characters are scurrying. I’m sitting in my chair and 
holding my tongue. Let others speak. Their lines aren’t written by Shakespeare. And that’s why it’s 
comical for me. 

I come out of my room three times a day: for breakfast, lunch and dinner. 

I always try to be late so my colleagues in the Building, whom it’s more pleasant for me to call my 
“cellmates,” have managed to eat and go their separate ways. I don’t care that my food gets cold, 
and the cook keeps arguing. I pretend I don’t hear. It’s a very convenient position! I learn so much 
about myself—for example, “old fart,” “nasty piece of work,” “peppered goat,” “dog shit.” The cook 
mutters under his nose, and in my time I used to say even worse out loud to the costume 
designers, make-up people, hairdressers, and the directors too. Just she, Leda Nizhyna, never had 
the opportunity to hear it. That’s what I won’t stop regretting till my last day. And if today I don’t 
have as grateful listeners as that Leda, then why wear myself out on some cook? 

* * * 

The building in which I live now has a quite impressive name—The Building of Creativity for 
Solitary Actors of Theater and Film. 

A bronze plaque hangs above our main entrance. And below there’s even a painted dove that’s 
carrying a palm branch in its beak. As though he couldn’t have brought it earlier—only just now, 
practically, on the grave of expectations, to this refuge. If an artist knew for whom he’s painting, 
then he’d be better off painting a decrepit Narcissus—the symbol of vanity. There are plenty of 
those kind of Narcissuses here… 
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The building has two floors and two spacious wings, situated in a picturesque suburb—right in the 
middle of a luxurious park that changes into a pine woods. The air is marvelous, the natural 
surroundings really nice. Once this establishment was owned by the state and therefore wasn’t just 
a place to rip off the poor, as, say, other similar establishments, but a comfortable enough place, to 
which future solitary theater and film stars would sign up. Even those who had a family. They 
signed up long before their old age, just in case… 

Some dreamt of taking it easy on government food amid nature, others escaped from their other 
half, so as not to take care of her—ill and already unwanted, some expected to meet likeminded 
people here and to spend the evenings in good company, and others were simply brought here by 
family with the statement: “After remodeling the apartment we’ll get you out of there right away!” 
But no one, believe me, no one guessed that this—was forever! A mousetrap opens just one time. 
It’s comical to observe how the first weeks the pomaded madams and the spiffed up (by old habit) 
messieurs come out to dinner in their frocks and bow ties. As they call this refuge “Bohemia,” and, 
putting ear horns to their lips for one another or picturesquely placing their hand to cup their ear, 
they talk highbrow, tossing out names, they pout, they jostle before one another in front of their old 
posters, order pineapple in champagne, act capriciously, fight with their nurses. Until they hear that 
“dog shit” directed at them. Then they begin to go through all the channels, including their relatives, 
who at that moment are in the middle of remodeling; they write letters to the minister himself, for 
two days they bravely starve in their cells. And then… Then they come out to dinner in flannel 
robes and slippers on their bare feet. And try not to look one another in the eye. Only the nastiest 
pieces of work of the narcissuses sometimes can ask: “Well, how about your relatives—have they 
finished the remodeling? For some reason it’s taking a long time…” 

That’s why I don’t come out. Even when sponsors come, children scouts (right now they call them 
something else) or charitable societies with their gifts. I still haven’t fallen into old age sclerosis or 
childhood, to jostle for candy. Except on those holidays (everything happens on holidays—on 
March 8 International Women’s Day or Victory Day) everyone puts on frocks and lipstick… 

Late in the evening sometimes I unnoticeably step out into the common room to watch TV—the 
news or some old movies for crazy insomniacs. One time I even heard out of the darkness, from 
the first few rows: 

“Edith Beresh! That’s Edith Beresh… From our country. Maybe she’s already died in America… 
She was a woman of rare beauty…” 
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From FARIDE 

by Iren ROZDOBUDKO 

Translated from the Ukrainian  

by Hanna Leliv 

 

A calm like thatonly ever happened before the storm. Uneasy but perfect in its 
stillness. Even the birds were silent, feeling the slow rising of the waves that 
werestarting to swell many kilometers away, soaking up the innocent 
landscape, surging up higher and higher, about to come down on the village 
like a violent force of nature.  

And in thatcalm that reigned in that time without governance,strange things 
started to happen to Faride that hardly anyone else noticed; a human 
community, once seemingly friendly, now looked at the “strangers” with 
suspicion and mistrust.  

Stoyan, a Bulgarian baker, who could always give you a piece of banitsa, a 
cheese pie, on credit, or break off a piece of mekitsa, a delicious Bulgarian bread, “for nothing”, 
now covered the basket with a cloth as soon as he saw Sarah appear at the end of the street, her 
daughters hanging all over her.  

“Spawning more beggars…” his wife, Maritsa, would grumble, shaking her head in reproach. 

“And they say that Jews are rich,” some passerby would always comment. Andpeople in the line 
would begin to nod like windup toys: “Let the Germans come, and all of a sudden they’ll have 
money, you’ll see!”  

Silence would fall for a moment until in another line on another day another whisper grew louder, 
about the Muslims who “got too excited”, taking broken chairs and other trash out of the mosque 
(“must be hoping that the new government will allow them to pray Namaz!”), or about the Greeks 
whowere “always looking toward the sea.” They cursed the Soviets, too, for leaving the people to 
fend for themselves. What would happen next? Who would they turn to? What grudges did their 
neighbors harbor? No one knew anything. 

When she arrived at the nursery, Faride saw a big crowd —parents with children flocking in front of 
the gate. Başıra, baffled, dashed toward her friend.  

“There you are! I have no clue what else to say. The director left. People are asking if the nursery 
is still going to be open if there’re only two of ushere.” 

Faridepassed through the crowd and climbed up the stairs.  

“Comrades, please calm down! The nursery will be open as usual!” 

“But the Germans are on the way!” someone shouted from the crowd.  

“The Germans? So what?” someone else yelled from the other side. “We still have to work!” 

“Work for the Germans?!”  

“How else are you going to feed your children?!” 

“Open the nursery, Faride!” the crowd shouted.  

“Let’s go home! What kind of teachers are they, anyway?!” The crowd boomed and swayed before 
Faride’s eyes. The children cried.  

“Quiet! Keep calm, comrades!” Faride shouted. She scanned the hushed crowd, looking people in 
the eyes. “Dear parents…” She broke off, realizing how many different kinds of people were 
standing before her—some “dear,”some not so much, as well as those who’d soon steer clear of 
her as if she were the biggest sinner on Earth. Climbing down the stairs, she picked children from 
their parents’ hands like grapes from the vine without saying a word. They followed her without 
protest.  

“Dear parents,” Faride said again, getting hold of herself. “The nursery will be open in any 
case.You are free to go. Off to work, please. You’re working for yourselves now.There’s no more 
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collective farm.” And she whispered to Sarah: “Aunt Sarah, please ask your people to stay. I have 
something to tell them.”  

Faride turned to Başıra, who was just standing there, numb.  

“Take the children inside. We’re working as usual.” 

When only families from the Jewish neighborhood were left in the courtyard, she said to them:  

“They say that the Germans expel Jews from everywhere.” 

The crowd boomed with indignation. 

“These are rumors, FarideEnverivna!” 

“That’s not true, Faride!” 

“How do you know that?” 

“Why spread panic?” 

Faride waved her hand with a shushing noise. 

“I have an idea. While the Germans are still on the way, I can re-register the nursery as an 
orphanage.” 

“What for?” 

“But our children are not orphans!” 

“What are you up to, girl?” 

Faride waved her hand again to keep down the clatter. 

“Listen to me! If the news about people being expelled is true, children won’t survive the trip! But if 
we make an orphanage here, I’ll issue new birth certificates to all of your children.” For greater 
certainty, Faride took the papers she’dpickedup at the village council out of her basket. “I’ll write in 
new, Tatar, names here! And then we’ll see.”  

The crowd went numb, trying to make sense of what that young woman in the white mourning 
scarfhad said.  

“But they aren’t Tatars,” Riva, Sarah’s neighbor, breathed out.  

“How can I make my own child an orphan?” another woman lamented.“What are you talking about, 
Faride?!” 

“And you what—want the Germans to take her away?” one of the men said, really coming down on 
her.  

“Tatars are shrewd,” someone from the crowd hissed. “She’ll give them away and get money for it.”  

Faride shuddered at her own inexperience in human psychology. Where could she find the wisdom 
to get a quick insight into the future, to have her cold-blooded intellectcheck her intuitive decision? 

“Faride is educated. Maybe she knows more than we do,” Sarah said in a reproachful voice, then 
turned to the crowd: “You can dowhat you please, but I’m leaving my little Rosa here! Period. 
Thank you, Faride-hanım.”  

 

She had broken the tension. Others started to talk, too, in trusting, friendly voices. 

“What should we do, Faride-hanım? Tell us!” 

Faride felt a bitter wave surging up in her throat again. She wanted to sit down. To drink a cup of 
hot sweet tea and lie down for half an hour, under a woolen blanket. Looking into the crowd, she 
said:  

“Leave the children here. I will look after them. I swear.Even if this decision is wrong, at least we 
can still feed the children.”  

She turned and went inside.  

* * *  
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The Germans were in a cheerful mood when they arrived.  

With their mouth harps and colorful beefstew cansscattered along the road and cutting the tongues 
of hungry puppies with their sharp edges, with their banners and aimless bullets fired into the air.  

With candy in bright wrappers and bitter chocolate bars. 

With cameras that snapped at anything that caught their eyes: ancient saklias, abandoned 
government buildings, women in long black dresses, herds of homeless goats hiding in the low-
hangingcrowns of trees twisting in the wind. 

They chased chickens. Drank goat milk out of jugs, spilling it down their shirts, and then smashed 
the jugs against the slanted fences. Gabbled and cackled in their native language.Peered into the 
almond-shaped eyes of girls and young women, clicking their tongues. Settled down in the 
abandoned houses.At the same time, they preferred someplace where the lady of the house could 
cook for them and do their laundry.  

As İbraimthe engraver said, life becamebetter than under the Soviets, happier, even. From 
morning till night, bold marches blared out of loudspeakers that hadfinally been fixed.Posters 
announcing the resettlement of “all Jews” fluttered on all the fences and buildings.  

Panic slowly spread through the Jewish neighborhood. Many of the Jewshad only arrived there 
recently—where were they supposed to go next? To a new place? But where? The Germans 
promised them housing and cattle. 

Faride no longer left the nursery building for fear that it would be taken away and turned into a 
hospital. She rarely went home to check on her mother.She didn’t visit Rustem’s parents either, 
afraid of her mother-in-law’s meticulous eyes.She had more important things to do—make new 
birth certificates as soon as possible, come up with new names for the children in her care.  

She took advantage of Başıra’sabsences: a German officer settled in her friend’s house and had 
all kinds of needs that barred her from going to work every day.  

Night fell on the village early.It dropped down the hills and wrapped the narrow streets in a dense 
fabric of darkness. 

Faride filled in the birth certificates at night, when no one could see her, and the children were 
sleeping. She was done with the names in two nights. After that came the hard part—getting the 
children used to them. And teaching them the most common phrases used in everyday life.  

Running her fingers over the certificates, Faride slowly walked past the wooden beds where the 
children were sleeping. She peered into their sleepy faces. She said their new names aloud, 
checking her own memory so she wouldn’t make a mistake if the time came to say them in front of 
everyone.  

“İbraimMambet. Sayde Abdulla. Reşat. Rafiy. Çubar.” 

 

She reached Rosa’s bed and saw that the girl was not asleep.  

“When will my mother come and get me?” 

“Soon. Be patient.” 

“When?” Rosa persisted. 

“When the war ends.” 

“Tomorrow?” 

“Perhaps. Sleep now.” 

Rosa sat up on her bed, angry.  

“That’s not true. You’re our mother now, I know it.”  

“That’s why you have to listen to me. Like your mother,” Faride said with a sigh, putting the little girl 
to bed. “Your mother allowed me to give you a new name. You have to answer to it,no matter what. 
Is that clear?” 

“What’s the name?” the girl lifted her head from her pillow again.  
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“Tamila. Do you like it?” 

“Yes, very much!” the girl locked her arms around Faride’s neck and clung to her collar bone like 
wild ivy. “You’re so kind, Faride-hanım. But what about the others? Will they get new names, too?”  

Faridegave a serious nod.  

“They will. And I have a job for you, since you’re one of the older girls. I would like to ask you to 
teach the other children to say their new namesnice and clear. Will you help me?”  

“Sure!” she said with pride.  

“Good. In the morning, I will teach all of you to say your new names. And if someone asks you who 
you are, say,‘Tatars.’” 

“But who would ask us that?”  

“Bad people.” 

“Dervishes? Like in a fairy tale?” 

“Yes, like in a fairy tale. You know that you can’t tell your real name to evil dervishes. It’s like a 
game. You have to outwit them! Will you play along?”  

Rosa’s eyes flashed with curiosity and excitement.  

“I will!” She pressed herself to Faride’s bosom, and Faride felt her cold nose and warm lips 
breathing straight into her heart. “I love you, Faride-hanım!” 

“I love you, too, Tamila. And now go to sleep. We’ll have a difficult day tomorrow. We’ll be learning 
how to play a new game.”  

* * *  

The difficult day arrived the day after tomorrow when the children had just barely learned their new 
names. They started to play a game called “Bravehearts vs. evil dervishes”: Faride would do roll 
call, and the children who mixed up their own names or the names of others would end up in the 
dervishes’ hands and have to sit under a blanket so the dervishescouldn’t find them and punish 
them. 

 

The children were thrilled. In the evening, they answered to their new names quite 
easily.Başırawas strongly against it. She shivered like a goat on a winter day, terrified of the 
strangers, their black uniforms with golden chevrons on the lapels, and the scent of the cologne the 
senior officers wore.  

Faride hoped that the Germans would stay away from the orphanage, as they were usually kind to 
children. But in the end, the inspection team arrived: five men headed by ObersturbannfuhrerZalke. 
Herr Zalke told them to line the children up in the garden and spent five minutes staring into their 
grubby (another idea of Faride’s) faces. Then he took a handful of candy out of his pocket and 
started to walk along the line. He offered candy to Mikhael.  

“What’s your name?” The boy took candy and started to unwrap it as swiftlyas a monkey. The 
officer covered the boy’s hand with his own.  

“Don’t be afraid. Tell me.” 

“En…Enver,” the boy spelled out, looking at Faride. 

Faride lowered her eyes and knitted her brows, letting the other children know thatMikhaeldidn’t do 
a great job at the most important stage of the new game. Rosa caught her stern look and jumped 
out:  

“And my name is Tamila! Tamila! Give me candy, too, mister!”  

The interpreter smiled and explained what the little girl wanted. Herr Zalke laughed and handed out 
the rest of the candy to the children who started to shout their names, interrupting each other.He 
said to Faride:  

“So, you’re saying these are orphans?” 
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“That’s right, sir. They’re orphans.” 

“Are there any Jews among them?” 

“No, sir. Here are their birth certificates.”  

Faride handed a sheaf of papers to Herr Zalke.He frowned, glanced down at the first page, then 
passed the papers to his interpreter and peered at the children again. 

“They don’t really look like Tatars.” 

Faride’s eyes flashed defiantly. 

“Herr Officer is well-versed in ethnography?” 

“Ethnography, much like geography, is the same everywhere now,” he said. “Greater Germany! 
Here, there, and everywhere!” 

Faride nodded vaguely and, to avoid further conversation, suddenly started to yell at the children 
who had gotten bored standing next to grownups.  

“İrakliy, stop fussing around! Ahmet! Tamila! Ayşe! Stand still. Herr officer wants to see if you know 
how to behave. Tınçoluñız !” 

The children understood what she had said and went quiet. Faride waved her hand, and they 
scattered around the garden. 

“Aşıqmañız !” Faride called to them, and the children stopped in their tracks and looked back at 
her. Faridethrew a triumphant look at the officer. He coughed into his fist and nodded.  

“Alright. I’ll talk to you later.”  

When the group left the courtyard, Faride noticed Başıra. She was sitting on a lopsided bench, her 
hands gripping her shoulders, rocking back and forth like a drunk. 

“They’ll shoot us… They’ll shoot us,” she whispered.  

“Go home,” Faride said. “I’ll deal with it myself.”  

She sagged wearily on the bench. She only had five more words she could have said to the 
children. Only five words they could’ve understood. 
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From TWO MINUTES Of TRUTH 

by Iren ROZDOBUDKO 

Translated from the Ukrainian  

by Michael M. Naydan 

 

..He stood by the corner food store where he always had coffee, and was 
watching as the patch of dry land beneath his feet grew smaller little by little. 
The balcony of the second floor loomed above him, but today he couldn’t hide it 
from the streams of water. The sudden August downpour turned the morning 
into night. The street that just had been alive and in motion—died. Just he, as 
always, was stubbornly standing beneath the balcony, drinking his coffee from 
a plastic cup and having a smoke, though the damp wind and droplets flying 
into there kept trying to douse his cigarette. He loved the rain and that feeling 
of solitude beneath it when you become different from everyone else. But 
everyone scatters like mice, covering themselves with umbrellas, plastic bags, 
and runs with dismay toward the first best shelter, but you keep walking along 

the street, wet and happy. And you talk to the water. And every droplet tells its own story. Because 
each droplet truly has its own story and soul, which it inherited from someone on something it had 
been earlier… 

Today they raised the price of coffee in the shop by thirty kopecks. In principle, this was 
insignificant, because it was cheaper here than anywhere else in the city. In addition, right at this 
spot, the coffee wasn’t any worse than in a first class restaurant. And, maybe, it was tasty because 
the saleslady had known him for many years and made this kind of coffee conscientiously, 
especially for him. 

Shifting his weight from one foot to the other, he imagined he was standing on the last patch of dry 
earth, and everything else had already been engulfed by water. Everything, just everything. His 
building, work, the buildings of his friends, his friends, the train stations, airports, Tv towers—
everything. Everything disappeared. And he remained alone, completely satisfied by that. He long 
ago already had wanted to say go to hell to everything, but if nature does this—what benefit is 
there from it? 

Great. 

Passengers in the minibuses passing by cast glances at him in wonder, or perhaps, to put it more 
precisely, swimming past the corner food store. Maybe they’re feeling sorry for him, he thought. 
Unless you explain to them that all is good for you right at that moment when the streets are empty 
and nearly dark from the torrential downpour. 

He celebrated his birthday yesterday. It was the most detestable day of the year. 

Before that—about two weeks ago—he was, as usual, aching like a drug addict. In the direct sense 
of the word his joints were unscrewed, he was feeling nauseated and giddy. A damned 
disagreeable condition. And he, to defend himself, already began to drink that week—with anybody 
just to deaden the aches. Everything finally receded yesterday, and ended. He had a dry mouth, 
his hands were trembling. Hate for himself and for everything was off the scales. 

And also yesterday his wife, with whom he woke up, with whom he’s woken up over the course of 
the last five years, said she no longer wanted him. They’ve always had this agreement to te ll the 
truth. Now he was sorry he had suggested that game. It would have been better if she had lied. 
She could have simply said she was tired, that she needed a rest from him, to think a bit, or 
something else like that. Were there more delicate considerations for that to divorce quietly? And 
here it’s like this… It was pitiless. Maybe he already didn’t want her too and was tired—at least for 
the last few months, but he never would have dared to talk about that aloud. But she was able to. 

Today’s downpour was quite appropriate. The patch of dry asphalt beneath his feet uncontrollably 
and symbolically kept getting smaller. 

It was “Queen” playing in his pocket. With his damp hand he pulled out his cell phone, surprised 
and annoyed by the fact that someone had been left whole, had saved themselves. 

It was Eva. 
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“Seems like you’ve landed yourself into something,” she said (at that moment out of boredom his 
jaws clenched. “You’re going to be fired. Do you hear me?” 

He heard her and pulled the phone from his ear. He imagined her red lips that always left imprints 
on a glass. It was unbearable for him at that moment to hear any woman’s voice. 

“Where are you? Why are you silent?” “What do you want to hear?” 

“Yesterday you nearly botched the filming—and you have nothing to say?!” 

“It nearly—doesn’t count. Nobody’s irreplaceable.” At the other end there was a sigh. 

“But I stood up for you. At least you have till the end of the month to fix things. Your last chance.” 

“Listen, what the hell do you need all this for?” He was surprised. “You were the best of us,” she 
said.  

“You’re dying here, Dan.” 

“Are you sure of that?” He started to laugh. 

“We’ll talk about it tomorrow.” “What’s going on tomorrow?” 

“I lined you up for a business trip. They told me it’s suicidal, but they authorized it. We’ll go 
together. We’ll talk on the way. So I don’t fall asleep at the wheel. I’ll drop by at your place 
tomorrow at eight. Get ready.” 

“Get ready” meant that he needed to shave, change his clothes, buy a few clean handkerchiefs 
and a few pairs of socks. A few bottles, coffee. And something for Eva… 

He used to love to go on business trips earlier, to see the road, to grab his camera for shots after 
he saw a grasshopper on a leaf or an unusual flower in the field. 

Right now he wanted just for something like that to happen—but without him!—so that everything 
would die, be covered with gloom, and never return. Though in the form of the first infusoria in the 
first reed that’s formed in thickets after a worldwide flood. 

“Good,” he said. And having thought about that for a bit, decided all the same to add: “I’m grateful 
to you.” 

…She pressed the button on the phone and shoved it in her pocket. With a hopeless look she 
glanced at the papers scattered all over the desk and looked through the window. It was dark 
beyond it, long snakes of water crawled across the glass pane. They mated, created entire rivulets 
and again split into hundreds of small streams, and crawled onto the windowsills. The entire pane 
resembled a nest of transparent snakes that were shamelessly mating before her eyes… The 
roads will get soaked by tomorrow. The village area will become completely impassable. But, she 
thought, the worse—the better. So as just not to sit here in this office. 

She thought about Bohdan—she finally reached him by phone! She wasn’t able to yesterday, 
though she wanted to wish him a happy birthday. As always, he turned off the phone. And she was 
concerned. Though last year on that day she had to drive to the police department to get him and 
shake her documents in front of the cops, to swear that this late night lush-hooligan—is the best 
cameraman at a well known Tv station. And that, for the umpteenth time in a row, has the strange 
habit on his birthday of ending up at the police station. 

This kind of carelessness aroused indignation in her and a certain amount of jealousy at the same 
time—she never could feel as free. She couldn’t just not give a damn about it all and, say, not go to 
work. Though she understood perfectly that she herself is “nearly” irreplaceable. At least, no one of 
her colleagues has as many professional honors, or gets letters—five-to-seven great big boxes a 
day, or capable of, without anyone else’s help, writing good texts for her scenarios and flawlessly 
editing those of others. The secret of her diligence was the fact that Eva to this day was fearful of 
losing what she already long ago and safely had. It was not about her position. It was about 
money. 

Eva never admitted to anyone that she had grown up in uneducated poverty. And when she was in 
her later years in school and they were officially allowed not to wear a school uniform, she wanted 
to hang herself, because she had nothing to wear. The uniform for her was multicolored, with 
bright-brown frills below and with the same kind of insets on the sides. The girls used to say this 
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looked “stylish,” but the artfulness of this stylishness was known just to Eva: the uniform several 
times had been sewn from an older, children’s one. 

When Eva received her first packet of money—and it really was a packet!—a bank one, glued with 
a paper ribbon, and understood that this was her pay, and not quite all of it, because “all of it” was 
still in a separate envelope in dollars—she decided that she would “chew dirt” for that packet and 
envelope. 

Dan was different. The kind she could have been the way she was born—a “desperate little girl,” 
diligent at first glance and confused on the inside, with fantasies, with a carefree and easy attitude 
toward life, with an indifferent conceit toward fashion, with a sense of humor and affinity for 
adventures. But all that had gone into the past, to the kingdom of memories. 

Now she was simply functioning to regularly have that packet and envelope. So that once every 
two or three years she could change the furniture in her apartment, maintain a car, and dress 
well… And the desperate little girl in a motley school uniform, who remains in the pages of an old 
photo album, followed this from her paper non- existence. She had nothing in common with the 
Eva of today… 

Though in recent times all the more often the unproductive feeling of pity for herself overwhelmed 
her—the way she was, and envy—for the one who was on the photographs of ten or fifteen years 
in the past. Hardly imagine anything worse than pity for yourself ! Eva strove to strangle it in 
embryonic form; nostalgic memories about that damned uniform had just started… She tried to 
convince herself that she’s young, beautiful, and successful, that she has everything, and 
everything is completely in order with her. Not like Bohdan, not like many others. 

But in the morning her first look into the mirror was overflowing with pity, mixed with a speck of 
hate. 
  

…The alarm clock began to ring at six. He turned it off and turned on his other side. He had slept 
poorly, because he wasn’t used to sleep- ing alone. At times it seemed there was no difference, 
who was lying next to him—just as long as he wasn’t alone! When she, who had left, had told him 
this truth, he tacitly agreed. She was right. But it was also pitiless, because he had never heard 
nastiness from her before. He needed to wake up at seven, shave, and toss some things into a 
bag. Usually she would do all this. She used to fold everything tidily. He got angry and shook 
things out of their cellophane packets—he hated cellophane, that hideous artificial rustling. 

At eight he heard a short beep beneath the window. 

When he stepped out, Eva was standing there, leaning sideways against her flawlessly shining car 
and having a smoke. On seeing him, she tossed away her cigarette, silently nodded in the direction 
of the doors to the back seat, and sat down in the front. All these gestures were masculine. 

Bohdan tossed his case with the camera into the trunk and sat in the car. 

They briefly growled out a sleepy “Hi, there!” to each other—and Eva steered the car onto the 
street. 

“Have you recovered?” She asked some time later. “A bit…,” he said and squinted. 

The Renault Сlio drove through the city for about forty minutes. 

Then the city ended. 

…Eva wasn’t named Eva. Something else was written in her passport. She always had been wildly 
embarrassed by her name, es- pecially in school, where she was fiercely teased. And the teachers, 
who perfectly well knew about this, intentionally called her by her full name, with a particular 
intonation, suffused with irony. A female teacher of “life skills” taunted her the most—she was a 
gray mouse, who was irritated by the loose hair of her pupil, who in her classes should have worn it 
tied in a kerchief. Real enmity heated up after Eva, having found out about the origin of her name, 
explained to her about whom they were talking in front of the whole class. The teacher hadn’t 
known that. Then Eva finished her off completely, when she pulled out of her satchel a national 
classic book, on which was embossed that name—“Eupraxia.”1 In several days, after as- siduously 

                                                
1 For more information on Eupraxia, who was married to German king Henrich Iv, see: http://www.ukrainians-

world.org.ua/eng/peoples/90e952b1cdfed607/. 
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preparing the topic, the teacher recounted in class the adventures of the debauched Kyivan 
princess, who was a participant in black masses during her marriage ceremony with the German 
monster-emperor Henrich… And then she forced her hushed pupil to tie up her kerchief. 

Just after graduating from school was she able to easily get out of the situation, calling herself Eva. 
And now she was surprised how easy it had been—to name yourself a different, shortened name, 
as though your were shortening a the train of a dress of failures, cutting off the tail of damned 
poverty. Eva was the first and only woman on Earth, pure in her firstness, Eupraxia—was raped 
over and over and a guilty sinner without guilt… 

…Bohdan’s wasn’t named Bohdan. Though he never thought to change his name—his friends 
changed it. Dan—and that’s it. Short. And, as they assured, it was convenient and to the point. 
Dan—is a “hook” with his left hand, when there are brass knuckles clenched in his right… But he 
never used them. The hook with his left was always sufficient. 

“Who are we going to film?” He asked. “Pre-election shit again?” Eva smiled crookedly: 

“The granddaughter of Tina Modotti.1 She lives near Hulyai- Pole…”2 

In the rearview mirror he showed her his bent pointing finger—“are you lying?—and they burst out 
laughing. 

“Of course, it’s shit…,” she said. “What right now isn’t shit? And you keep dreaming about making 
a revolution in art? It won’t work ooo-uut… Everything’s out of whack… Want some coffee?” 

“Just not from the thermos,” he said. “Let’s stop somewhere.” “We still have ten hours to drive. If I 
listen to you, we won’t get there till morning. We just started…” 

But she really wanted to stop herself. The city stopped strangling her, they left the great big letters 
with the name just behind them. 

“Then, let’s find a decent café,” he said. “I haven’t been out of the city in a hundred years.” 

“It started…,” she said. “Nine in the morning… We need to think about work. Especially you. You’re 
hanging by a thread.” 

“Don’t lie to me,” he said. “You want to stop too. I know you. It’s just your thread is made of metal. 
Only a welding machine can cut it.” 

She started to laugh and corrected him: 

“An unwelding one. But don’t expect it!” 

He sighed and fixed his eyes on the road. They approached the next blue sign, on which in white 
letters the name of the locality was traced. Dan hmmmed 

“Nedoharky!”3 On reading the name, he then later burst out laughing even more when a little 
further beyond that sign there was hanging a white lopsided sign with faded writing “Kolhosp Iskra” 
(The Spark collective farm). 

They were laughing their heads off, as though they were crazed. And further on there will be 
“Nedopalky” (Not Quite Smoked), 

“Nedoyidky” (Not Quite Eaten Up), and “Nedobytky” (Not Quite Reached)!” She said and grew 
more serious: “Why is it like this? Why always “not quite eaten up”? What kind of people live 
there?... 

About five hundred meters on the same kind of blue sign “MOSKALENKY” was marked, and in 
three-hundred more—“PROTSENKY.”4 

                                                
1 An Italian actress (1896-1942) and revolutionary activist. 
2 In Ukrainian villages there is a penchant for naming things in oddly unique ways. “Hulyai-Pole” here means 
something like “Dance/Stroll-field.” 
3 Meaning: candle ends. 
4 Villages in Ukraine are sometimes named after the dominant clan in the village. So in this case the Russian village of 

people named Moskalenko (moskal’ was a pejorative used for Russian soldiers and Russians) and the Ukrainian village 

of people named Protsenko are contrasted with each other. The “-enko” suffix is a typical suffix used in Ukrainian 

cossack names. 
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“Super!” He said. “Imagine what a happy place it is to live here! At first the Moskalenky give a good 
beating to the Protsenky, and then vice versa. And it goes on like that for centuries. Until the last 
man standing, like in a computer game…” 

“It seems like no one really lives here,” she said, looking around the empty street sprinkled with 
cherries. 

“Aha… Do you know why?” “Why?” 

“Look at the next one!” 

They already had passed the “Protsenky” and were approaching a taller sign1: 
“Cherovonopashentsi.”2 

Eva barely managed to hold on to the steering wheel, with tears splashing from her mascara 
covered eyes. 

“Everything’s out of whack,” he said seriously, “the Moskalenky and the Protsenky were eaten up 
by these red maw chervonopashentsi. can you imagine what kind of thriller that would be?!” 

“No, that’s wrong!” She laughed loudly, pointing to the next sign, “Look, it’s so super—‘Kryva ruda’! 
Lame and add redheaded to that—that’s worse than these ‘maws’.” It was something like this: one 
of the Protsenky married a lame redhead, from that kind of life both of them became red maw 
chervonopashentsi and gobbled up all the Moskalenky!”  

“Let’s stop. And take some shots of the signs,” he suggested. 

“Why the hell?” 

“Just as a joke.” 

“No jokes!” She kept herself from laughing. “You don’t have enough of them? How old are you, 
little boy? We’ll soon be getting white slippers for our funerals, and you’re amusing yourself. Young 
people are plowing the earth. Soon they’ll plow under us.” 

“Are you fearful of that?” He asked caustically. She glanced at him in the window: 

“And you?” 

“I have nothing to lose. Just the opposite, I’d want to hurry up everything. In the Middle Ages 
people died at thirty-five. But how they used to live!” 

“Well then, we have a little time,” she said. 

“for what?” He hmmmed. “Everything’s happened?…” 

“Good little boy, you always know how to cheer people up. In distinction from you, I still want 
something.” 

“For example?...” 

Eva got lost in thought. The road went through fields with sad sunflowers, drooping under the 
heaviness of the seeds. 

What did she really want? Work, a career, money, men? She needed to do a “high tech” style 
remodeling, sign up for the pool, take a trip one more time to her beloved Serbia… 

She looked as the asphalt river flowing quickly under the wheels. “I want to ditch everything,” she 
said to herself unexpectedly, “Buy a trailer and drive off God knows where…” 

“…and when the money runs out—rob the village club?” He added. 

“Not necessarily. You can steal potatoes. Go hunting. fishing. There you’ll have it—the Middle 
Ages…” 

“Look, honey bunny, at your nails…,” he said. “Where will you get your manicure fixed? In 
Nedoharky or Kozyatyn?” 

“Are you laughing? In fact, I’m being honest…” “Me too.” 

                                                
1 Ukrainian road signs designating villages are narrow and rectangular. 
2 Literally: red maws. 
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“I can get by without a manicure!” She said angrily, and then started to speak, looking first at the 
road with a chilly gaze, as though she were talking to herself. “I’m suffering from the imperfection of 
the world of people. The further I live, the more I suffer. It seems sometimes like I hate people. I 
look them over like in a menagerie. Imagine: a woman enters the metro—one, you know, like a 
sweet roll—as though she were filled up with air and is happily sniffing under her armpits—a 
mechanical gesture that she simply got used to doing… All men sit with their legs spread widely 
apart… Overfed teenagers… Loud conversations on their cell phones… People wearing 
headphones, through which you can hear their crappy pop music anyway… I can’t live in this 
anymore!!” 

“You’ve just gotten weary. You need a vacation.” 

“But I can’t live anywhere else,” without listening to him, she added, “If I could clear out of here… 
But—I can’t…” 

A long pause occurred. She contemplated how true what she had said was, he—again, to the point 
of spasms in his jaws, thought about today’s empty bed and about his being affronted. 

It’s good that Eva had taken him on the road… 

The sunflowers came to an end. The village began, but they already weren’t paying attention to the 
name. However, they noticed a quite decent roadside rest stop. Eva stepped on the brakes. 

“Chicago,” she read, “Lord, look at that! And here’s—Chicago. Total idiocy. Let’s scarf down 
something. Otherwise you’ll die. They’d have to bury you in the middle of the corn.” 

The patio in front of the coffee shop was neatly laid out in pink tiles, even the tables under a striped 
awning looked fairly decent. A bunch of men were sitting at one. 

“Should we sit here or inside?” He asked. 

“Here. Let’s breathe some fresh air. Order something, and I’ll go to the powder room. I expect they 
have one here.” 

“What should I order for you?” “Coffee to start, and then—we’ll see.” 

She went toward the door, out of which right at that moment a waitress was stepping with two red 
binders wrapped in cellophane… Dan waited, thinking about whether he believed what Eva had 
said, it wasn’t like her at all. 

He pulled out a cigarette, looked for an ashtray with his eyes, and stumbled on the binder with the 
golden letters “MENU,” which the waitress had pushed toward him. He looked at her and nodded 
his head. She smiled and nodded back. “Why do white aprons look so sexy on women?” He 
thought. The waitress stood by the table with a pad in her hand. 
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From THE MORNING HOUSEKEEPER 

by Iren ROZDOBUDKO 

 

I’m terribly afraid to lose my job. I wake up with this thought every morning at 
five a.m. I go to the kitchen, turn on the coffee maker, light my first cigarette 
(my Marlboro habit has stayed with me ever since those long-cut-out-of-my-life 
days when I had to cough up as much as ten karbovanets per pack to gypsy 
profiteers), and try to finally wake up. A cigarette along with a cup of strong 
coffee start up the worn-out mechanism of my body, and I feel my heart beating 
(it’s actually the onset of irregular heart beat) and a tingling sensation in my 
stomach. It means that my body has come alive again. I take a shower and 
shave (not without cutting myself two or three times) and then put on a pair of 
jeans and a T-shirt. I do all this as quietly as possible so as not to wake, God 
forbid, my landlady, Mrs. Stefaniya O’Tull, who lives on the first floor. Mrs. 

O’Tull is very proud that she happily fit in among those “in the middle”—among apartment 
owners—even though it seems that she never had any other tenants besides me.   

I get dressed, go outside, and step onto the street. I’m still not used to the locals calling these 
narrow stone passages in between the buildings “streets.” I have to take three hundred steps down 
the street, turn down one alley, then another, and then I find myself in the square paved with slabs 
polished smooth by a billion feet (some of the slabs are speckled with shells). My place of work—
Plaza Johnson Continental, a five-star hotel—stands right in the middle of the square. Every time I 
look at it (the building seems too respectable), I think to myself, “Bless you, old Jake,” for it was 
Jake Steinbeck—that madman and morphine addict that I met through a black street sax performer 
in Washington—who reappeared in my life here, in Malta.  

Honestly, I don’t know what I should start these notes with or if I should keep this diary at all, as I 
know for a fact that no one will ever read it, even after I die. Should I start with Jake Steinbeck? 
With the sharks in the Mediterranean Sea? With the country where I washed up on the shore 
(literally)? Or, perhaps, with a rainy evening in Kyiv, at Three Roosters, a café there’s no coming 
back to?  

No idea… But I feel like talking. I guess I’m just tired of speaking a foreign language (even though I 
speak it quite well) and of hearing silence at work and at home where I often have to clear my 
throat to hear my own voice…   

So, I work at Plaza Johnson Continental where I have a ridiculous job. No, really, it’s ridiculous. I 
am a “maid,” or rather a morning housekeeper. The one and only in the world, I guess (men work 
only in the Arab countries or at gay hotels). My job is disgusting—in the morning, I clean the 
rooms. And yet I’m terribly afraid to lose it, for it’s my only chance to survive. How come they hired 
me? I’m telling you—this is all thanks to Jake and mere chance.   

When (after an incident with the sharks) I found myself on this rocky island looking nothing like a 
country, here, in Saint Julian’s neighborhood of Paceville, old Jake jumped right out in front of me 
like a jack-in-the-box.  

He arrived here with his band from Los Angeles—to play a few drop-dead concerts at the local 
nightclubs, to hang around in the chillout room, but, most of all, to catch up with his old girlfriends 
from college where all those rich kids went (by the way, it was only at that moment that I learned 
that this “lowlife by choice,” as he called himself, was a “golden boy” that used to run around the 
manicured lawns of a private college in his tailored shorts and a white shirt).  

That night I was hanging around in the most crime-ridden neighborhood (if the word “crime-ridden” 
makes any sense in a country where the crime rate has been brought down to zero), at the corner 
of two streets, Birgu and Borgo, guzzling beer and tirelessly wasting the last Maltese liras from my 
temporary allowance.  

“How are you, Michael (I’m Mykhailo, by the way)?!” Steinbeck yelled, as he crossed the pub’s 
threshold. It sounded very American but old Jake meant it as a casual question demanding a 
detailed report.  

Should I even mention how delighted I was to see a familiar face? No, not like that. I hated myself 
at that moment because I looked like a lost child finally found by her parents... Something 
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scratched my throat. I gulped down the beer to stifle the fire that broke out in my insides, struggling 
to escape.  

It was in the dead of night that I finished pouring my guts out to Jake. The pub was empty. 

“What are your plans?” Jake asked.  

“I’m going to look for a job,” I said weakly. 

“Are you gonna go back to the States?”  

“Been there already…” 

“Listen, I can land you a sweet job here if you want,” Jake said. He was full of enthusiasm, as 
usual.    

“What’s the place?” 

“A five-star shelter. Plaza Johnson or something.”  

“How would you do that?” 

“I’d take care of it no problem! My ex-girlfriend owns the place. One of them… But that was khrin 
knows when. (Jake was still happy to practice Ukrainian swear words that he’d picked up from me 
when we hung out in LA. Instead of bitch, dick, and slut he’d slip in suka, khrin, and kurva—all in 
the right context.) 

“But what would I do there?” 

“Anyone you like! A bellboy! A concierge! An elevator attendant! A waiter! If you’re lucky enough, 
you’ll tag along some rich lady. For them, you’re exotic. And you’d be set, right?”  

We stayed at the pub until the first rays of a scorching Maltese sun started to pierce the backs of 
our heads. Jake and I agreed that at the same time the next day he’d inform me about the results 
of negotiations with his ex-girlfriend.   

The negotiations must have taken a violent turn because next day Jake appeared sporting a 
scratched, slightly swollen face and a lustful smile. 

“Everything’s fine!” he announced. “Monica is still crazy. I’m afraid that in a couple of years she’ll 
screw up her Dad’s hotel business.”  

“But what about me?” 

“It’s all settled. You’ll be a housekeeper!”  

“What the hell? But you know that I moved places whenever my ashtray filled with butts!” I said, 
angry. “Besides, it’s a woman’s job!”  

“Calm down, Michael. It’s the only thing she can offer. All other places are taken by old timers. You 
can’t compete with them. You don’t want to dry up here like a cactus, do you?”   

Well, I didn’t push back any longer.  

*** 

I’m forgetting my own face. I have to look in the mirror from time to time or I will forget who I’m 
dealing with. But whenever I step into the hotel’s mirrored elevator, I lower my eyes: four assholes 
surrounding me on every side look like monsters with their sunken eyes, faded hair, scalded-like 
skin and sugared masks plastered on their faces. I feel disgusted looking at it all. Especially at the 
white uniform and the cart with clean sheets and a stack of detergents.   

The back room, where I change into my uniform, is always bubbling with laughter. My fellow maids 
know that I’m still struggling with my Maltese, so they babble something gibberish, throwing in 
some slang words, and laugh—nasty women!—glancing in my direction. I know that they gossip 
about me. To them, I’m a sexless being. In front of me, they don’t feel embarrassed puling up their 
tights, cutting blisters on their feet or showing off their new panties.  

I take the service elevator up to my floor. The trick is to avoid running into guests in the rooms or 
even in the hallway. The hotel serves breakfast from eight till twelve. During that time, I have to 
make sure that I clean up all the rooms just as the blue signs—meaning that the guests are out—
appear on the doors. Some idiots (for idiots they are!) hang a Don’t Disturb sign every single day. It 
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drives me crazy because then I need at least half an hour to clean up the room, which is totally 
unacceptable at this hotel: I have to tidy the room up in fifteen minutes! And change sheets (no 
wrinkle!) and clean the rug, too!  

Should Svitlana see me doing this, she’d go out of her mind. “So that’s what you call ‘hitting it big’, 
huh?” I hear her speaking, her voice full of contempt. She always believed that you should do 
whatever it takes to hit it big in life. But whenever I think about it, I imagine a scene like that: 
someone hitting a wall with a sledge hammer until the wall falls down and buries them underneath.  

I preferred to drift along. The only important decision that I made and that transformed my life was 
moving to Canada. But it happened beyond my will. My old friend worked there as a software 
engineer. He kept emailing me until I finally dared to visit the immigration bureau and submit my 
application. Ten years ago, the situation was more favorable than it is now: barely three months 
passed when I suddenly received my papers. It had been a year since I separated with Svitlana 
and lived alone, so I didn’t feel like bringing her along. She still sulks at me, perhaps, and thinks 
that I’m working with Serge (that old friend of mine) at his telecommunications service company, 
living at my own villa with a swimming pool…  

... Unlocking the first room with a master key, I roll my cart inside. The beds are literally ruined, 
large blankets tousled on the floor. On my level, all rooms are single, but for some reason there are 
two “sexdromes” in each of them. Every morning, I see two used sheets in this guest’s room. 
Perhaps, he sleeps half a night in one bed and then moves to the other one? That’s at best. At 
worst, I will again find a stack of empty bottles in the bathroom and a pile of cigarette butts on the 
floor. The same scene on the snow-white tiled balcony. Red stains from spilled wine on top of that. 
I open the balcony door to flush the smell out of the room and get down to cleaning. A powerful wet 
and dry vacuum cleaner sucks in every last thing: the butts, the ashes, the dried-up wine stains. 
My mother’s words bubble to the surface: “The main point in cleaning is the floor. If the floor is 
clean, the house is tidy!” Who would have thought that in umpteen years I would still remember it 
as an ironclad axiom? And it’s true: in a couple of minutes, the rug is shining with an absolute 
purity and the crumpled sheets, pieces of paper of all sorts, apple cores, and used tissues no 
longer create a disgusting picture. It was a simple fix—to deal with all that. What’s left is to dust the 
furniture, hang new towels (four for the body, two for the face, two for the feet and two rolled-up 
face flannels), change the bathrobes, polish the end tables and the coffee table, and freshen up 
the room. And to wipe the mirrors and the telephone receiver with a velvet duster, of course.   

The silence in the hallway and inside the room is so deep that I feel as if I landed at a hotel for the 
dead. I wish I could press the on button on the TV control. 

Or take a breather for a minute or two in an armchair, lighting up the guest’s cigarette from the 
pack on the table. Put my feet up on the coffee table or open the fridge and steal a can of beer or 
something stronger, if I’m lucky enough... But most of all (especially after finishing this hateful job) I 
would love to take a piss in the bathroom of a luxury suite and … forget to flush. Now that would be 
a trick! Clearly, I can’t do anything of the above. Even more: I have to be a “holy spirit”; an angel of 
cleanness and order that flutters, invisible and noiseless, from room to room; a kind fairy bearing 
soap, shampoo, hair conditioner, rolls of perfumed toiler paper, and tubes of shaving soap or hand 
cream. 

I finish work early, around one in the afternoon. By that time, I have to vanish from the hotel—until 
the next morning. Actually, I’m more than fine with that: I can go to the beach to Mellieha, crawl 
three or four pubs, walking from one place to another, or take a taxi for a couple of liras and travel 
to Valetta. Or I can just lie down on my own bed and do nothing. That’s even better because since 
I moved here, I have already travelled the island far and wide. My amateurish tourist curiosity is 
long gone. I’m completely fine with this small country with its six islands, only three of them—Malta, 
Gozo and Comino—inhabited. On the other three—Cominotto, Filfla and St. Paul’s—all you can do 
is fry eggs on the barren rocks.   

During my first months living here, I had enough energy to wander around megalithic temples. 
They attracted me like a magnet (must be the effect of my old, childhood interest for ancient 
civilizations). Even the stories about pirates and the Maltese knights never captivated me as much 
as these strange buildings, a few centuries older than the Egyptian pyramids. Almost every day, I 
took a taxi and toured the temples that didn’t actually suffer from architectural diversity. On this 
country’s tiny rocky terrain, there are more than twenty temples of this kind, all of them clover-
shaped and built from huge slabs perfectly fitting one another. The purpose of these places is still a 
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mystery and the ancient builders vanished into thin air. Except for the two “slums” where they lived 
all together, not a smallest sign has been discovered that they could’ve done anything else apart 
from this frenzy construction. I have my own hypothesis, though: after they completed a certain 
mission, their extraterrestrial brothers took them. But people in Malta think different. They believe 
that the builders were wiped out by some mysterious disease or washed into the sea by a gigantic 
wave. Whatever happened, the temples create a strange impression… Wandering around them, I 
even picked my favorite one—Mnajdra, a temple in a twenty-minute ride from Zurrieq or a one-
minute walk from Hagar Qim, another Neolithic giant. It’s a place of true magic, officially 
recognized as “the world’s energy center.” It is here that magicians, yogis, spiritual healers, and all 
other wicked brethren flock from all over the world. I visited Mnajdra in my second week in Malta 
and I sincerely believed that I could recharge with its energy. I even consulted Mrs. O’Tull about it. 

I set off to Mnajdra at dawn and I didn’t find a single tourist there (honestly, though, you’ll never 
see the tourist hustle and bustle here like in Luxor or in the Valley of the Kings on the bank of Nile). 
I sat down in the middle of the clover and closed my eyes. The silence was absolute, as if in the 
core of the Sun. In a short while, my body rounded, losing its contours and warming up from the 
inside. I was sure that I sat like that only for a few minutes, but when I looked at my watch I was 
surprised to find that it was almost noon and there were tourists roaming around me... I don’t know 
if there was any magic in that. Perhaps, time really stops there. 
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From KYIVAN HOLIDAY 

by Natalia TYSOVSKA 
 

Chapter 1 

[...In the subway] my eyes fell upon a blue-uniformed boy who looked just like 
the US policemen. Who else can he be, I thought, and ran towards him. [...] 
Taking my sorry fate to heart, the policeman found the Fulbright address on his 
tablet and then, grabbing me by the elbow, escorted me out of the subway and 
to a skyscraper; the office I wanted was on the ninth floor. [...] 

‘You’ll need a lift,’ the guard said. 

‘A lift? Oh, you mean an elevator.’ 

‘Oh yes, the elevator, of course. [...] This way, to the right.’ 

There was a little line to the elevator—a young woman in a green jacket who 
looked about twenty five, and two guys. I was the last in line, and when the doors parted I 
managed to squeeze in. It was an ordinary elevator, except for the digital security lock on the 
board. As far as I could see, the elevator would not stop on certain levels without the correct code. 
Stepping in I pressed nine; the orange eye of the tenth button was already aglow, and the young 
woman tapped in the security code. I did not notice which level it was. 

[...] It’s hard to recollect the exact sequence of what happened next. The elevator stopped, the 
woman made a step towards the hall but one of the guys blocked the exit. 

[...] That was when I looked at him properly for the fist time; he was red-haired under the cap, with 
grey-green watery eyes. I always notice when someone has red hair for I’m a redhead myself. 

[...] The woman in the green jacket started to protest but was quickly pushed against the wall; I saw 
guns in the hands of the guys, heard the sound of many feet pounding from the direction of the 
stairwell and then the deafening crack—someone was trying to break the door. I could only 
imagine what was happening outside the elevator but it looked like the guys had partners in crime 
who turned the office upside down within minutes—again and again I heard crashing, crushing, 
smashing and screaming and, as I could guess from the tone of the voices, dirty language. 
Redhead was standing in the doorway of the elevator while his accomplice was pointing his gun at 
the secretary frozen behind her desk, so that she would not call for help. 

[...] We exchanged a look with my sister in confinement and she followed my gaze to the first level 
button. The woman nodded slightly. I kicked the wedge from under the door and pushed the red-
haired captor as hard as I could; the woman was already pressing the button. The doors shut, the 
elevator slid down, and we finally exhaled. With exasperating slowness, the elevator passed 
several floors, the doors parted—and we fell out directly into the arms of an older man, big and 
moon-faced and grey-haired, who was standing there surrounded by muscled lads. 

Looked like it was the same gang. 

The were no police sirens, no negotiations with the raiders, no street races. Everything happened 
so quickly that nobody had a chance to call the police; the two guards in the lobby were lying on 
the floor looking unconscious rather than dead as there was no blood. The sign CLOSED was 
placed on the glass doors [...], the elevator stood blocked while office workers from other levels 
continued working, oblivious to what was happening in the building. 

[...] The captors searched both me and Lydia (I guess I can start calling her Lydia from now on, for 
in a little while I would learn her name) and took away all our belongings; in five minutes, when the 
raiders were ready to retire, they pushed us into a [...] van that stopped for a moment in front of the 
glass doors. And so Lydia and I turned from witnesses into hostages... 

[...] We turned left and right several times more, finally reaching the destination point, and when the 
van stopped at last and the door opened we found ourselves in a small garage. Greyhead and 
Redhead who were there too marched us outside and to the stairs leading to the door above the 
garage. It was the entrance to a three-storied brick house. I went upstairs scanning it. 

All the windows had iron bars. I’d never seen anything like that in my entire life. 
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[...] They treated us OK, nothing to complain about. We were given water and showed to the 
bathroom. Though small, the room on the upper floor where Lydia and I were locked had a 
window. [...] 

Once the first shock had faded Lydia asked, ‘What’s your name?’ 

‘Jenny.’ 

‘American?’ 

‘Yeah.’ 

‘Craving for an extreme trip?’ 

‘Actually, no,’ I answered matching her tone, ‘of course I’ve been warned that I should be ready to 
anything in a third-world country, but I didn’t expect that this “anything” would start right away.’ 

‘Very funny, but I’m not sure we’ll make it to the morning.’ 

Well, we made it to the morning. [...] 

In the morning, the door opened and Redhead armed with a gun brought us sausage sandwiches 
and a bottle of some lurid orange drink which tasted exactly what it looked. We settled on the 
windowsill to have breakfast, meanwhile watching the white van leaving the garage. I saw 
Greyhead behind the wheel. 

‘Vault... Vault...’ Lydia said as if thinking out loud. ‘No, it can’t be. They never do anything 
personally...’ 

‘What did you say?’ 

‘Never mind.’ 

[...] I sprawled on the couch staring at the ceiling. 

White paneling, and a bare bulb in the middle. 

The paneling. The last floor. We were almost under the roof. 

‘Tell me something,’ I said to Lydia, ‘what is this paneling screwed to?’ 

‘Wooden boards, I’d guess.’ 

‘And wooden boards are not a concrete ceiling, are they? [...] Did you see a small gable window up 
there when they were marching us in? The only one without bars?’ 

[...] I started kicking the door, and minutes later Greyhead appeared looking cross. [...He] growled, 
‘What?’ 

‘I need a bathroom.’ 

Strange as it may seem, but he did not object. 

When I came back Lydia was curled up on the couch. [...] 

‘Well,’ I decided to change the subject, ‘shall we start removing the paneling?’ 

‘Using what?’ 

‘The wrong question. The right question is how to do it quickly and quietly,’ I said taking a key ring 
out of my pocket. My dear American key ring—a car remote and a key to the car I had left in the 
garage back home, a key to my place and a small Swiss knife which, among other tools, had a tiny 
crosshead screwdriver. 

‘How come?’ 

‘I told him I needed pads. And I had some in my backpack.’ 

‘I would never suspect such ingenuity in a life-spoiled American,’ Lydia smirked. 

It would take forever to describe in detail the way Lydia and I worked on the paneling with a two-
inch screwdriver, jumping at every sound... 

[...] Four planks were already lying behind the couch when Lydia and I settled on the spring 
mattress, bouncing for distraction and scanning [the boards of the ceiling]... The boards were 
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hammered to the beams and could hardly be removed without a crowbar. I squeezed my nails into 
the slit and tried to pry the rough wood [...] I almost collapsed having lost balance and had to grab 
the paneling to steady myself—and my hand fell into the void. 

My hand came out of the gap full of splinters but it did not matter. Well, nobody promised me a 
smooth escape from the captivity. 

[...] In about an hour, a four-inch gap in the ceiling boards greeted our eyes... [...] I’d guess there 
had used to be a manhole during construction which then had been simply covered with the 
paneling. The path to escape materialized. 

[...] Finally, the last screw nail fell out and a black rectangle saluted us looking like a secret 
passage to an alternate reality rather than a roof trap. It gave me the creeps. 

[...] Here comes the gable window! [...] We fastened the makeshift rope to the TV antenna by the 
window. I would not say it was a secure contrivance by the look of it but, as you could guess, it 
stood and we did not fall to death—otherwise I would not be telling you this story now. [...] 

If not for the distant lantern on the hill we’d break our legs on the dirt road. It was stretching up and 
up, and in a little while we found ourselves in the fields. The night was black as pitch... [...] No 
sooner had we made several steps than we heard the rustling of the tires and the low rumbling of 
the engine. Lydia and I turned around simultaneously. 

‘A white van!’ she cried. ‘Run!’ 

And she darted blindly across the field. I panicked and rushed in her wake but tripped on a tuffet 
and crashed down. I rolled over watching with clouded eyes the headlights get closer, bigger, 
brighter and then drive by in a heartbeat. And it did not look like a white van at all—the car looked 
much smaller to me. 

‘Lydia,’ I called. ‘Lydia!’ 

[...] Silence. 

The vast fields were stretching infinitely in all directions and I was standing all alone in the middle 
of nowhere. 

Chapter 2 

A classic opening to an adventure story. The modern-age Jane Eyre finds herself in uncharted 
territory having left her last belongings and money in the coach. Please add to it the fact that this 
Jane Eyre is in a foreign country, her knowledge of the local language leaves much to be desired 
while her only familiar soul—Lydia—ran for the hills and would not answer her calls. 

[...] I was slowly trudging forward [...] when I saw a little light in the distance. Once again, it 
reminded me the scene when Jane Eyre, hungry and exhausted and ready to die, sees a heaven-
sent candle light in a distant window. Well, my light looked like a fire rather than a candle... 

I cautiously approached. [...But] no sooner had I turned off the road than out of nowhere a shadow 
materialized in front of me. 

‘Woof!’ the shadow said. I jumped. 

‘Tunguska! Tunguska!’ a boy’s voice called. ‘Who’s that?’ 

[...] A boy wrapped in a way too big army camo jacket was sitting on a log by the cooking fire. [...] 
At the fire pit, I finally had a chance to look at the dog properly—he was a curious blend of the 
Boxer and the German Shepherd, his eyes almond-shaped and intelligent. Even mischievous, I 
would say. 

‘Hi,’ I said to Tunguska’s master. ‘May I warm up a little?’ 

The kid jerked his chin towards the log he was sitting on—there was enough room for me there. I 
sat down and reached out my hands to the fire. 

‘You sound strange.’ 

‘You mean my accent?’ 

‘Yeah.’ 
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‘I’m from overseas. The United Stated of America, sounds familiar?’ 

‘Oh, Yankees-NATO-Obama-jerk,’ the kid said with neither stops nor emphasis. [...] 

‘My name’s Jenny,’ I decided to be polite. ‘This is Tunguska, as far as I understand, and you are...’ 

‘Alex.’ [...] 

‘Isn’t it scary to spend the night all alone here?’ I asked finally in my lame Ukrainian. ‘The fire is 
very distinct from afar.’ 

‘There are no people here. It’s a summer village, everybody’s back to Kyiv for the winter. And 
Tunguska’s guarding me.’ 

‘Oh, if Tunguska’s guarding then it must be safe, definitely.’ 

The kid was cute but I still did not understand what he was doing all by himself in the fields in the 
dead of the night. [...] 

Having finally warmed up I felt like dozing off. [...] I woke up with a start and realized it was morning 
already. [...] 

The kid started packing his things. 

I asked, ‘Tunguska and you going somewhere?’ 

‘Kyiv,’ he grumbled. 

‘Great! Could you take me with you, please?’ 

[...] There were only two people at the bus stop, a young man and his girlfriend. Tunguska made a 
move to sniff at them but Alex tugged at his leash determined to pass the bus stop without slowing 
down. [...] 

I asked, ‘Is it far to Kyiv?’ 

The girl snorted. ‘Well, if you plan to continue afoot you might get there by nightfall.’ [...] 

I heard scary clatter from the road curve, and moments later a truck appeared, its body made of 
dark-green canvass. The young man waved his hand... 

‘Can you give us a ride to Kyiv?’ [...] 

‘Get in the back.’ [...] 

‘Well, you can now start telling us the story of why you’ve fallen to such a miserable life,’ the girl 
said talking over the roar of the old engine. 

The young man interrupted her. ‘Wait a sec. First we need to introduce ourselves. This is Alla. And 
I’m Max.’ He extended his hand. 

I shook hands with him. ‘Jenny.’ His palm was strong, dry, and cool. I must confess I enjoyed 
shaking hands with him. And the man himself was good enough—shapely, tall, oval-faced, grey-
eyed... OK, OK, let’s call a spade a spade: Prince Charming. [...] 

Alla asked once again, ‘So, why are you traveling on foot?’ 

‘We didn’t plan to. We’re not together in fact,’ I started to ramble. ‘It’s just that I’d been robbed, 
then... well, it’s a long story but I didn’t mean to make a trek to the country, and I need to stop by 
the Embassy because now that my passport is gone how shall I return home?’ 

‘Don’t you worry, getting you to the Embassy is not a problem. What about you, Kid?’ 

Alex grumbled, ‘I’m from Avdiivka [Donetsk Region].’ 

‘What have you just said?’ Alla asked in a strange voice. ‘How did you get here?’ 

‘Depends. Sometimes by suburban rail, sometimes on foot. [...] 

‘I see. Well, you’re going with us for now, and later we’ll see.’ 

[...] In a little while the truck began to slow down... [...] Max was the first to jump down onto the 
pavement. Tunguska followed him; meanwhile Max was taking down Alex. [...] 

Alex scowled. ‘So, now what?’ 
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‘Now we are going to the end of the street,’ Alla said, ‘where Jenny and Max will take the subway—
’ 

‘The subway?’ I interjected. 

‘Well, didn’t you want to get to the Embassy? That’s exactly where Max is taking you.’ 

They want to get rid of me, I thought bitterly but only thanked them out loud. 

[...] Across the road [...] I saw a well-guarded entrance to the Consulate and, deeper in the yard, a 
massive pale building of the Embassy itself. The most important part was to get inside. But would 
the guards let me in without an ID? Maybe it would be wiser to turn to the police first. I had no idea 
what was the procedure in such cases and thus panicked a little. 

It might have been this momentary hesitation that predetermined all the subsequent events. 
Frozen on the curb, I scanned the people across the street—and suddenly something familiar 
caught my eye. A cap, a high, freckled cheekbone, reddish curls. 

‘Bye,’ Max started saying but I didn’t give him a chance to finish; grabbing him by the elbow I 
whirled around and marched off determinedly in the direction we had come from. Redhead was 
standing half-turned looking mostly at the entrance to the Consulate and, hopefully, didn’t notice 
us. 

It looked like the Embassy business was being delayed indefinitely. 

Chapter 3 

While I was going meekly to wherever Max was taking me I connected the dots: my passport 
remained in the backpack my captors had taken from me the first day. So, when Lydia and I 
managed to escape it was logical to assume that in my sorry state I would turn to the Embassy first 
of all—where else could I go in a foreign country without an ID? 

I wondered if they were searching for Lydia, too. Or maybe they’d already grabbed her? I didn’t 
want even to think about. 

Deep in thought, I paid little attention to the road and lifted up my head only when the trolleybus 
spilled us at the city outskirts built over with tower-blocks. [...] We were facing an old apartment 
building which seemed out of whack with a newly build mall to the right, its illumination fully on 
even in the daylight. [...] 

A blue plate hammered to the door said, DONATIONS DROP-OFF; the window panes were riddled 
with a splash of various stickers which looked quite militaristic to me. I saw a flag in one of the 
windows. Max knocked and opened the door without waiting for an answer. 

We stepped into a little mudroom crammed with boxes; further on I saw a long hallway jam-packed 
with large cases of bottled water. A tall and big guy who looked just over thirty stepped from the 
dark depths of the hallway; blond and round-faced, he shook hands with Max and turned to me. 

He introduced himself. ‘Yurko.’ 

‘Jenny,’ I replied mechanically. I had a feeling as if I were being dragged into a whirlpool, and the 
more I kicked the deeper I sank. It was as though I had been shaken out of my rut and instead 
placed in somebody else’s one. [...] 

‘Have a sit,’ Yurko said. ‘Would you like a cup of tea?’ 

I realized that I would like a cup of tea more than anything right now; I hadn’t had tea since the 
plane and nothing to eat since morning except for the heel of bread Alex shared with me. Where 
was he, by the way? 

As if on cue, there was a bark, and moments later Tunguska galloped into the room and started 
baying but sniffed at the air and, recognizing me, thought better of it. Following him, Alex sauntered 
in; he was without his enormous jacket but got himself a matching pair of army camo pants. 

‘A cup of tea, please,’ I nodded to Yurko. ‘I’d be most grateful.’ 

The host disappeared in the depths of the dark hallway, and in five minutes Alla came instead of 
him carrying a tea pot and mugs. [...] 
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‘By the way,’ Alla said, ‘just before you came I was checking the online news... and stumbled 
across a short article about the kidnapping of a daughter of Prosecutor C. She was abducted 
together with a red-haired young woman not yet identified.’ 

‘You think the red-haired young woman is me?’ I mused. Alla shrugged pointedly. [...] 

‘Jenny, isn’t it time for you to go to the police?’ Alla said. 

‘I don’t know,’ I grumbled. I was so drowsy that didn’t want to move. ‘I’ll go there. Later. After the 
tea. Perhaps.’ 

[...] With my belly full I started dozing off at the table, and Yurko walked me to a room the size of a 
closet, crammed with boxes up to the ceiling, and got me off to sleep... Stretching on the hard floor, 
I plunged into sleep like into a black hole. 

Low voices woke me up. They sounded like Yurko and Max talking. [...] 

‘What’s with Student?’ 

‘Nothing new. The Law Troop is taking care of his case. They already have the testimony of a guy 
from the 128th Regiment.’ 

‘One guy? We need at least two.’ 

‘They are looking for another one right now.’ 

‘What if we turn to—’ 

‘Do you know how many officials we’ve already turned to? They all shy away from the problem.’ 

‘What if we speak to Movchun? I heard he’d already helped one volunteer fighter. It was not a 
casualty, just a war injury, but still—’ [...] 

There were a jar of milk that looked almost a gallon to me, a couple of mugs, and some rolls on the 
table. 

‘Will you have breakfast?’ Max asked and disappeared in the hallway without waiting for my 
answer; he came back in a little while carrying a clean mug. He poured some milk for me from the 
jar. 

‘Your milk comes in such packaging?’ I mused; the jar didn’t look sterile to me. 

‘What’s wrong with the packaging?’ 

‘It’s not a carton,’ Max figured out. ‘Have you forgotten where she comes from?’ He turned to me. 
‘Have you ever been to a farm? Drunk milk fresh from the cow?’ 

My eyes popped out. ‘Raw milk straight from the cow? Are you crazy? For one thing, it’s not safe, 
and for another, where could you get raw milk from in the city?’ 

Max and Yurko bellowed with laughter. [...] 

‘Go and boil some milk for her,’ Yurko said to Max through laughing. ‘Don’t you scare the child.’ 

[...] Bugger the milk, I could definitely eat the roll—it was packed properly! In five minutes, Max 
brought hot milk, so rich and sweet that I felt additional pounds growing on my butt. Well, nothing 
to worry about—Lydia and I had been fasting for quite some time... 

My only problem now was that I sponged on my newly acquired friends, for I had absolutely no 
money... Money! I had to find a way to take off some money from my account. My cards had been 
stolen in the subway on my very first day in Kyiv... [...] Thus, I needed a computer. 

I turned to Yurko. ‘Do you have Skype?’ 

‘There’s a laptop in the cabinet,’ he replied absent-mindedly. 

I got up and opened the doors of the cabinet above the table; I saw a whole pile of junk—there 
were rusty spare parts, and broken torches, and ropes, and wire there. 

My host looked puzzled. ‘What are you doing?’ 

‘Looking for a laptop in the cabinet.’ 
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‘This is a shelf and the cabinet is down the hall.’ Smiling, Yurko walked me to another cubbyhole I 
hadn’t noticed before—as far as I could see it was his bedroom slash study. 

‘Oh, you mean the study,’ I said. Those language discrepancies would drive me mad! [...] 

I was happy to have solved at least one problem from the list of my to-do things. In a couple of 
hours, Max’s phone buzzed—it was a notification that the money got in. At least I’d been told the 
truth at the Fulbright Office that Ukraine was a livable country, even if they drank raw milk straight 
from the cow. Yuck! [...] 

[After the lunch] the conversation switched to my adventures, and this time I had to tell about the 
kidnapping in detail because the guys were attacking me from both sides. 

As soon as I finished Max said broodingly, ‘You know you need to describe the kidnapping as well 
as the kidnappers and post it online. [...] Don’t make the chief mistake of the murder mystery 
characters—if you know a terrible secret share it with the world so that the bad guys would no 
longer have a reason to get rid of you.’ [...] 

Thus, [...] when Yurko went home to his wife, I spent two hours at the laptop recalling the smallest 
details of the abduction and the looks of my and Lydia’s captors. [...] Max translated my opus into 
Ukrainian, and then I posted it on my Twitter tagging, on Max’s advice, the local Interior Ministry. It 
was pitch-dark outside. It grows dusky quite early in Kyiv in November. Max [...] sloped off 
somewhere, and I managed to get the protesting Alex off to sleep in the middle of yet another 
computer game. 

With an agreeable feeling of duty done, I climbed into my sleeping bag which felt like home now, 
but my wakening was awful; in the dead of the night, I woke up with a start in the inky darkness 
shaken by an explosion and a rattle of broken glass. 

Chapter 4 

I thought the chattering of my teeth was clearly heard in all surrounding tower-blocks. I was sitting 
in courtyard tightly hugging Alex and pressing his face to my belly, for he had stopped screaming 
wildly less than ten minutes ago and at the moment my chief fear was that he would start 
screaming again. 

All this time, Tunguska hadn’t barked once. At first, when I’d heard the explosion, I couldn’t 
understand what’d happened. Fireworks? A firecracker? Then I’d heard a wild scream and rushed, 
still half-asleep and wearing just a T-shirt, to the hallway. I’d got as far as the kitchen—the wailing 
had been coming from there and I’d lunged inside ready to pull Alex from under the rubble. But the 
kitchen had looked untouched though the kid had been yelling and sobbing and hiding under the 
table while completely silent Tunguska had been pressing close against him and crouching. 

A moment later Max had stepped in, and Alex had recoiled for no obvious reason. 

‘Junta-Fascists-raiders,’ he’d started shrieking without any pauses. ‘Don’t-don’t-don’t!’ 

‘Are you OK?’ Max had asked making a move towards the kid but Tunguska had snarled frightfully. 

I’d asked, ‘What happened?’ 

‘A grenade. They threw it into the balcony window. It smashed in the window panes and damaged 
the door a little. But every single resident of the block is in the courtyard now, and the neighbors 
called the police.’ 

For a few moments Max had been staring at Alex pensively. 

‘It might be better for you two to wait outside,’ he said finally, ‘because they might take the kid to 
the juvenile delinquents’ room. And you—’ 

I’d bristled. ‘What’s wrong with me?’ Even if the grenade had been the result of my yesterday’s 
confessions on Twitter, it was Max who’d advised me to do so. 

‘Nothing’s wrong, it’s just that you are a foreigner without any ID, they can place you in detention.’ 
[...] 

‘So what’s next?’ [...] 

‘We’re going to Alla’s uni dorm on Lomonosov Street.’ 
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‘Who’s Lomonosov?’ 

‘A fake scientist.’ 

I nodded slowly as if I got it. [...] 

Alla was waiting for us on the corner of the street. [...] 

Alla pulled a wallet out of her pocket, counted up the money for no apparent reason, then took 
Tunguska’s leash from Alex [...] and went to the entrance of a grey small-windowed building with 
tiny sidewall balconies starting one level above the ground. In a heartbeat she disappeared inside, 
and Alex pattered perplexedly, ‘Banderas-Khokhols-Nazies-give-me-back-my-dog...’ 

In five minutes we heard a low whistle from above. I lifted up my head. Alla was waving her hand 
from the lowest balcony. She disappeared for a moment, and then a square hole opened in the 
floor and a ladder stuck out. That was when I noticed for the first time the rusty fire-escape running 
diagonally from balcony to balcony. 

‘Hurry up,’ Alla urged. First we pushed Alex up, and then Max and I followed him. Alla hastily pulled 
in the ladder and battened down the hatches to cover up the evidence of the crime. 

I asked, ‘Where is Tunguska?’ 

‘In my room already,’ Alla replied. ‘I had to bribe the custodian to bring him in.’ [...] 

There was a hundred comments under my tweet when I opened my Twitter. [...One of the 
comments] was made from the official page of a District Attorney Office, the authenticity of the 
comment was undoubtful. Max and I stared at the screen. 

Good afternoon. Please visit the District Attorney Office any time soon, from 9 a.m. till 6 p.m. Office 
312. Tell the guards I’ve invited you, I’ll have them warned beforehand and they’ll take you to my 
office immediately. Absolute discretion guaranteed. The signature said, Chopyk M. V. [...] 

‘I have to go.’ [...] 

‘It might be easier to call first,’ [Max said]. 

‘It might,’ Alla said, ‘but how to prove over the phone that it’s her calling?’ 

‘Can you guarantee that she won’t be detained at the District Attorney Office?’ 

‘It may be for the better if I’m detained,’ I said philosophically. ‘I will be totally safe there.’ 

Chapter 5 

[...] The District Attorney Office did not impress me. A tiny lobby with two worn armchairs, a guard 
in a glass booth, a revolving gate. [...] The sign on the wooden door leading to the necessary office 
read, CHOPYK M. V., PROSECUTOR. [...] Gesturing to a chair, the prosecutor reached out and 
introduced himself. [...] 

I shook his hand. ‘Jenny. Jenny Barton.’ 

‘Nice to meet you.’ 

‘So, Lydia’s your daughter?’ I blurted. 

My vis-à-vis winced but nodded. 

‘I’ve read your online confessions,’ he said. ‘But I would like to know the details. Do you remember 
the van? [...] Where did they take you?’ 

[...] Closing my eyes I tried remembering the way Alex had taken me to the bus stop. I could 
recollect very well the distance we’d covered together with Lydia, and I had no difficulties 
describing the house. I have a good memory for details... [...] 

The prosecutor put down my every word and even drew a map and finally lifted his eyes from his 
notes. [...] 

‘Do you have a place to stay?’ [...] 

‘Well... there is a dorm,’ I started vaguely. ‘I’m much more concerned that I have no ID.’ [...] 
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‘Fill in an application. If we find your things I promise to give you your passport back immediately.’ 
[...] 

I filled in the application form, and then the prosecutor shook my hand again and walked me 
outside telling me to take good care. [...] Oddly enough, he’d never questioned me closely about 
Lydia. He hadn’t even asked me if she’d been OK. He looked nothing like a disconsolate father 
whose daughter went missing. [...] Though his self-control might be professional. [...] 

Chapter 6 

[...] Max beckoned me over to the laptop. I sat down on a chair beside him and stared at the 
screen. The large headline was screaming, THE KIDNAPPING TURNS INTO MURDER. My 
stomach churned. 

According to a source close to the District Attorney Office, as part of the investigation of the 
disappearance of Prosecutor C.’s daughter, the police examined the presumptive place of her 
confinement in one of the summer villages near Kyiv. [...] The house [...] greeted the police with a 
horrible surprise—a body of a male with the signs of foul play. [...] The police refused to comment 
when asked if the suspects included Prosecutor C.’s daughter or the US citizen. The investigation 
is still ongoing. [...] 

Max broke the spell. ‘Confess. The corpse is your handiwork, isn’t it?’ 

‘Not funny,’ I grumbled. 

‘Not funny at all,’ he agreed. ‘If the body’s been in that house for a couple of days Lydia and you 
become the chief suspects.’ [...] 

[Alla’s] phone rang. 

She answered it. ‘Hello,’ she said turning away from me. And suddenly her face fell. She listened 
to the person on the other end for some time. ‘No way,’ she finally said in a low voice hanging up. 
She slowly moved to the window and looked out. In a heartbeat she gestured to Max and me to 
come closer. 

Spellbound by her weird gaze we looked down. 

In the dorm yard where the local rules strictly forbid to park, two cars stood, one of them being a 
squad car. [...] Two field officers were standing by the squad car [...] looking at the entrance, and I 
followed their gaze in time to see the tail of the procession—two plain-clothes were stepping inside 
the dorm accompanied by the third field officer. 

Alla explained, ‘I got a call from the custodian. She ordered me to take Tunguska and clear out 
immediately—’ 

‘What if she knew about Alex and me,’ Max said in a phlegmatic manner. 

All of a sudden a crazy guess dawned on me. ‘That’s it. It’s related to the corpse. They have come 
to take me into custody!’ [...] 

I jumped into my running shoes. Alex, a professional traveler, was already standing fully packed, 
holding Tunguska by the collar. Carefully, Alla cracked the door open and looked out. [...] We 
tiptoed across the foyer and entered a long hallway. Alla was the first to reach the fire escape at 
the end of it; she stepped onto the balcony, scanned the street and a moment later beckoned us to 
follow. 

We darted along the hallway quietly and crowded on the balcony. 

‘Should I rope Tunguska on to my back?’ Max suggested turning to Alex. ‘He isn’t a biter, is he?’ 

Tunguska’s hostile eyes clearly said that he is a biter. 

‘He’ll climb down himself,’ Alex said impassively. 

‘Are you kidding?’ we cried out in unison. ‘How?’ 

‘Backwards,’ Alex said stubbornly. ‘It’s easier for him to climb up than down but he’ll make it.’ [...] 

Max shrugged and started climbing down. 
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He jumped onto the pavement and called in a muffled voice, ‘I’m waiting,’ and extended his arms 
like a groom at the wedding ready to scoop his bride. 

Reluctantly, Alex fastened the leash to Tunguska’s collar. Immediately, the dog sulked. 

‘Down,’ his master ordered and turned the dog’s butt towards the hole in the floor. And even as we 
watched, Tunguska started showing the miracles of equilibristics. [...] Tunguska put down his 
hinder leg on the first step and then, ever so carefully, got down the second hinder leg. [...] Helping 
himself with his muzzle Tunguska shifted his paws deftly, and in a little while he was already within 
Max’s reach. [...] 

[Alla] hurried us up to the avenue where we hoped to get a ride. 

‘Where are we going?’ I asked when we squeezed into a tiny car; under a thick layer of dust on its 
trunk I noticed a Tavria emblem and a faded sticker saying, I’M NOT LOANED THOUGH. [...] 

‘I’m going to school,’ Alla said. ‘And you’ll have to stick around and wait for me in the Shevchenko 
Park. Then we’ll think what to do next.’ [...] 

You might remember that my trip to Kyiv hadn’t been a road to nowhere. The Fulbright Office had 
rented an apartment for me and I’d mailed all my things there. [...] 

‘I’m going to Fulbright,’ I said. 

[Max drew a crude map for me.] So I went off. And even never got lost. I felt a little anxious 
entering the familiar building but nothing in the lobby reminded of the recent events. [...] 

A presentation was coming to an end in the office. I saw a light brunette sitting at the table; the 
books in front of her looked so thick that could beat a brick. [...] A blonde, about the same age with 
the brunette, was thanking the guests for coming and inviting to stay for drinks and buffet; I saw 
snacks and a couple of rather inviting bottles on the long side-table by the wall. Every wall in the 
room was covered with paintings like at an exhibition. 

It was obvious that the blonde was the hostess of the office, so I darted to her as soon as the 
guests started getting up from their seats. She smiled expectantly. I introduced myself mumbling a 
little and she smacked her forehead. 

‘Oh my God! That’s you! Where have you been, we’ve been looking for you everywhere.’ 

The blonde’s English was probably better than mine though a slight accent betrayed her local 
background. 

‘For a long time I had no idea myself where I had been,’ I said. ‘I have a question about my 
apartment—’ 

The blonde said uncomfortably, ‘There’s a problem with the apartment. Since you hadn’t turned up 
in time we were forced to terminate tenancy—’ 

‘Where are my thing then?’ I cried. 

‘Relax. All your things are here. [...] I’ll bring you everything, and meanwhile you can grab 
something to eat...’ 

[...] the food on the side-table was most tempting. I pushed past people to a box of pretzels and 
popped one into my mouth. It tasted of nuts. Remembering about Alex and Max who were freezing 
on a park bench this very moment I had the cheek to grab a handful of pretzels and pocket it. Then 
I decided it was not enough and snatched a couple of candies. When I was pocketing a dozen 
crackers I was caught in the act by the brunette who’d been sitting at the table during the 
presentation. 

‘I strongly advise you to try those cakes,’ she said in a conspiratorial voice gesturing at the tiny 
cream puffs in a large box. I turned scarlet. 

Chapter 7 

[...] Despite the age gap, the writer and I made friends very quickly... [...] 

No sooner had she learned that I was homeless she took it to heart and started making phone 
calls. After two drinks, Dutch courage incited me to say, ‘Don’t forget I’m not alone—there’s a boy 
with a dog—’ 
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‘And Prince Charming, I know,’ the writer said and put up her hand to silence me—she was talking 
on the phone. [...] ‘I’ve arranged everything! [...] A flat on Volodymyrska Street, they’re taking all 
three of you, to say nothing of the dog. The hostess is my old friend...’ [...] 

I asked, ‘How much will it cost?’ 

‘Forget the money,’ the writer waved away the question generously as if it were her own flat... 

[...] My eyes caught an ancient pink-and-grey brick house with black iron balconies supported by 
atlases. Grey caryatids held the archway the writer was turning to. The black iron gates blocking 
the entrance were open during the day. [...] 

[The writer] pointed to the left, to the balcony on the second level. In the windows, the lights were 
shining merrily. [...] 

Max whispered, ‘Where are we?’ 

‘It’s a safe flat,’ the writer winked at him, and this very moment the door opened and the hostess of 
the ‘safe flat’ appeared in the doorway accompanied by a boy of approximately Alex’s age. 

‘Good afternoon,’ she said gesturing to us to come in. [...] 

And in we came. 

I’ve been to many places in my life but I have to confess that this little flat [...] will forever stay in my 
memory as one of the coziest places in the world. In the living room, there was a grey well-worn 
couch propped against the wall and a little oval light-wood coffee-table in front of it. Above the desk 
in the corner, a round clock was tick-tacking loudly, and there stood a bookcase right beside them. 
Several black office chairs by the wall seemed out of place in the living room but would certainly fit 
in with the adjacent room furnished as a study. On the right, the living room opened to a tiny 
kitchen, narrow as a hose, with hardly enough elbow room for two people. And all this seeming 
poverty was breathing with a special spirit of a warm home that welcomes a lot of people. 

‘Let’s introduce ourselves,’ the hostess said and told us her name, ‘Nadia Mykolaivna. And this is 
Ruslan the Junior.’ [...] 

‘Jenny.’ I shook hands with her trying to repeat silently her elaborate name and failing. I could 
hardly say it, let alone remember it. [...] 

‘Is it possible that I will finally have a good night’s sleep, without jumping at every sound?’ I mused. 

‘Knock on wood,’ Max sneered. [...] 

Chapter 8 

[...] Ding-dong. The sound was coming from the hall. Ding-dong! Whoever invented such a doorbell 
but it could raise the dead from the grave. I opened the door letting Mrs Nadia in. 

‘Hi! Where are the boys?’ she asked. 

‘They went for a walk with Tunguska.’ 

‘Right. I’m phoning Ruslan the Junior—they must be doing their homework now. Have you had 
lunch?’ 

‘We have... Haven’t you seen them in the courtyard? They might be coming back already. Let me 
see,’ I said and, walking to the grilled window and leaning onto its wide window seat, looked out. 

Even as I watched, a large black Jeep drove through the archway and with a screeching sound of 
the brakes came to a halt in front of our porch blocking the exit. I paled. I could see neither the 
driver nor the passengers through the tinted windows but the feeling in my guts told me they came 
after us. [...] 

[Max said,] ‘Time to take to heels.’ 

‘Which way?’ I cried. ‘The exit is blocked. And they won’t have the cheek to break the door, will 
they? Especially the iron door.’ 

‘These people will,’ Max said, and from the tone of his voice I believed him immediately that these 
people would break the door; I helplessly looked at Mrs Nadia. At this moment, one of the men 
went up the steps of the porch and started pressing the buttons of the digital lock. 
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Chapter 9 

[...] Mrs Nadia also looked out of the window to make sure the intruders hadn’t broken the code 
yet, and motioned us to pick up the most valuable things as quickly as possible and follow her. [...] 

...We quietly descended to the cellar barred with a heavy lattice gate. On the key ring, Mrs Nadia 
picked a small round key that matched the lock perfectly. 

‘These cellars,’ our hostess whispered, ‘make a large spider web. Used to make, I mean. Today, 
they are mostly closed off but once upon a time you could have gone down under this building and 
emerged in the Sophia Square. But all the cellars under the sections of this building are still 
connected, so we have a chance to get away unnoticed...’ [...] 

‘Where are we going?’ Max called. [...] 

‘My family has a half-built hotel,’ Mrs Nadia explained. [...] ‘There are a couple of livable rooms on 
the ground floor reserved for the construction workers. There are cots and potbelly stoves there, so 
you won’t freeze to death. You might as well rough it there for a couple of days.’ 

‘Thank you,’ I said and all of a sudden my eyes watered. Yet again, a stranger rushed to save me 
without asking a word, and running a high risk. [...] 

Finally, we reached a multistory brick box fenced by a metal hoarding. Most of the windows were 
already paned but here and there I saw black holes. [...] The cavernous lobby of the future hotel 
was so damp and uninviting that for a moment it felt colder than outside. 

Mrs Nadia switched on a dim bulb in the ceiling and led us across the lobby deep inside the 
building, to two adjacent rooms equipped with primitive furniture—double-decked bunks by the 
walls, rickety tables covered with PVC tablecloths, and makeshift potbelly stoves I’d seen only in 
the movies about the American 1930s. [...] 

Yurko arrived in an hour with two bags of food and drinks. I started unpacking them on the rickety 
table while Max asked suspiciously, ‘No tail on you?’ 

‘I am hurt,’ Yurko said. ‘I used to blow down communist monuments when it was not mainstream 
and never got caught.’ [...] 

Meanwhile, Max was absorbed in sausage cutting, delaying the inevitable moment when he would 
have to tell everything. However, it was impossible to delay forever because the tiny table was full 
to bursting and in the middle, Yurko placed a bottle of vodka, clear as spring water. [...] 

‘Well, I suggest we first have a drink,’ Yurko said to Max, ‘to help you start talking.’ 

He poured vodka into plastic cups, topped my cup with a generous portion of juice, and we clinked 
cups and drank. And stared at Max quizzically. 

He looked like someone ready to jump into the ice hole. 

‘Remember the grenade?’ he said finally. ‘It was—it was me.’ 

Chapter 10 

[...] ‘We gathered a group to cross the northeastern border,’ Max was telling us, ‘to enter the 
conflict zone from the other side—’ 

‘Who are “you”?’ Yurko wanted to know. 

Max started listing the names but they didn’t ring a bell for me. [...] 

‘Frankly, it was my idea,’ Max explained. ‘When I was in the front line, one day a mortar shell fell in 
the village close to us, razing to the ground one of the houses. A local drunkard died there. We 
helped clear the debris to dig him out and arrange a proper funeral for him, and I found two 
passports among the broken furniture, an internal and an external one. Probably he had worked 
abroad before the war, I don’t know... That was when the idea first occurred to me for... [...] I gave 
away the internal passport [...] but kept the external one. Later, back in Kyiv, I found some people 
who helped me glue my picture into the passport.’ [...] 

Yurko shook his head. ‘I still don’t get your brilliant idea. An ammunition depot on the hostile 
ground can be blown up by our sabotage forces... and they do it quite successfully.’ 
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‘I was not going to blow up an ammunition depot. No matter how many depots you blow up they 
will bring in more ammunition. If you want to blow something up it should be the command unit, 
and preferably when there are Moscow generals there...’ 

Max poured some of my juice into his cup, gulped it and went on. ‘Anyway, in a little while I found a 
handler from across the northeastern border who was supposed to meet me at the border and first 
take me to a training camp, and later on, to the conflict zone. [...] And then [...] I realized that my 
wonderful spy plan would not work. They would take me in at the border, and not alone but with the 
whole group. I would screw over four guys who trusted me. [...] I drank myself stupid and threw the 
grenade to thwart the border raid...’ [...] 

‘OK, it explains the grenade,’ Yurko said, ‘but it does not explain the black Jeep hunting you today.’ 

Max looked uneasy. ‘Well,’ he mumbled, ‘I am definitely an idiot, I don’t deny it. I should not have 
started playing spy games when I did not have the slightest conception of it. After the grenade I 
laid low and cut short all communication with the handler—’ [...] 

‘[...] But they tracked you down because the foe secret service wanted to know why you’d fallen off 
the radar, didn’t they?’ Yurko asked acidly. [...] 

In the morning, the writer arrived on her sorry excuse of an SUV and brought Alla with her. [...] 

[The writer] asked, ‘Who are these people?’ 

‘I am not sure,’ Max said. ‘I don’t even know the last name of my handler, just his first and middle 
names, and besides, how can I be sure they are not fake?’ 

‘Do you have his picture by any chance?’ [...] 

In a minute, we all were staring at a grizzled man who looked about forty five; a featureless face, 
high cheekbones, bristly moustache. [...] But the writer copied his picture to a USB-stick, switched 
on her laptop and opened Twitter. 

‘There are computer geniuses here who know everything. We’ll ask for help from the audience, so 
to say.’ [...] 

In twenty minutes, the computer geniuses found a man who looked every inch the figure in our 
case. [...] It was an old newspaper article, from several years ago. An interview taken at Lake 
Seliger [Russian Federation] during yet another youth forum. The caption under the picture said, 
Sokurenko R. V., Major. [...] 

The writer finally said, ‘I am not a good advisor in this case, but at the moment the safest place for 
Max is in custody.’ 

‘Are you kidding?’ Max snorted. 

‘No, I am not. It is not easy to remove a person from the custody even for the secret service, 
especially for the secret service of a foreign country.’ 

‘I can’t,’ Max said miserably. ‘[...] I need to consult Yurko...’ [...] 

He decided to negotiate with Yurko out of our hearing, so [...] he went out to have a smoke. 

In ten minutes, he returned with his face blank. The three of us stared at him expectantly. I felt my 
heart pounding and my ears ringing. 

Finally, Max said with reckless abandon, ‘That’s it. I am going to turn myself in.’ 

Chapter 11 

One thing is to decide to turn oneself in, but how to do it, that is the question. 

We spent two hours arguing what to do and whom to turn to. [...] 

I said, ‘There’s a prosecutor we know.’ 

‘The Prosecutor C., whose daughter Lydia caused your captivity?’ Alla asked acidly. 

‘The Prosecutor C., one visit to whom forced you to run away from the dorm?’ the writer tuned in 
with her. 

‘The Prosecutor C., who is on the verge of arresting you for murder?’ Max joined in. 
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‘Yes, the Prosecutor C.,’ I said stubbornly; I had plenty of time to think over my arguments while 
they were arguing. ‘First, this is the District Attorney Office of the district we need, which means 
Max won’t be transferred anywhere. Secondly, Chopyk seems a nice guy to me. Thirdly, what I see 
is that you are looking for an excuse but Max made a decision and will have to turn himself in 
anyway.’ [...] 

By the time we arrived at the District Attorney Office it was 4 p.m. already. [...] [Finally,] Max as a 
highly valuable witness was taken to the Lukyanivka Remand Prison... [...] 

[Late at night,] I made myself tea and some sandwiches and took out Max’s laptop from his 
backpack to read the latest news. [...] 

I scrolled down the Twitter feed but found nothing interesting except for one headline. LAST 
NIGHT A SECURITY SERVICE COLONEL JUMPED OUT OF A WINDOW. I opened the website 
of the online newspaper cited in the tweet, and a bloody scene blossomed on the white screen; a 
man with his neck twisted at an unnatural angle was lying in a puddle of blood on the pavement. 
[...] 

The police received an urgent phone call at 5 a.m. Once a flying squad of the Dnipro District 
arrived on the spot they summoned the ambulance but it could only pronounce the death of the 
man lying on the pavement in an unnatural pose as if he had fallen from a high level. The police 
examined the building and saw an open window on the fifteenth floor which was somewhat 
unusual in November. When they went up to the apartment and knocked nobody would open the 
door, and once the crime scene investigation team arrived they decided to break in. Inside, they 
found the traces of some papers and electronic media hurriedly destroyed; however, nothing 
suggested there had been any intruders in the apartment which indirectly supports the suicide 
version. The sources close to the police revealed that the deceased was Colonel S. of the Security 
Service. This is not the first suicide in the upper echelons within the last couple of months. The 
readers might remember similar tragic deaths recorded... The article was supplemented with a 
whole list of hyperlinks, from recent ones to older ones. 

I started opening the listed links one by one. The suicides were pouring as if from the cornucopia—
there’d been five of them during my stay in Kyiv. The Army, the Attorney General’s Office, the 
Security Service—top officials committed suicide one after another. The journalists made various 
guesses but the official speakers kept mum. 

I opened yet another link and stopped dead. From the page, one of my captors was looking at 
me—Greyhead who’d caught me and Lydia when we’d run out of the elevator. [...] 

Chapter 12 

[...] Alla, flushed and busy, burst into the flat with the autumn cold. 

‘I got a visitation approval, I’m seeing Max in the Remand Prison, I need to gather some things for 
him quickly...’ [...] 

...In a couple of minutes, we were crossing the blackened autumn park to Yaroslaviv Val [Street]. 
[...] 

It was a long way, and finally Alla led me to a pink building that definitely looked like an ancient 
gaol. There were several people at the gates and I had no choice but to join them while Alla went 
to meet the lawyer. They disappeared together behind the door under the sign 13. A grim omen! 
[...] 

...At last, [...] I saw Alla in the doorway. Even from a distance I could clearly see her frustration. 

I darted to her. ‘What’s wrong?’ 

‘They would not let us in! They say nothing and just would not let us in. First they told us to wait—
there’s a little waiting room there, all visitors have to sit together and wait—and then they 
announced that today’s visitation was cancelled.’ [...] 

I saw Yurko in a distance. I waved to him but his reaction was spiritless. [...] 

‘What happened?’ I asked. 

‘I don’t know. I don’t understand anything yet. The lawyer phoned me and told me to come over; 
they would not let him see Max, so we need to take measures. But the thing is... We had a couple 
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of guys over at our place who helped us with renovations—after the grenade, you know... Well, 
secrets are never long-lived, so I told them that Max tuned himself in. And I told them who signed 
him in. And one of the guys says: his father is from Western Ukraine, twenty years ago he worked 
in Snyatyn and had a colleague named Chopyk...’ 

‘And?’ I urged Yurko on, feeling chills in my stomach. 

‘About half a year ago, the guy’s father talked to this Chopyk, the one from Snyatyn. He has two 
daughters, and one of them is named Lydia. However, this Lydia had got married a couple of years 
ago and emigrated to the US as a refugee. [...] Now this Lydia lives in the US and has children, 
and she arranged for her sister to emigrate to the US as well. Half a year ago, this Chopyk, the one 
from Snyatyn, was going to retire and fly to the US together with his wife to visit their daughters.’ 

‘And?’ I urged Yurko on once again. 

‘He never returned to Snyatyn but turned up in Kyiv,’ Yurko said. ‘I found out this part myself. I 
checked the property database and discovered that the Chopyks sold their flat in Snyatyn half a 
year ago.’ 

‘And what does that mean?’ 

‘It means that the Chopyk from Kyiv and the Chopyk from Snyatyn are two different people.’ [...] 

Yurko took out a phone from his pocket and showed me three pictures from the 1990s, a little 
blurred but with the charm of olden time. [...] 

‘My’ Prosecutor Chopyk [...] was dark-haired, with wide eyebrows and heavy features. This one, in 
the pictures, was blond, with pale eyes, a little nose and almost white eyebrows. [...] 

Chapter 13 

[...] But neither that day, nor the next day there was any news about Max. I spent several quiet 
days on Volodymyrska Street. [...] 

One morning, [...] the doorbell rang. I got up from the sleeping bag [...] and went to open the door. 
[...] 

I saw Alla and Yurko in the doorway. [...] 

‘Are you on business or to visit?’ I asked. 

Alla exclaimed, ‘We are right from the court! In the case of Student! He’s been awarded the 
posthumous war veteran status! His family will finally receive benefits! I can’t believe it!’ 

I asked, ‘You did find another witness? 

‘Yes, we did! We did! You know who agreed to be a witness? Movchun!’ 

‘Wait, who’s Movchun, I don’t remem—’ 

Alla started explaining no less excitedly, finishing her every sentence with an exclamatory mark. 
‘Deputy Head of the Anti-Terrorist Center! It turns out he’d been in that sector at that time! He sent 
us his notarized testimony! He saved us!’ [...] 

‘We decided to celebrate,’ Yurko interjected, his eyes shining, and took out of his pocket a half-
bottle of some liquor. [...] I pulled two office chairs to the couch and placed mismatched shot 
glasses on the coffee-table... [...] 

Yurko said, ‘Remember one of your captors was found murdered in the house you and Lydia’d 
been kept in?’ 

‘Sure. Redhead. I’d seen him at the Embassy the day before.’ 

‘[...] My sources say the murder weapon was the same revolver gun the other captor used to 
commit suicide—’ 

‘Greyhead?’ 

‘I guess. The older one, you told me—’ 

I nodded, ‘Greyhead.’ [...] 
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‘I also found out that this revolver gun had been a weapon in another case, an old one, and had 
been kept as a piece of evidence at one of the District Attorney Offices—’ 

I gasped. ‘The one where Prosecutor Chopyk works?’ [...] 

‘Here comes the most interesting part.’ 

Yurko took his phone out of his pocket and found a picture. He handed his phone over to me. I 
looked down at the screen. Three guys wearing disruptive camo uniform and berets were standing 
embracing one another and looking insolently into the camera. For a heartbeat I was lost, but then 
I saw familiar features of ‘Prosecutor Chopyk’ in the face of the dark-haired guy, and standing 
beside him was—sure thing!—young and smiling Greyhead. The third guy was unfamiliar. 

Yurko said, ‘Look, they definitely know each other—they served in the Army together.’ 

‘And the third one?’ 

‘No idea.’ 

‘He looks like Colonel Movchun a little!’ Alla said turning the phone to herself to look at the picture 
straight. ‘What do you say?’ 

‘Today, you’ll see Movchun in everybody, you’re a little in love with him,’ Yurko said. ‘I don’t see 
many similarities. But I have never seen him in person, only on TV—’ 

‘Prosecutor Chopyk found out who’d kidnapped his daughter and took revenge upon his old 
buddy?’ I mused. ‘But wait! We already know that Chopyk in not Chopyk in truth, and Lydia is not 
Lydia!’ 

‘That’s the problem,’ Alla nodded. ‘That’s the problem.’ 

‘Which reminds me,’ I said [...]. ‘In that house, Lydia said after one of the interrogations, Vault... 
Vault... No, it can’t be. They never do anything personally.’ 

‘Vault?’ Yurko repeated. ‘I’ve heard something like this not long ago... related to smuggling in no 
man’s land... [...] 

Finally, Alla and Yurko drove on their way without having worked out any strategy... [...] Since 
nobody came to detain me, even though Prosecutor Chopyk had turned out false, I did not seem to 
be in any immediate danger, so I decided it was time to replace my lost passport. I contacted the 
Embassy and got an appointment today at 3 p.m. [...] 

[...I] went outside and inhaled the cold air. [...] 

A peach-colored building, hazy with frost, was towering on the left. The wooden lean-to restaurant 
stood November-still and empty, looking like a ship. All of a sudden, [...I] saw a little figure deep 
inside the building [...]—strawberry-blond hair, [...] high cheeks, a snub nose, and big brown 
smiling eyes. 

Chapter 15 

I shuddered as if punched in the chest. My lungs heaving for air, I stood petrified in the middle of 
Volodymyrska Street, under the sign 47, not far from the cavernous entrance to the underground 
parking lot... [...] 

‘Lydia!’ [...] 

‘Don’t stand gaping in the street.’ Lydia tugged me closer, and I finally recovered. She looked a 
little thinner since last time. Where had she been hiding? From whom? From criminals or law 
enforcement? [...] 

‘How come you are here?’ 

‘I’ve been waylaying you.’ She [...] pulled me by the sleeve deeper into the parking lot. 

‘Wait. Where are you pulling me? I have an appointment at the Embassy at three o’clock—’ 

‘The Embassy? That’s a good idea. You’ll certainly be safer overseas... But if you’re going to the 
Embassy because of this,’ she took down her backpack and reached inside it, ‘you might as well 
cancel your visit.’ 
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As if in slow-mo, first I thought, This backpack looks very familiar, and then it just clicked in my 
mind that it was mine indeed. And Lydia was holding my passport in her hand. 

‘Where did you get it?’ I cried. 

‘It’s a long story.’ 

‘Well, if I no longer need to go to the Embassy I don’t mind listening to your long story. After all, I 
am involved too.’ [...] 

Lydia gestured to the guard at the gates and led me to the back of the parking lot. [...] 

Lydia began her story. ‘It all started with the death of a well-known volunteer who helped the 
Security Service to trace the smuggling routes in no man’s land and zero in on the people who ran 
protection on this side of the battle line. [...] The investigation was progressing ever so slowly while 
the pieces of evidence would disappear one after another. However, several times the 
investigators stumbled across a charity fund financing startups. [...] The investigators who worked 
closely with the Secret Service decided to dig into the fund. I’d already worked with “Prosecutor 
Chopyk” on many other occasions, we were on a first-name basis, so I had no problem playing a 
role of his “daughter.” The idea was very simple—since the fund was registered in a certain district, 
“Chopyk” was planted in the respective District Attorney Office. He ran several unscheduled 
inspections of the fund but seemingly found nothing. Meanwhile, I pretended I was looking for a job 
and at the same time was putting on the ritz and chucking “my dad’s” money around. Quite soon, 
the fund opened a vacancy and I got a call from a recruiting agency; I was invited to work for the 
fund. They interviewed me and, just as we expected, tried to hook me up. In exchange for a lavish 
salary, I agreed to persuade “my dad” to stay away from a wonderful fund whose activities were so 
beneficial to Ukraine, for it raised money to finance young and promising entrepreneurs who 
dreamed of starting up their own business...’ [...] 

‘So, your task was to collect information at the charity fund—’ 

‘Yes,’ Lydia nodded, ‘but it didn’t last long. First I thought I slipped somewhere, but now I know I 
was turned in. The break-in when you and I were captured—it was staged. All the cameras in the 
building were off. The raiders knew precisely what to do—they destroyed one important server and 
took several paper files with them because in a couple of days a task force was supposed to toss 
the office following my instructions. Neither you nor I were to be kidnapped. I was tailed to make 
sure I would be blocked in the elevator during the attack and have no way to interfere, but the 
raiders didn’t expect such pep from you. And I gladly agreed to what you proposed—I hoped I 
would have time to call my people. But then, out of the blue...’ Lydia shook her head mournfully. 

‘Remember the greyhead we stumbled across when exiting the elevator?’ she asked, and I 
nodded. 

‘I’ll hardly forget either him or Redhead for the rest of my life.’ 

‘Greyhead—he’s one of us...’ 

I raised an eyebrow. ‘A turncoat?’ [...] 

‘Look. Greyhead was a close friend of “Prosecutor Chopyk.” In their younger days, they’d served 
together in the military. So when Greyhead took us out of town I didn’t know what to think. Can the 
“prosecutor,” my direct lead in this operation, be playing a double game? He was the one who 
received all my information from the fund! By then, I trusted nobody and didn’t know whom to turn 
to with my desperate suspicions, so after the escape, when you and I split accidentally, I decided 
to go into hiding. I had to know for sure whether Greyhead and “Chopyk” were accomplices or not. 
[...] So I went back to the house and saw a trailer across from it, on a neighboring lot. I decided it 
would be stupid not to seize a chance. I broke into the trailer, its windows looking on the house, 
and took a vantage point. They noticed our disappearance only in the morning when the trail went 
cold. At first, the two of them were running around the house in hot haste trying to figure out how 
we’d managed to get out, and then Redhead left hurriedly—’ 

‘To catch me at the Embassy,’ I explained. ‘He made a good guess where I could go but, 
fortunately, I noticed him in time.’ 

Lydia nodded. ‘I see. Well, Redhead left, Greyhead stayed. I’m sitting in the trailer, hungry and 
freezing, [...] when Redhead returns. A commotion starts in the house, I hear something crash 
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down, and in five minutes Greyhead goes out, gets into the van and drives away. [...] I’m still sitting 
in the trailer and watching—and I don’t understand anything. Redhead must be inside but the lights 
are out in all rooms though it’s getting dark. I spent the whole night keeping an eye on the house, 
half-asleep and half-awake, but everything was quiet and Greyhead never came back. The next 
day I lost patience and went on a scout—’ 

‘You bumped into Redhead and killed him,’ I gasped. But where could Lydia get a revolver gun 
from? 

‘If I’d bumped into him I might have killed him,’ Lydia chuckled, ‘but somebody beat me. That 
sound when I thought something crashed down—it was a gunshot. Greyhead shot Redhead. He 
left the gun by the body. I guess he thought you’d go to the police and they would decide that we 
probably shot Redhead when escaping. You know, the revolver gun was mine, it was in my bag, 
“Prosecutor Chopyk” had given it to me for self-defense... Well, I wiped off our fingerprints on the 
upper floor, took our belongings and the gun, and retuned to Kyiv. [There,] I traced down 
Greyhead—I knew where to look for him—and started tailing him. You can imagine my shock when 
all his travels were coincident with the suicides of the top security chiefs! He was mopping up his 
accomplices—there was no other explanation—’ 

Lydia stopped in mid sentence to catch breath and shook her head. 

‘You see,’ she continued less emotionally, ‘when we just started this case a name popped up, 
Vault, either a surname or a nickname. Everybody who tried to fight smuggling in no man’s land 
would sooner or later get death threats from this mysterious Vault. He’s most likely responsible for 
at least four deaths of the people involved in combat with smuggling. But what an almighty person 
could arrange four murders so that even the perpetrators never gave themselves away?’ 

‘The Secret Service!’ I gasped, and Lydia nodded gloomily. 

‘And I had a very promising suspect, Greyhead. So I risked to get in contact with him. His security 
system was carefully thought-out, of course, but he forgot we all had studied from the same 
textbooks. [...] [I pointed] a gun at him, and this turned the scales,’ Lydia smiled crookedly. ‘Once 
Greyhead saw a familiar gun he knew everything and made no effort to negotiate with me; instead, 
he plunged at me... And I fired... [...] I shouted in warm blood, I know you are Vault, you are 
responsible for four deaths of our fellows-in-arms, but he jerked his head with an odd look on his 
face and croaked, No, I’m not Vault. You’d be very surprised—and passed out.’ [...] 

Thoughts swirled in my head. Lydia killed Greyhead. Lydia killed Greyhead! But if Greyhead was 
the last in chain, if that was him mopping up every person engaged in smuggling, as ordered by 
Vault, the case would never be cracked, would it? 

‘But,’ Lydia looked up at me, ‘at least I have an idea now who’s Vault. You know him, too.’ 

I stared at her [...] and then I heard a familiar voice from the darkness, ‘I am not Vault.’ 

In a heartbeat Lydia managed to push the wooden door, fall onto the concrete floor, roll over the 
threshold into the anteroom, and hide behind the door frame. [...] 

‘Prosecutor Chopyk’ repeated, ‘I am not Vault.’  

‘I don’t believe you,’ Lydia called from the anteroom. 

‘You have to believe me. [...] It was more than smuggling,’ he shouted. ‘Don’t you understand? We 
took the wrong path from the start. Smuggling means big money, but not big enough to mop up all 
the eyewitnesses methodically.’ 

‘Then what was it about?’ Lydia asked skeptically, but I heard a note of interest in her voice. 

‘At first, I thought it was arms traffic, but we had only one case confirmed, and completely different 
people were involved—’ 

‘So what was it?’ I heard Lydia’s voice from far away; she must have opened her secret passage 
already and would be gone again in a moment. 

‘Drug trafficking from the invaded areas.’ 

‘What?’ 
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‘Drug trafficking from the invaded areas,’ he repeated. ‘Large lots hidden in the coal and other 
goods. This no man’s land is a green corridor from Asia to Europe. The drug dealers have never 
dreamt of such conveniences—’ 

‘And the fund?’ Lydia asked. 

‘Just a laundry. One of many. We’ve almost cracked the case, arrested two big lots at the 
demarcation line lately, the whole structure is crumbling, nobody will come out dry, I’m sure, even 
Vault. But we need your testimony, too, Lydia. The case might fall apart without your testimony.’ 

‘I don’t believe you.’ [...] 

‘I swear.’ 

‘When you take the case to court I’ll come and give my testimony, I promise,’ Lydia said in a 
muffled voice, then I heard a clang of metal, and in a moment everything went still. Lydia ran away 
again. 

‘Shit,’ the ‘prosecutor’ swore. ‘Shit, shit, shit!’ 

‘Listen,’ I lifted up my head, and the false prosecutor jumped as if he’d completely forgotten about 
my presence, ‘I wonder why Lydia haven’t asked the most important question. Who’s Vault?’ 

Chapter 16 

From early morning, the flat on Volodymyrska Street was in fuss. My Fulbright Scholar Program 
ended, and with it, my head-spinning Kyivan holiday ended, too. I packed and sent away most of 
my things the way they’d come in, and now I was trying to squeeze the rest in twenty kilos to be 
allowed on board. [...] 

The backpack was full to bursting, and I had no idea how to fit my tablet in it. Once my tablet 
returned to me thanks to Lydia, I secretly downloaded Max’s war pictures from his laptop. My heart 
faltered at the thought of Max... [...] Several weeks passed, and we still knew nothing about him. 

A TV-set was droning up in the corner... [...] 

Sprightly music replaced the droning, and in a moment the newscast started. 

‘We open this broadcast with a sensational piece of news. As we’ve just learned from our staff 
reporter who’s streaming from the Obolon District Court, twenty minutes ago the first session in the 
case of the drug trafficking in no man’s land did start. The chief witness, Major Lydia Panaschenko 
of the Security Service, who was kidnapped together with a US citizen a month ago, has come to 
court and is ready to give testimony today. Her main demand was an open court hearing...’ 

Lydia’s face appeared on the screen; she was standing in the hallway, with a heavy escort of 
guards, and looking me right in the eye as if we weren’t tens of miles apart. Bye, Lydia, I thought, I 
wish you victory in this hybrid war... 

‘...The main suspect in this high-profile case became known only today,’ the newscaster was telling 
from the screen. ‘The sources close to the Attorney General’s Office say one of the deputy heads 
of the Anti-Terrorist Center was detained at Boryspil Airport the day before yesterday when trying 
to board a flight to Minsk, Belarus...’ 

The TV-screen showed footage from the airport. The arrest was lightning quick, and in a heartbeat 
we saw the face of the detainee, intentionally blurred but not enough because Mrs Nadia said 
suddenly, ‘Oh no, this is Colonel Movchun!’ [...] 

My jaw dropped. The Colonel Movchun. The third guy from the picture... [...] 

‘I can’t believe it’s him, I can’t believe it!’ Alla cried out interrupting my thoughts. ‘The very Movchun 
who sent us his notarized testimony so that Student could get a posthumous war veteran status? 
He was the only one who agreed to help when everybody else shied away from it. I can’t believe 
this is him!’ 

‘I’ve got it!’ I heard myself saying when an inexplicable realization dawned upon me. ‘Where did 
your Student die, at Stanytsia Luhanska? What if his death is one of the links in the chain of drug 
trafficking? What if it was easier for Movchun to help his family than to wait for you to unearth 
something incriminating while searching for his war buddies?’ [...] 
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The farewell was a little awkward; I hugged all the women one by one, shook Tunguska’s paw, [...] 
and kissed Alex placing him in trustworthy hands of Mrs Nadia. [...] Today, by the end of the day 
Minnesota time, I would be home. I could not believe it! I would not forget my Kyivan holiday for the 
rest of my life. [...] 

Before I knew it I reached the end of the subway line. I stepped out of the carriage and slowly 
walked to the exit, my feet shuffling and my head low. Kyiv wouldn’t let me go, my heart fluttering 
as if tugged by a thin thread tied up deep inside the ancient city. I sighed and made a long step to 
break finally this illusive thread, but was caught by strong arms. [...] 

Immediately, my nostrils recognized his familiar smell. Then I looked up slowly and drowned in his 
grey eyes that haunted me by night. 

‘You weren’t going to run away without saying good-bye, were you?’ Max said laughingly wrapping 
his arms around me and kissing me in the middle of the station. 

‘Why are you kissing me?’ I chirped. ‘What about Alla? What about Alla?’ 

‘Alla? What does she have to do with it?’ Max said, puzzled, falling back and then laughed having 
realized what I meant. ‘You’ve got it wrong! Alla’s my cousin.’ 

And immediately, like every white-skinned redhead, I flamed up. [...] 

‘Where have you been?’ 

‘In a covert jail of the Secret Service. Haven’t you heard these spook stories?’ 

‘???’ 

‘Well, I actually spent some time on 33 Volodymyrska Street [at the Secret Service Office], but 
mostly in various offices instead of horrible dungeons... In a nutshell, I helped uncover a whole 
chain of terrorist recruiters. My handler got caught at the border, some of his men managed to 
escape across the northeastern border, but it won’t save them. I cannot share the details, I signed 
a pledge of secrecy, you’ll read everything in newspapers later. Jenny, I promise you, it will be a 
headline-making case, as good as yours. [...] Well, let’s go, or you’ll miss your plane,’ Max smiled 
tugging me by the hand. ‘Though come to think of it, it’s even better if you miss your flight, isn’t it, 
Jenny?’ 

We emerged from the subway, and I inhaled wet Kyivan air. Winter set in, the snow crunched 
underfoot, but at that moment I could smell a rich and sweet breath of spring. 
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From PHONE BOOTH NO.3: UKRAINE TO LOS ANGELES 

by Olena ZAKHARCHENKO 

The Road 

First things first 

I was twenty-two and I had absolutely no idea what to do with my life. Fresh 
from university, I didn’t feel like getting a job in my field. The field itself—foreign 
philology—had a ridiculous sound to it. I wanted to become an artist, but my 
father had told me that I shouldn’t even think about it. Lost, that’s what I was. 
My English was better than my Russian; I could speak German and Spanish; I 
played the piano, went skiing, and danced tango. I graduated with honors from 
Lviv University.  

And there I was, standing at a gas station exit somewhere in the middle of 
Germany, trying to catch a ride to God knows where. Giant wind turbines 
towered in the field behind the highway, slowly rotating their gray blades. Cars 

zoomed by, without stopping; I could feel the bump of the wind and see the sun glistening on the 
car windows. Now and again, I caught the shadow of my reflection on the passing cars. My long 
hair was blowing, loose, in the wind. In my old checkered shirt and jeans, I felt as empty and 
detached as the clouds swishing above me across the bright summer sky.  

I had hitchhiked all around Poland, Sweden, and the Netherlands. I took a swim in the North Sea 
and got high in the streets of Amsterdam steeped in the stench of weed. I stayed in an ancient 
house downtown with a large metal hook in the gable and traditionally un-curtained windows. The 
building used to be a hospital, but later on, it had been sold and turned into a block of 
apartments—at the time, one of them housed a motley crew of cheerful young people that did gigs, 
traveled the world, and threw parties inviting guests from all over the place.  

At one of those parties, I met a girl from Ethiopia. She was so eager to have me over in her home 
country that I even thought of going there, but I had no money for the ticket. I was on a shoestring 
budget, actually, so most of the time I just crashed on people’s couches, like at that Ido the 
Amsterdamer’s place that someone had recommended to me. Internet was still in its infancy back 
then; couch surfing websites did not exist, either, but I had a cell phone and I could text anyone I 
wanted.  

Ido loved Amsterdam and hated it when people saw it only as the capital of porn and weed. 
Showing me around the Red Light District, he took me to courtyards to prove that life was quiet 
and peaceful there: in the evening, well-educated people with well-paid jobs took their dogs out for 
a walk and then lounged on their balconies overlooking the yards, ignoring the tourist hustle and 
bustle on the other side of the buildings.   

Ido was just one of a dozen random people I met over a few days in Amsterdam. I stayed for 
another couple of days in Germany, in the middle of nowhere, with a nice and sweet family where 
women still believed in Kinder, Küche, Kirche. They took their kids to playgrounds and bought rolls 
at the bakeries that were open as early as seven. Or their young babysitters flocked there on their 
bikes and chatted in their native languages—the languages of the countries they’d come from—
while their hosts waited patiently for their freshly baked breakfast rolls at home.  

In Sweden, a truck driver picked me up on a highway, and I stayed overnight in his truck cab 
littered with all kinds of weird trash. Then I spent a long weekend going places with a girl called 
Iryna—someone had shared her email with me. She was working as an au pair in Germany. 
Iryna’s host family loved her—she was a great babysitter, obviously—so they let her take their car 
for the weekend, and we took turns driving it. At first, we followed the Brothers Grimm route, driving 
around small towns, each with a fountain, a church, and a bronze pig sculpture downtown, and 
then we moved on to Bremen where we watched hundreds of yellow plastic ducks, labeled, racing 
in the river, one of them finishing first.  

One night, we couldn’t find the way to a hostel and circled around another small German town, 
Iryna behind the wheel. Late night streets stood empty, but we kept looking for someone to show 
us the way to the railway station—we were sure that we could figure it out from there. At last, we 
spotted two men walking along the street. They didn’t understand Iryna’s German or my English.  

“Reilweilsteishn—what’s that? A gas station or what?” one of them asked the other one in Russian.  
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The men turned out to be Russian sailors. They cheered up hearing that “girls are getting it” and 
offered to put us up at their ship “while the captain’s away.” We had a hard time getting rid of them. 
They pulled at the door handles, trying to open the car, but I was quick to lock the doors. All the 
way to the hostel, Iryna and I giggled nervously, and in the morning, we woke up joking: “Come on, 
get up, the captain’s here!”  

I made sketches of streets, roofs, and windows; the Cologne Cathedral and the Rhine; Amsterdam 
markets, African drug dealers, and Polish nuns on the train. I filled my entire pad with those rough 
drawings, since my camera had broken down back in the Polish town of Przemysl when someone 
had stepped on my backpack in a bus.  

That day I was trying to get to Salzburg, curious to see Mozart’s birthplace. I got off to a bad start: 
rides were short, and I had to hang around for an hour or two at gas stations and highway exits 
before someone would pick me up. It was just not my day. Tired and thirsty, I went down to a gas 
station shop. I usually kept away from them, because things were expensive there, and I did my 
shopping in big-city supermarkets, but a bottle of water shouldn’t cost that much, I thought.  

I paid and, putting on my backpack, went outside, leaving my bottle of water and my change at the 
cash register. It was just not my day, I told you. The customer that had been standing in line behind 
me called after me and handed my things back to me.  

“Diakuyu,” I said in Ukrainian. “Oh, I mean thank you. Oh no, danke.”  

“You’re welcome,” the stranger said in Ukrainian, and I just stared at him: was he from Ukraine, 
too? He didn’t say anything else, though, so I decided he just happened to know the phrase. 
Dressed as a typical German, he had olive-tinted skin, like an Italian, blue eyes, and dark hair. 
“Perhaps his kids’ babysitter is from Ukraine,” I thought. “But he looks too young to have kids.” 
Finally, I continued on my way to the gas station exit to catch another ride. And I couldn’t believe 
it!—the very first car stopped.  

Yes, it was the same guy, Roman. He did come from Ukraine, even more so: he and I lived in 
neighboring towns. So, we established right away that people from Volyn region—that is he and I—
were “top” Ukrainians, people in Polissia potato beetles, and those in Halychyna cheapskates. 
Roman was studying at a German university, which was a rare thing back then.  

Along the way, he and I chatted almost non-stop. I thoroughly missed the Ukrainian language, 
since for the past three weeks I’d spoken mostly English. We drove past castles, mountains, and 
roadside restaurants, stopping at one of them for a nice lunch. We didn’t make it to Salzburg, after 
all, and decided to spend the night in a small town nearby, but there was only one hostel there and 
it was “fu-u-ull”, as a sleepy administrator told us, peeping her head through the door and instantly 
shutting it in our faces.  

“Whatever,” Roman said. “Let’s just sleep in the car.”  

We munched on some crackers we found in the trunk, washing them down with water, and then 
started to settle down to sleep. Roman tried to clean up the mess on the backseat, and that was 
when he took off that shirt.  

I recognized it right away, even though it was late night, the car lights were dim, I was tired, and my 
head was splitting. That shirt was one and only—that’s why. It was Maksym who had drawn the 
pattern, and Marta who had embroidered it. I’d seen that shirt many times on a yellowish framed 
picture standing on the mantelpiece at my uncle Ivan’s house in Los Angeles. It was a blown-up 
copy of a vintage photo that showed the whole family sitting, their backs straight, in front of the 
camera, Maksym in that shirt. The embroidery pattern seemed so unusual that I’d been staring at 
that photo for a long time, running my finger over the glass. You wouldn’t find a pattern like that 
anywhere else.  

Maksym asked to bury him in that shirt. They told me they did as he’d asked. But there it was, right 
before my eyes. “Oh wow,” I thought. “Perhaps someone copied the pattern and embroidered 
another shirt like that.”  

Aloud, I asked: “Where did you get that?”  

“It’s my father’s,” he said. “He collects vintage men’s clothing. This shirt is from his collection.”  
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“It’s so unusual. Who embroidered it? Do you know where your father got it?” I asked, rolling up the 
sleeve.  

On the inside, a name was embroidered with a gray thread. Maksym. But of course. The 
handwriting looked familiar to me, too. Aunt Marta used to write like that. And she was the one who 
taught me to write. How could I not recognize it?   

Ivan’s Bicycle 

The photograph was so old that it had turned red. A serious-looking man with a moustache. A 
woman with her hair piled up, in a long dress, a scarf wrapped around her shoulders. Their children 
were sitting beside them: Marusia and Ivan, two slim teenagers, and Maksym and Marta, their 
elder siblings. Frozen faces; eyes staring into the camera, frightened. Staring at us. A date and a 
photographer’s stamp printed at the bottom.  

Looking at its blown-up copy framed under glass in Los Angeles, I could see only the top half of the 
date. The other half was hidden, and you could imagine the numbers stretching, creating all kinds 
of combinations. But I knew the right one, because I’d asked about it: June 10, 1941, almost two 
years after the Soviets had come into town for the first time.  

Eighteen months before that photo was taken, in November 1939, Ivan and a few other boys, his 
classmates, had gone on a bicycle ride to the country. Ivan didn’t have a bicycle of his own—he 
borrowed it. A borrowed bicycle, you see. He promised he’d give it back. It was an expensive thing, 
so he just had to return it to that boy, his neighbor, as promised. By the church, though, they’d 
been stopped by a group of Soviet officials that had just come down to the Western Ukraine.  

“Get off, boys! We’re taking your bicycles away!” they yelled.  

The boys got off, because they knew better: if the officials were in uniform, armed, and drunk, you 
didn’t want to argue with them. Even though they’d arrived only a few days ago, the townsfolk had 
already figured out what kind of people they were—they could get tough on you any minute. They 
put you in prison and shot you. They treated you as if you were brutes. Or savages who couldn’t 
speak any language and walked around wrapped in palm leaves. They had to teach those savages 
to obey their laws—that’s what they believed; they had to beat them up and shoot them, until it 
finally dawned on them who their new masters were. People knew only too well what happened to 
those who tried arguing with the officials. So, the boys climbed down from their bikes and walked 
away. Ivan did not.  

“It’s not my bicycle,” he said. “It’s not mine!”  

“What’d you say?” one of the officials shouted back, drunk, armed, in uniform.  

His buddies chuckled, already seated on the leather saddles. He snapped his gun off his shoulder 
and fired a round at Ivan up close, straight into his chest. He wasn’t arrested and never went to 
prison, of course. He got away with it. Wiping the blood off Ivan’s bike, he hopped on it and rode 
down to catch up with his friends.  

The boys just stood over Ivan, at a loss what to do or who to call. Ivan lay on the ground, his body 
jerking about, his blood mixing with dirt. A couple of crows, scared off by the shots, flew away from 
the winter-naked poplars growing near the church.  

“I took a good revenge on them, though,” Ivan told me decades later.  

He still got angry and short of breath whenever he recalled that episode. He always gasped for air 
when he was nervous. The wounds he’d suffered that day by the church took their toll on him, I 
guess, or perhaps it was his life of hardships that took all his breath out of him.  
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From The VERTEP. A NOVEL ABOUT MAIDAN  

by Olena ZAKHARCHENKO 

Translated from the Ukrainian  

by Hanna Leliv 

Charon 

"All right," Vitka said. "No panic." 

"Ha-ha," replied my panic. 

I said nothing. 

We were sitting in the press center at the Trade Unions Building. 

The Berkut anti-riot forces had entered the Ukrainian House, the barricades on 
Hrushevskoho Street were falling, the very last assault on Maidan had begun. 
Titushky, the hired thugs, had recently beaten up Vitka, but not so hard—they'd 
gone all out on me. That's why I could not help anyone. I could do nothing and 

just sat there waiting for Zhenka. 

Zhenka was my good friend and a journalist for Ukrainska Pravda. During the revolution that 
winter, he had already ventured into the titushky camp in Mariyinsky Park after it was sealed off, 
and into the rear of the anti-riot police on Hrushevskoho Street when there was shooting. 

He could get in anywhere, I thought, and he was my only hope. 

"I wish you had just stayed home," Vitka said angrily, handing me a glass of water and a pill. "Here, 
take them. Why on earth did you take him to school today?" 

She was talking about my son. His school sat on the corner of Olhynska and Instytutska Streets. 
Right next to the National Bank. The most violent clashes and the dead bodies lying next to the 
entrance to the metro station—it was all right there. It was him that Zhenka went to fetch. 

"Who knew?" I thought but said nothing. 

* 

"Where are you going?" Taras asked me a few hours ago. It was nine in the morning. "What do 
you mean, 'work'? No way. You are coming with us. We're doing a peaceful walk to the Verkhovna 
Rada to scare them a little. They have been sitting there too long thinking it's over and the deal is 
on the table. The barricades are about to be torn down, the Kyiv City Hall building has been 
cleared... Looks like a surrender. You are coming with us today!" 

"I’m not, Taras," I said with a laugh, trying to pull my hand away. "I’ve got work to do!" 

But it was Taras, not just anyone. Taras could have told me, "Come on, climb the Christmas tree 
on Maidan, made of steel and festooned with flags, climb all the way to the top and stand on one 
leg—and I would have done it. It had been like that between us since who knew when. Taras was 
Taras, even though we had not spoken to each other for eight years since the Orange Revolution 
and had only seen each other briefly that winter. 

"But you've already come to Maidan!" Taras said. He tugged me along, firmly holding my hand. 
"You’ve been caught. Where would you flee to now?" 

"I did not really come here," I wanted to tell him. "I was just taking my son to school." But I did not 
say it because I was already following him and his 'hundred', and his friend Omelko was happily 
ranting about his troubles. He was so talkative. 

Omelko made me laugh. He was like a dog in whose company one felt comfortable and happy. 

We let people pass by. There were so many of them: people meeting and hugging each other, 
people arriving from different towns, people old and young, all kinds of people and all of them 
cheerful, all of them happy to be there that day. 

"You know who I saw there?" Omelko suddenly asked, interrupting himself. "That friend of yours, 
Vitka. She studied with you and Taras at the university. I recognized her from her photo on 
Facebook. I was just poking around on her page." 
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"Why would you even look her up?" I said, laughing. "What were you doing poking around on her 
page?" 

"I just like looking up all kinds of fascinating people. Don't you? And this Vitka of yours was here 
yesterday. Such a busy little bee. She was showing someone around. She said she worked in the 
press center." 

"That can't be true," I said, bursting into laughter again. "Vitka is married to the Berkut colonel. She 
could work only in the Berkut press center and tell Kiselyov and his viewers in Moscow how we eat 
people here in downtown Kyiv." 

"Look at the man next to the barricade!" Omelko changed the subject again. "He cut a hole in a 
blanket and put it over like a poncho. Very funny." 

We were walking past a narrow opening in the barricade under the bridge near the October 
Palace. Taras had long since disappeared from view—we were walking side by side with other 
people, as he was well ahead of us with other self-defense 'hundreds'. 

The man Omelko pointed to looked quaint in his poncho blanket and a wide-brimmed black hat. 

He stood there directing the flow of people, stopping someone and letting others pass. A couple of 
sturdy women behind us sang "Horila shyna" in wedding chant, and the man hummed along. 

"You see this wedding party? And you said you had 'work' to do. Look at them—they might as well 
break into spring ditties and circle dancing. A real festival," Omelko said with a laugh. 

"Let's go look for Taras," I said, but he did not hear me—he was hugging a friend he had bumped 
into. He switched to Russian and was speaking fast with a typical Moscow accent. 

"I am going to look for Taras," I said. 

"That was your Vitka alright!" he called after me. 

"See you!" I called back, shouting over the tire-on-fire song. 

I would see him again later that day. But then his hands would be shaking, his eyes would be 
watering from the tear gas, his jacket would be torn, and he would be shouting something at me. 

I walked away toward ‘circle dances’ and ‘spring ditties’, toward sunshine and spring, toward 
"Horila shyna" sung by the women marching in the peaceful walk. 

"Damn," I thought as I walked down the street behind the crowd. I smiled involuntarily as I passed 
the self-defense 'hundreds' with wooden shields and metal hard hats—they looked just like real 
warriors, only with smiles on their faces instead of stern grimaces. I felt happy watching this festival 
while looking for Taras, but at the same time I was angry that they dragged me into this carnival 
under the spring sun among the young women with long flowing hair painting flowers on Berkut 
trucks. I did not want to be part of that. 

  

Four hours later, in a courtyard near Instytutska Street, I held the head of a wounded old man while 
they washed out his eyes burning from the tear gas. The thick smell of gas on the street mixed with 
smoke. Gunshots, screams, the wail of sirens from fire trucks and ambulances. Every now and 
then someone would run past us in a panic, but I still could not believe that the morning 'wedding 
party', circle dancing, and spring ditties had turned into such a massacre. 

Everyone around me was silent and worked fast, deciding on the go what to do with the wounded. 
Someone brought another young woman whose leg had been wounded by a grenade. She was 
laughing nervously, and her speech was also nervous and fast. I asked her what was going on. 
She said: 

"I’m a journalist... I was just filming..." 

The old man whose head I was holding groaned: 

"There will be deaths. I just hope there won't be many." 

I did not believe him. 

Suddenly someone shouted: 
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"People are fleeing!" 

I left the wounded and ran outside—people were streaming down the street, many, many people 
fleeing from the Berkut police in black uniforms. They were dropping their flags and jackets, their 
bags and phones, screaming... 

Smoke rose above Instytutska Street—the cars that had been painted with flowers in the morning 
were on fire. I thought the cars would explode after catching fire, like in movies, but they did not. I 
heard gunshots in the distance. Explosions. Shattering glass. People were shoving each other, 
running toward Maidan. Someone turned and fought back trying to defend himself; others raced 
ahead and threw Molotov cocktails at their pursuers. A bottle fell on the lawn, very close to me. It 
was smashed and caught fire. I stared spellbound at the burning bottle on the grass.    

I trudged forward, confused, not knowing where I was headed. The crowd pushed me around, both 
titushky and the protesters, as if no one could see me. And then I saw people being beaten to 
death next to a building. 

Titushky were beating them. In balaclavas, camo, and hard hats, with sticks in their hands, they 
looked just like our people from the self-defense units... But they were beating up people with the 
Maidan bands ... Among them was a young woman with long hair, dressed in red. They kicked her 
and beat her with sticks. It was an unbearable sight. Not quite realizing what I was doing, I rushed 
forward, and they moved aside. I grabbed the girl's hand and picked her up. Her nose was 
bleeding, and blood trickled down my arms as I pulled her to her feet. Finally, she stood up. 
Meanwhile, the titushky were pounding someone else. "Hey, you, stop!" one of them yelled at us. 

The woman turned to run and gave me a jolt. I ran after her. 

We were dashing down Instytutska Street. It was full of smoke from burned cars and tear gas, and 
we heard gunfire all around us. We fled toward the barricades, toward Maidan, but an avalanche of 
Berkut police was already rolling toward us from the National Bank building, and they had already 
spotted us—pitch-black from head to toe, they saw us running away from titushky, and titushky 
chasing us. Suddenly I saw that we were running past a gate that looked familiar—I turned into the 
passage, punched in the code on the lock, my fingers slick with another person's blood, and the 
lock opened with a beep. The gate opened and closed behind us—a massive steel gate that led 
into a courtyard. It could not be opened without a code, and it would be too hard to smash it in, 
even for the furious titushky who'd joined forces with the Berkut police. 

We ran across the yard, jumped through a smaller gate, and found ourselves in front of a 
kindergarten just behind the presidential administration. My son had been attending it at the time. 
Then we ran into another courtyard and then another. There was no one there—just two swings 
squeaking in the wind and the trees rustling. Gray buildings with high windows surrounded us, 
mute and quiet. 

Silence. The unbreakable silence was forever frozen in that courtyard. So, when the young woman 
spoke, her voice sounded too sharp. It was by her voice that I recognized her. It was my old friend 
Vitka, the same one who had married a colonel of the Berkut anti-riot police. 

... 

"I couldn't do anything!" Omelko shouted madly when he came upon me at the barricade. But I 
could not hear him or understand why he was shouting. Maidan was in a frenzy around us. 
Anxious and frightening. 

Yes, Vitka and I went to Maidan. There was no other way out of the courtyard but to Maidan. 

"Let us go to Maidan," I said. "There..." I wanted to tell her that there someone would stop her 
nosebleed and she could wash her face and check if her ribs were broken—they'd beaten her 
really hard—but I hesitated how she would react. 

"All right, all right, let’s go," she said, interrupting me. "I work there anyway, in the press center. 
Come on, hurry up, my nose just won't stop bleeding." 

She really worked at the press center, and everyone knew her. I did not take her to the Trade 
Unions Building—she took me there and found a volunteer doctor and a change of clothes. I 
thought there was no point in staying there and taking care of her. But she would not let me go. 
She kept turning around to see if I was following her and kept calling for me. 
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It was not until she finally settled down in the room where she apparently worked often that I finally 
said: 

"Listen, I have to pick up my son from school. It's not far from here, on Olhynska Street. I'll be right 
back, okay?" 

"But do come back," Vitka insisted. "You will, won’t you?" 

I promised, even though I knew I was lying—I just wanted to get him home, and then I would see. I 
was terribly worried about my son: he had a friend, Svitozar, and this friend always came up with 
some wild ideas. Yesterday I heard them talking about grenades they wanted to steal from Berkut, 
and their school was right where the most violent clashes were taking place. They would certainly 
get involved—if they had not gotten involved yet. Since the beginning of the revolution, I was 
constantly worried that my son and Svitozar would get into trouble. 

Lost in thought, I mechanically followed my daily route: up Instytutska Street, away from Maidan, to 
the upper exit of the metro station. 

I passed the fountain and reached the opening in the barricade where the man in the blanket 
poncho and hat had stood that morning, and through which terrified, beaten-up people in torn 
clothes were streaming now. The same ordinary people who had come here that day from across 
the country, the same people who had sung songs and laughed, now walked scared, bloodied, 
pale, and angry. 

"There must be a fence there. Maybe the Berkut police have posted themselves near the school 
again," I thought. That sometimes happened. But in the months since the revolution began, I had 
learned to talk to those who blocked the streets, since I had to go there every day, and they let me 
go to school and back, and down Luteranska Street with its three checkpoints blocking the entire 
street, and to Svitozar, through the blocked Kriposnyi Lane to Hrushevskyi Street, where he lived. 

I whipped out my phone to call my son and ask him to pack his bag when I heard Omelko's voice. 
He was shouting something to me from a distance, but I could not hear him—Maidan, the roar, the 
noise from the stage, the people shouting. 

"They are going to storm!" people shouted fearfully, drowning out Omelko so I could not hear 
anything at all. "Water cannon trucks pulled up on this side!" 

"There are corpses at the entrance to the metro!" shouted someone passing me. "The faces are 
covered. No, not ours. Just some people. A woman in a jacket." 

We'd be going to the metro soon, I thought, and the bodies... My son would... he... What would he 
think? 

I could not go any further now—too many people were moving towardMaidan, while the opening in 
the barricade was quite narrow. Omelko was standing behind the crowd—his jacket was torn, no 
hat, no helmet. He was waving and calling out to me. 

I could see Omelko in a panic—and a woman further down, behind the Independence Monument, 
next to the glass windows of the Globus shopping mall. She was busy at the stove in the field 
kitchen between the tents, all calm and collected. 

"Omelko!" I shouted. "I can’t hear you! What is it? Come here! Come closer!" 

Then I finally heard it. 

"Taras!" 

Omelko pushed his way through the crowd streaming toward Maidan. 

"What?" I asked. 

"Taras! Taras! First titushky, titushky, then Berkut... There... there were... Two boys! Two boys, can 
you believe it? Two kids! Can you believe it?!" He switched to Russian. "Kids! I could not look at 
that, but he ran toward them..." 

I could not understand what kids had to do with all this and what had happened to Taras. 

"What happened to Taras? Where is he?" 

"Titushky were there..." 
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"Is he wounded? Is he alive?!" I shouted. 

Omelko did not look at me. He was pale, beaten up, the muscles in his temples tense. 

"Titushky dragged off two boys," he gasped. "Young boys. Kids... Taras saw that and ran toward 
them... To save those kids... I couldn't... Help... Him..." 

Finally, he looked me in the eye. 

"Kids?" I asked. My kid was there somewhere, too. 

"A blue jacket with a dinosaur," Omelko said. "One of them was in... I don't know... Kids..." 

"A BLUE JACKET WITH A DINOSAUR," echoed in my head. I had been worried about this ever 
since Maidan began. My son's school was in the midst of the action, and this friend of his who was 
always looking for trouble and dragging my son into it! And this heroism of theirs! All of that! 

I felt like I was not getting enough air to breathe. The cold air turned hot. No, no, no, I did not know 
for sure, this could not be true! I tapped my finger on the phone only to hear the robotic voice 
telling me that my son, who I was trying to reach, was... currently.... unavailable.         
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From FULL MOON 

by Andrij KOKOTYUHA 

Translated from the Ukrainian  

by Patrick John Corness 

The translation was reviewed by Svitlana and Bogdan Babych 

 

“How can you explain it, Comrade Lieutenant?” 

Somov looked up at Levchenko. When the latter made his report he ordered 
him to present it orally. But as Andrij was speaking he skimmed the written 
pages, gradually sinking back down in his seat. By the time the report was 
completed the captain was resting his shoulders on the back of the chair, 
leaning back as far as possible, twiddling in his fingers a neatly sharpened 
pencil and giving him a severe look. 

“It’s all set out there, comrade captain,” said Levchenko guardedly. “I’ve nothing 
to add to what has just been said. And then ... You were present, comrade 
captain. You saw it all for yourself. 

Firstly, in the pursuit led by Andrij they had come across an abandoned Willis. 
At the time they wondered what sort of a place this was – with that old wall. It was pleasant round 
there; they even felt relaxed. Levchenko was accustomed to confiding in him. Suddenly, within a 
very short time, strange events had started to occur round there. Suddenly, he thought of Polina 
Stefanivna; after all, she lived quite near by. He, the chief of police at Sataniv, was a lodger in her 
house. Who knows, what if the gangsters had singled out that house some time ago? Their only 
possible course of action was to go back to the last place the police would search for them, if they 
were going to search at all. Maybe at this very moment the frightened elderly librarian was being 
held hostage, waiting for her chief inspector to return home after an unsuccessful hunt. 

However, he soon dismissed such fears. Instead, he focused on working out which way the 
gangsters might have gone. He gave orders for the soldiers and the police who were with him to 
spread out and comb the woods. They did find traces of blood, though they were unable to do so 
immediately, so his fear that the fugitives might attack Stefanivna, who was on her own, vanished 
altogether. 

Lieutenant Borisov made a feeble attempt to convince his namesake that a police raid late in the 
evening, actually at night, especially in the forest, could turn out to be a waste of time. Levchenko 
gave talk like this short shrift. He agreed with Borisov: he was not in a position to give orders to the 
platoon commander. But then he recalled that the operation was planned jointly. Shooting had 
taken place, indeed it was a real battle and they had both suffered casualties. So considerations as 
to how and when it would be more appropriate to pursue the enemy were simply not an issue. 

Anyway, later it turned out that the gangsters had not managed to get very far. Lieutenant Borisov 
came across the bodies. When he saw them he cried out. He ought not to have reacted this way 
on finding dead bodies; after all he had been on the front lines for eighteen months, after his 
accelerated officer training. 

“I saw it,” said Somov. 

Suddenly, he unexpectedly sat bolt upright in his chair. He abruptly snapped his pencil and threw 
the pieces in various directions. He leaned forward and barked, momentarily losing his composure: 

I want to hear about it from you, Levchenko, Do you hear? You're the chief of police! You’ve been 
working on it a long time! Or haven’t you? 

Andrij did not speak. Somov, feeling that he had snapped and that he looked undignified in the 
eyes of the junior officer and indeed of the police officer as well, stood up and straightened his 
tunic. He went to the large rectangular metal safe, which was waist-high to him. Opening it, he took 
out an already started bottle of state-produced vodka, and two tea glasses in their holders. He put 
them on the table and briskly half-filled both glasses. Unceremoniously he ordered Levchenko to 
drink up. With a gasp, he emptied his own glass and immediately lit a cigarette. He waited for 
Andrij to follow suit. Only after that did he sit down again at the table and continue, now more 
calmly: 
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“I need theories, lieutenant.” 

“I threw all police forces into the elimination of Teply’s gang,” said Levchenko. “You and I identified 
this particular problem as a priority. There were no orders to catch a mad wolf. As I recall, we didn’t 
even take that seriously.” 

“You have a poor memory, lieutenant. Not that of a professional. 

“Why?” burst out Andrij. 

“Because I didn’t mention any wolf to you. Old wives’ tales. I assumed that posing as the so-called 
murderous beast the remnants of a band of German nationalist henchmen who have settled 
somewhere in the forest are attempting to spread terror. In other words, this so-called werewolf is 
within the competence of state security.” 

“All the more reason for us in the police not to have dealt with them,” said Levchenko with obvious 
relief. 

“But you must have your own theory about what happened,” insisted Somov stubbornly. 

“Let me repeat it one more time. Three gangsters, having suffered one casualty, decided to sit it 
out. They can’t have got very far into the depths of the forest, because they are slowed down by 
the man with gunshot wounds.  Everything points to their having paused to catch their breath. 
Possibly to discuss plans for further activities. They had little chance of making their way out 
without ammunition for their automatic pistols. One of them has a knife – that’s their only weapon. 
That’s the one who recognised me – I still can’t understand how … our paths can’t ever have 
crossed before. Only now will we be able to establish the identities of all three, as we know… ...” 

“You’re going round in circles,” said Somov, interrupting him. 

“Yes, I did warn you that I would have nothing new to say. You asked what happened. I’m 
sketching a preliminary scenario. Now it’s night-time and the perimeter is surrounded by Borisov’s 
soldiers. At sunrise, when visibility improves, it will be possible to proceed with our investigation. 
We’re bound to find some footprints. Then we’ll get the answer you need.” 

“But will it be the one I need?” asked Somov, raising his eyebrows. “Am I the only one who needs 
all this?” 

“I’m sorry, Comrade Captain, I’m afraid I have no idea what you what you want to hear from me 
now.” 

“All right. Let’s go over it once again. What do you think actually happened there?” 

Andrij struggled to contain a deep sigh. 

“Tentatively, at first blush, it looks like this. First of all they attacked the man who had become 
separated from the main group, needing to relieve himself in the bushes perhaps. After killing the 
first man, the assailant revealed himself. He came out of hiding and began to chase a victim, who 
had started to run. He caught up with him and killed him, then he returned to deal with the 
wounded man. That’s all. 

“Cut his throat,” pointed out Somov. 

“Bit him to death” 

“Just with his teeth?” 

“I don’t know. The bodies are in the morgue. Neshcheret is examining them. Conclusions about the 
manner of the murder will be drawn later.” 

“You say the handwriting is the same as in other cases of the so-called werewolf attack?” 

“It’s similar, Comrade Captain. We’ve already spoken about that, haven’t we?” 

“More than once or twice,” Somov readily agreed. But tonight the timetable has changed slightly. 
Don’t you think so, lieutenant? Three killed. One after another, all at once. Not a local woman, a 
defenceless woman or a young girl. Armed men, experienced gangsters, tough criminals. Two of 
the three were able to offer resistance. Even though there were no firearms there; you can’t just 
get them for a song, as they say. Are we saying that a large forest animal bit their throats, all three 
of them? One after another?” 
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“I have no explanation yet.” 

“Ah!” Somov meaningfully raised a finger. He re-filled the glasses with vodka, beckoned to Andrij to 
come closer to the table, swallowed the vodka without clinking glasses and invited Andrij to follow 
suit, then he continued, clearly quite excited as his imagination grew and he became increasingly 
agitated.“I’ll do my utmost to get this out of you, lieutenant! Just tell me! Because I know, I worked 
it out straight away. I want to be clear that there is someone who follows my way of thinking, and 
will support me if it comes to it. Do you support me?” 

“If it comes to what?” 

“Just tell me straight. Do you believe it is an enormous wolf, or even that werewolf of local folklore, 
that is killing them all?” 

After what he had seen in the forest Levchenko remembered a conversation with Doctor 
Neshcheret and the wolf fur found at in a clearing, near the human footprints. 

“I don’t believe in fairy tales, comrade captain, he replied, as though making a report.  “Or in 
superstition.” 

“Good man! But what do you believe in?” Without allowing him to interject, he continued: “The 
same as me. Props, lieutenant, intimidation. The enemy is not asleep in the rear. He is on the alert. 
Not satisfied with killing someone, he works disguised as a wolf, you see. He plays, you might say, 
on human fears and prejudices. Oh yes, and on the pernicious influence of religion.” 

“What has religion got to do with it?” 

“Levchenko, you aren’t local, are you? I'm not from round here either. But during my military 
service, in small towns or villages like this, and what have you, I’ve seen all sorts, frankly. The 
further you go from the big cities, where Soviet power has long since become firmly established 
and where there are no priests, the more complicated the situation becomes. For centuries, 
lieutenant, for centuries, the clergy have been brainwashing people. Especially here. The closer to 
the west, the nearer you get to formerly bourgeois Poland, the more intimidated people are. They’ll 
believe in anything, Comrade Lieutenant. The bourgeois nationalists use it against us, and against 
them.” 

“Against who?” 

“The people, lieutenant, the local population. The people have experienced the horrors of 
occupation. The Nazis shot, raped, burned and butchered. Then the Red Army under the wise 
leadership of Comrade Stalin undertook the victorious offensive. What remains for the agents of 
fascism and the German mercenaries who escaped justice? That's right, to instigate guerrilla 
fighting here. And so that legitimate authority in these small settlements could not rely fully on the 
people they have to be demoralised. That's what’s going on, lieutenant!” 

I wonder whether he believes it himself, thought Levchenko. He found the answer immediately: 
Exactly, he believes it. He’s definitely not kidding. Somov was on a roll, but it was unlikely to be the 
drink talking. This seasoned officer could take his drink. No, what it’s really about is how far the 
head of the department of the NKVD is correct in his rather fantastic assumptions. 

In other words, how far he, the chief of police, with knowledge shared only with Anton Savich 
Neshcheret, was ready to play along with Somov. Supporting the same theory. 

“Let’s suppose that’s the case,” he ventured cautiously, feeling the drink starting to cause a slight 
buzzing in his head, “then I have a question, comrade captain.  Seriously.” 

The occupant of the office, glancing at the remains of the vodka in the bottle, nodded to himself 
and poured out what was left of it into the glasses. 

“Well, then. 

Why did the nationalists, or whoever it is we have hiding in the woods, attack the three gangsters? 
Actually, how many of them could there be? It was not an individual acting on his own; there were 
at least two of them. Are we talking about another armed group in this region?” 

“I agree. This is exactly the train of thought I anticipated from you, lieutenant. I have to yell at you 
to make you think straight.” 

Andrij, finding it best to ignore this remark, went on: 
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“If the victims and the murderers are all gangsters, they are unlikely to be mutual enemies. That 
means they killed their own. In other words, they played into our hands, either deliberately or 
unwittingly. Something doesn’t stack up here; what do you think?” 

Somov frowned, as though it had only just occurred to him. Then he picked up his glass, shaking 
his glass invitingly: 

“You raised the question yourself, so you’ll have to find the answer. “No initiative goes unpunished” 
as they say!. You will give me your reply as soon as possible, lieutenant. God knows what went on 
between them there and how it turned out. Perhaps they are accomplices. What if they were 
planning to raid the warehouse together? And the guys in the forest, seeing that the criminals had 
messed up, and that they also had one man wounded, took out the undesirable witnesses in one 
fell swoop, intimidating people into the bargain. But you, I hope, gave strict instructions to everyone 
to keep their mouths shut, to avoid spreading panic unnecessarily?” 

“Exactly. A briefing was held.” 

“Remind them anyway. Anyone who starts blabbing or breathes so much as a word about 
werewolves will play into the hands of the enemy and will by the same token become an enemy of 
the people, by spreading propaganda. We are at war. Do I need to spell it out that I am authorised 
to order summary execution for such acts of provocation?” 

“I don’t think so. They all heard what you said today.” 

“No harm in repeating it,” said Somov stubbornly. 

The telephone sprang into life. The captain looked at it as though he was seeing it for the f irst time, 
then he emptied his glass in one gulp, walked round the desk and  picked up. 

“Hello. Somov speaking.” 

As he passed by, he forced Andrij to step aside and move to the opposite end of the desk. As the 
rule was, no documents were lying about unnecessarily, for strangers to see. Just one sheet of 
paper was visible under the massive inkstand, clearly a trophy left behind by the previous owners. 

Glancing at it, Levchenko recognised his own handwriting. 

“I will report on the results within twenty four hours, comrade colonel!” promised Somov to 
someone in the ebonite receiver, resting his backside against the desk, standing with his back to 
Andrij. 

Something caught his eye. 

Furtively glancing to see if the captain was about to turn around, Levchenko lifted the inkstand. 

With the tips of his fingers he dragged the sheet towards him. 

“No, comrade colonel! Georgij Teplov was not identified as one of the casualties!” bellowed the 
captain. 

Andrij cast his eyes over the familiar list. He had drawn it up himself, on the orders of Somov. The 
latter had not given his reasons. He merely gave orders to note down everyone who had shown up 
in Satanov since the beginning of September. 

Nothing out of the ordinary, routine data collection. It is the raison d’être of the NKVD to examine 
such data. Somov, being busy with this case, had not been in a great hurry for it. Andrij, who also 
had more important matters to deal with, gave the necessary instructions to his subordinates. It 
was not a matter of first priority, but it had to be done. 

Eventually, he received a list of fourteen people. 

Now he was looking at it. 

Surname number eight was underlined. 

Twice, actually. 

“Yes, exactly, comrade colonel!” 

Sensing that the conversation would be concluded at any moment, Levchenko replaced the sheet 
of paper. 
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When Somov hung up and turned round, Andrij followed the former’s example and drank up his 
vodka. 

“You can go now, comrade lieutenant. Where to now?” 

“To work on your theory. Our doctor has probably investigated the injuries by now. He is no 
forensic expert, but he will certainly be able to tell us something. 

“Let’s hope he’ll say something sensible. Go on, don’t hang about! The corpses have to be sent to 
Kamyanets. Identification and all the rest of it. Instructions will be handed down to us later. 
Meanwhile, carry on working as usual. 

Levchenko saluted, then turned round and left. 

He could not work out why a minor detail had stood out for him. 

The secret service agent had underlined the surname of a certain Igor Petrovich Volkov, thinly the 
first time then once more, heavily. 

He had even pressed hard, crushing the slate pencil. 

Had also seen Somov break his pencil in his presence when his nerves suddenly snapped. 

A very similar situation. 

For some reason, no other names were underlined ... 

Details. 

Someone somewhere spoke of the devil being in the detail. We need to ask Stefanivna. Or Larysa; 
both are well-read. 

And anyway, it’s rather suspicious that the captain is paying special attention to Igor Petrovich 
Volkov. 

The list is on the desk, before the eyes of comrade captain of State Security. 

There is more to this. 

Interesting..  
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From CALL ME MARY 

by Andrij KOKOTYUHA 

Translated from the Ukrainian  

by Hanna Leliv 

 

18 

It happened during the war, near the village of Hranitne, in late fall.  

The Russian and the Ukrainian armies stopped shooting after the first—shaky 
and fragile—ceasefire. The Russians celebrated their victory, poking fun at the 
Ukrainians on social media. The Ukrainian soldiers craved revenge for the 
battle of Illovaisk, but the Minsk agreement didn’t allow them to shoot back, for 
some reason. A wave of resentment rolled over them—they’d been duped, 
thrown under the bus, discarded like a wild card in recondite political games 
and shady dealings, incomprehensible and out-of-reach there, in the trenches. 
That was probably the first time Oleh felt as though he were hostage to 
someone else’s interests, completely useless, until the bargaining started and 

they inevitably turned the soldiers into scapegoats, as was sure to happen. 

While top brass were sitting at the round table in the capital of Belarus, rumors spread that the 
volunteers and the regular army soldiers would soon be forced to retreat, to withdraw back to 
where they had launched a devastating assault over the summer. They’d have to give up Mariupol 
and Sloviansk, among other towns and villages, as well as accept the demarcation line fixed along 
the borders of Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts—and they’d also have to apologize for roughing up 
the separatists. 

It never happened, though. Nothing happened. The armies stayed put, digging deep into the 
ground. A drawn-out trench war started, the commanders being told to strike back, keep a low 
profile. Whenever the enemy shelled them, they shelled back—when the general staff demanded 
explanations, the soldiers on the front line pretended they had no idea what was going on. The 
general staff officers were no fools, either, so they chewed them out just for show. No one talked 
about it—these were the rules of the new war. No one sat back, either. Now and then, subversive 
groups from each side would sneak across the front line. Though they hardly ever had a successful 
raid to brag about. 

Once, the soldiers from Kobzar’s platoon didn’t come back. It turned out the next day that one of 
them had been killed, the others taken hostage. Looking at the map, the commanders realized 
what had happened—a sad thing, though trivial and common in that war. The platoon had lost their 
way in the morning mist; before they found their way back, the separatists had moved the 
roadblock. The platoon had run into it because they hadn’t expected it.  

In situations like this, hostage negotiations were hopeless. But in less than twenty-four hours, 
Kobzar was dealt a trump card—he tracked down enemy intruders. They weren’t just some local 
coal miners with nothing better to do—now that they’d been sacked—than to join the rebel forces. 
No, Kobzar caught a squad of Russian soldiers along with their lieutenant. They didn’t have their 
papers on them, of course, but it was enough to hear them speak their native Vologda or Tambov 
dialects to know they were from Russia. It was simply impossible to imitate, like trying to mimic a 
Georgian accent when cracking a joke.  

The separatist quickly agreed to a hostage swap—if two days of negotiations between two 
conflicting but interested parties seeking common ground can indeed be called quick. When things 
started to move at last, Kobzar—just like the rest of our guys—finally got the whole picture. They 
exchanged prisoners in the morning, so that the Russian TV channels, who’d suddenly appeared 
and set up their cameras, could get the best shots. It was only later, when the videos were 
uploaded online and anyone could watch them umpteen times, that Kobzar realized people in 
Russia saw loyal, compassionate fighters for the freedom and independence of the “republic”, and 
not the liberation of their boys from the nationalist heirs of Bandera and his partisans. There was 
not a single mention that Ukrainian soldiers were swapped for the Russians. Their faces were 
blurred out on purpose. At the same time, the face of the separatists leader, with the preposterous 
codename Torpedo, was shown in close-up, nice and clear.   
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Torpedo was notorious for torturing and executing Ukies—Ukrainian soldiers. He was now in 
charge of the hostage swap from the enemy side.  

Oleh Kobzar went there on the Ukrainians’ behalf. He called himself the Bat, without making a big 
deal of it. Easier that way, no mix-ups. 

As the hostages were crossing back over to their own sides, Torpedo extended his hand.  

Kobzar shook it absentmindedly, not thinking about the consequences. 

Next morning, social media unanimously branded him a traitor.   

You just couldn’t shake hands with a sadist and a murderer, no matter the circumstances.  

At first, Oleh didn’t take it seriously. After all, his fighters had seen with their own eyes what had 
been going on. They knew very well how things had gone down. No one had hassled him about it 
after the swap. Kobzar himself had taken them to the hospital in Dnipro for a check-up. It was only 
after he returned to his unit that he caught others looking at him differently.   

Two days later, popular blogger Chubuk spelled out in a post why Kobzar the Bat might be 
collaborating with the enemy. It turned out that the Russian FSB has long been plotting to shoot a  
video sympathetic to the separatists and Torpedo. To make this happen, Chubuk claimed, Kobzar 
had to send his troops out on patrol to that exact spot so they’d walk straight into an ambush. The 
Russian soldiers had deliberately surrendered themselves to the Ukrainians. They hadn’t risked 
anything, Chubuk said. The hostage swap had been planned a while ago—their release was just a 
matter of time. As a result, they got a real-life story showing the separatists in a sympathetic light—
not the savage animals as the Ukies made them appear. 

Chubuk’s main argument, though, became a soundbite, a widely-shared expert opinion—and 
verdict, too.  

He said that before the war and during the Revolution, Oleh Kobzar had worked for the police.  

He had been a cop.  

His department churned out criminal cases against the activists. Then Kobzar decided to make up 
for it and joined a volunteer unit. But you know: once a wolf, always a wolf. There you have it—
another infiltrator sent by the Kremlin.  

Kobzar was suspended from service and told to turn in his weapons. He was surprised they didn’t 
arrest him. Once the investigation started, he had nothing better to do than hang around their 
camp, where everyone treated him as if he were leprous or infected with a dangerous virus. He sat 
in his corner most of the time, trying not to be a pain in the ass, and drank hard. Luckily, they had 
tons of booze on the front line.    

Things blew over in a week. The story of the Bat’s treachery lost out to more notorious headlines. 
The investigation quickly wrapped up. Kobzar got his weapons back and was even told to return to 
duty. But Oleh no longer felt like a commander. He sent in his letter of resignation; they signed off 
on it, without a word. He was lucky that yesterday’s volunteers were starting to join the regular 
army, and the superiors kept rotating. Kobzar went away from the war as quietly as he’d gone in to 
it. 

That was it, more or less.  

His story was hardly of any use or interest to Mary. Men don’t like talking about things like that. 
They prefer bragging about their victories.    

If you got nothing to brag about, better keep silent.  

“Water?” Mary asked, lying by his side. 

Oleh looked at her—she turned over onto her back, the fire sparkling in her eyes gone.  

“So weird.”  

“What’s weird?” 

“There’s some whiskey left, but after being with you all I want is water.” 

“Good. You should get used to drinking something else. Should I get you some?”  
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“Stay. I’ll get it.”  

“No, I want to.”  

Kobzar barely moved when Mary pulled the blanket off and sat up, naked. She had narrow hips—
just the way he liked them—and round breasts that had been covered by a loose, baggy sweater, 
probably one size too large. Climbing over him, she jumped on the floor, barefoot. She looked 
around the room and picked up her jacket from the corner, throwing it over her nakedness. A 
sweater would be better, he thought idly, it’s longer, but who cares, she could’ve walked around 
just like that, stark naked. Well, she must be uncomfortable about it, embarrassed of her scar in 
front of a man who’s still a stranger.     

She turned on the lights in his kitchen. He heard her moving around, gulping water from the bottle 
left on the table. She came back and offered it to him. He didn’t feel like sitting up, but he choked 
on the first gulp, coughing and spilling some water on his chest and shoulders. Mary laughed. 
Kobzar pulled himself up. He swallowed the water down in four large gulps, almost finishing what 
was left in the bottle.  

“Is there a clean towel?” Mary asked. 

“Don’t worry, you’ll air dry.”  

“Very funny. Is there one or not?” 

“I got everything you need. Go look in the bathroom.”  

“Don’t move. I’ll be right back.” 

“No problem. Take your time.”  

Mary went out of the room. He heard the door slam, water splashing in the shower.  

Kobzar drank some more water.   

He was surprised he didn’t feel like drinking whisky or some other booze.  

Waiting until Mary was done, he closed his eyes and listened to the sounds coming from the 
bathroom.  

19 

The phone was ringing off the hook.   

Kobzar thought it was a dream. Who would call him in the middle of the night? But then he realized 
that he was awake and it was his phone ringing, had to be. The sound was trying to force its way 
through his deep, heavy slumber. Oleh sat up with a jerk, feeling foggy.  

The room swayed.   

Ungluing his eyelids at last, he looked around and saw that it was already morning. He hadn’t 
noticed how he’d fallen asleep. That was normal, though, whenever he knocked back a shot or two 
to help things along. Usually he’d wake up, stare at the TV he hadn’t turned off the night before, 
then screw up his face and punch the off button on the remote, bringing back the silence.  

Now this silence was pierced by a persistent ringing.  

“What the fuck,” he muttered, groping for his phone. “Who the hell is that?”  

No clue.  

He croaked, “Hello?”, but the person on the other end kept silent and then hung up. Shrugging his 
shoulders, Kobzar looked at the display, shook his head, and tapping the screen, pulled up his 
incoming calls.  

Unknown number.  

With no idea about what the hell was going on, Oleh tried calling back. Nothing. They hung up right 
away, beep-beep-beep. After trying a couple more times, Kobzar cursed and spat, then finally took 
a look at himself. 
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He was sitting on the edge of the sofa the same way he’d fallen asleep—naked. Mary was lying 
quietly beside him, covered for some reason with a white sheet instead of the blanket. The phone 
hadn’t seemed to wake her up. She was sleeping even heavier than he had been.  

Kobzar struggled to his feet, groaning, picked up his boxers and jeans, and pulled them on 
clumsily, trying to figure out why his head was spinning and why his mouth was dry if the bottle of 
whiskey was sitting on the dresser, lonely and barely touched. He slipped on his old t-shirt with a 
faded ROCK printed on the background of two crisscrossing lightning bolts, and shuffled barefoot 
to the bathroom. He splashed a handful of cold water on his face and snorted like a dog, slowly 
coming to his senses. The towel he wiped his face with carried the woman’s smell.   

He went back.   

He stopped by the sofa, his arms crossed, and looked at her. 

Something felt wrong.   

Unsure of what it was, he stepped forward. He bent down.  

“Mary, wake up, it’s morning.”  

She was silent.  

The phone with its solid five minutes of ringing hadn’t stirred her awake.   

“Mary! Mary! Mary!” 

The woman said nothing. She didn’t even move.  

Grabbing her shoulder, Kobzar rolled her over.   

Her big eyes stared at him, dead.  

Oleh couldn’t understand how it could have happened. Lost, he shifted his gaze lower, to the large 
red spots on the sheet where her breasts should have been.   

To the marks around her breasts.  

He pulled the sheet away.   

Her beautiful body lay there, naked and mutilated. He stared at the places where her round nipples 
used to be, dark-red like sweet cherries.  

Ringing.  

Kobzar shuddered.  

He grabbed his phone—unknown number, again.  

“What the fuck!” 

Beep-beep-beep.   

A message arrived, a moment later, from the same unknown number. 

One word, three letters, as if someone hit him on the head with a baseball bat. 

RUN. 
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From ANOMALY ZONE 

by Andrij KOKOTYUHA 

Translated from the Ukrainian  

by Patrick Roulliaux 

 

“Are you Victor? Hello, I was told I should speak to you.” 

The girl, whom Victor had never met before, looked like she was twenty- five at 
most, possibly younger. Shamray didn’t sense anything pathological in her 
appearance or in her expression. As a rule, the people who came to him were 
the type of person who would be in contact with parallel universes, in other 
words they were older folk with a particular demeanour. This young lady looked 
rather respectable, she was even dressed stylishly, but didn’t seem very self- 
assured. Though not strikingly beautiful, she was very attractive. It was clear 
that she took care of her appearance. 

The local loonies, on the other hand, whom Shamray generally dealt with, were always sure of 
themselves, spoke assertively and were convinced that they were right. They invariably wore out-
of-fashion clothing, reeked of sweat, had foul breath and dandruff falling like snowflakes on their 
shoulders. The men either had a beard or, if they did shave, their skin was blue and covered in 
razor cuts. As for the women, they had clearly never heard of hairdressers. More 

importantly, all had in common a remarkable gift of the gab, which could seduce even security 
guards, although these were used to handling that kind of person. 

This one remained silent, holding back like a mouse in front of a group of cats. 

“Yes, that's me.” Victor answered. “Told by whom and regarding what?” “I was given your name 
over the phone. I called this morning and explained what it was about.” 

The girl continued to look very ill-at-ease. Shamray even had the impression she was struggling 
not to get up and run out the door. 

“All right, let’s go to my office” said Victor, letting her pass in front of him. 

Having opened the door of his cubbyhole, the journalist followed the young woman in, closed the 
door and showed her a chair while he settled down behind his desk. 

Shamray periodically stopped smoking and he happened to be in a cigarette-free phase at the 
moment. He had been holding out for four months. Nonetheless the ashtray bearing the logo of the 
company that owned the magazine still took centre stage on his desk. Shamray pushed it towards 
the girl. She appreciated the gesture as appropriate, pulled out from her handbag a pack of long 
light-tobacco women's cigarettes, a costly lighter and lit a cigarette. Catching Victor’s gaze, she 
flipped the lighter around in her hand. 

“A gift.” 

“Oh,” said Victor for want of a better answer. 

The girl dropped the lighter into the depths of her handbag, tipped off some ash and stared at 
Victor expectantly. In turn Shamray look at her and said: 

“So?” 

“What do you mean, ‘so’ ?”, the girl asked, batting her slightly almond- shaped eyes that betrayed 
the presence of some Asian genes in her blood. 

“What’s your business? Why have you come?” he asked encouragingly. “Incidentally, what’s your 
name?” 

“Tamara. Toma. Surname: Tomilina.” 

Once more, with a long varnished nail, she tipped off some ash. 

“Fine. How can I help you, Toma Tomilina, since you were told to come and see me?” 

Tamara Tomilina paused for a short moment. “Where to begin…? I just don’t know…” 

“One should always begin at the beginning,” Shamray advised. 
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 “Well that’s the problem, isn’t it? I don’t know where this story begins, and most importantly how it 
will end. You deal with all sorts of extraordinary phenomena, don’t you?” 

“No. We write about them. Such phenomena are dealt with, or to be precise, studied, by specialists 
in specialised institutes. Of course we are in close contact with such specialists, which is why…” 

“Those specialist would have me locked up!” Tamara interrupted, and drew a long breath. “You 
know, there is a mental institution in Zarichany1. But I’m not crazy. I'm perfectly OK up here,” she 
said, touching her forehead with her finger. “It’s just that there are some facts I cannot check by 
myself. And checking out these kind of occurrences is precisely what your magazine does.” 

“What kind of occurrences would they be, Toma?” Shamray exclaimed, sensing he would need to 
be patient. “Could you try to be more specific, instead of beating around the bush?” 

“The thing is I don’t know where to start so you don't end up sending me to the madhouse.” 

“We don’t send anyone to the madhouse,” said Victor, trying to sound reassuring. “Just tell me your 
story, and I will decide what to do and how to react. Believe me, I have heard some pretty weird 
stuff…” 

“OK,” Tamara finally said, “do you have an interest in anomaly zones?” 

“It’s our speciality,” Shamray confirmed. “If you know of such a zone that we are not aware of, feel 
free to share, I would be ever so grateful.” 

“There is one. More than a hundred kilometres from here, between the Narodychi and Ovruch 
districts. There is a village there, Pidlisne, or there used to be: almost all the population was 
evacuated after Chernobyl. The village is small and almost dead. There are many such villages 
around here, in the exclusion zone.” 

“Hold on!” Shamray silenced her with a wave of his hand. “I apologize, of course, for this stupid 
question, but how old are you, and how come you know so much about this? When Chernobyl 
exploded I had just finished first grade, but I remember the panic around the event very well. 
Afterwards I was sent several times for cures to a spa, along with other kids considered to be 
‘children of Chernobyl’. But even I couldn’t give an account of the things you were talking about 
without checking them out …” 

“Don’t interrupt me!” Tamara retorted, nervously crushing her cigarette butt on the bottom of the 
ashtray. Not knowing what to do with her hand, she took out another cigarette and lit it. “Don’t 
interrupt me, it’s hard enough as it is to find the words. That’s the thing,” —after pausing for effect, 
she continued— “I was due to be born in that very village of Pidlisne in the spring of eighty-six, 
when Chernobyl blew up.” 

Shamray sat back in his chair, attempting to digest this first bit of information. 

“Right,” he finally conceded. “What do you mean by ‘due to be born’? 

And why there? Where were you born in the end?” 

“I can show you my passport.” As a matter of fact, I have it here. 

As a confirmation of her words, Toma Tomilina, having secured her cigarette on the edge of the 
ashtray, rooted in her handbag and from its depths retrieved her passport, opening it at the 
relevant page. 

“Place of birth: oblast of Chmelnytsky, Starokonstantin district, village… OK,“ Shamray answered, 
once again unsure how he should react to all this, “and?” 

“Have you seen my date of birth?” 

“Fourth of May, nineteen eighty-six. You are now twenty-two. I still don’t get it. Am I missing 
something?” 

“Chernobyl exploded on the twenty-sixth of April,” said Tamara, now speaking as though she were 
explaining to a child why it is not supposed to put its finger into the electric socket. I was born eight 
days later. Although I wasn’t supposed to be born that soon. According to all calculations, I was 
due a few weeks later. My family lived in that very village of Pidlisne. When all this happened, my 

                                                
1 Suburb of Jytomir, where the region’s main psychiatric hospital, known as psychiatric hospital No. 1, is located. 
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father paid an astronomical sum of money to a neighbour to get my pregnant mother to his own 
family in Podolia, believing it would be safer to have the child there. That is how I was born there 
where I wasn’t supposed to be born at all. 

“Hm,” said Shamray, stroking his chin, “Does this have a meaning of some kind?” 

“Given what has been happening to me lately, it does,” said Tamara, putting her passport back into 
her handbag and resuming smoking her cigarette. “For the last few weeks Pidlisne has been 
calling me.” 

Ignoring Victor’s reaction to what she had just said, Tamara continued, looking at him straight in 
the eye. 

“Out there, in Pidlisne, people disappear. It’s an anomaly zone, a cursed area. That’s why the 
people of Pidlisne were among the very first to be evacuated. I should have been born there , I 
have a connection to the place. Now Pidlisne is calling me. It wants me to return. It wants me back, 
it wants to swallow me up, do you understand? To claim me for all eternity. Or possibly to take over 
just a part of my memory. You understand? There's no point in looking at me like that. I’m only fit 
for the madhouse, am I?” 

6 

Victor had no doubt whatsoever that his new acquaintance was perfectly sane. 

One thing had become certain from his experience with people who were associated one way or 
another with parallel universes and paranormal phenomena: neither those who were barking mad 
nor individuals with less serious psychiatric illness ever doubted their own normality. What is more, 
according to them, the world had gone crazy a long time ago and was only kept from falling 
asunder by the likes of themselves. 

Tamara Tomilina behaved normally enough for someone as experienced as Shamray to believe 
her. Despite the odd detail here and there he still believed her. And what follows is her own 
account. 

The districts of Narodytsky and Ovrutsky are indeed considered to be the areas most affected by 
the Chernobyl catastrophe. Part of them was declared an exclusion zone over twenty years ago 
and the inhabitants were evacuated on a massive scale. No one, however, was ever forced to 
leave, which is why isolated residents linger on here and there, mostly the elderly. They are slowly 
dying out, but even when it gets to the point that not a living soul remains there, the exclusion 
zone, including the deserted villages and hamlets, will still remain under military guard. 

All of this Victor Shamray knew already. 

What he was not aware of, was that in the last few years, in the vicinity of Pidlisne, people had 
been disappearing without a trace. To Shamray’s knowledge, no one had written about such cases 
or spoken of them, so he had to decide whether or not to believe Tamara on this. She said her 
family had been evacuated in due course despite their having fled to a neighbouring region. After 
graduating from High School, Tamara went to Kyiv to study at the National University of Culture 
and Arts, but for various reasons dropped out of college, went back home and moved to Jytomir, 
where she started working. For what employer and in what position Victor did not ask. This just 
didn't seem important. 

What did seem important was that not long ago at the market in Jytomir, Tamara met her former 
neighbours, also displaced, from Pidlisne. They told Tamara that since the beginning of the year 
several of their friends and relatives had left town for no apparent reason, gone to Pidlisne and 
never come back. In fact, some did return, but they were unable to recall what had happened to 
them in the last days, weeks or months, depending on the person concerned. 

The only thing these people were able to say was they felt irresistibly drawn, as by a magnet, to 
the place. One of them even declared: “Pidlisne is reclaiming its own!” 

At this point it is nearly impossible to locate all those who went to the anomaly zone and came 
back suffering from memory losses. Tamara quoted names that didn’t ring a bell with Shamray 
and, needless to say, would never do so, even later on. According to Tamara, the people having 
returned from the zone would then leave for unknown destinations, no matter where, as long as it 
was far away. Tamara even believed some could be found in Kyiv on the labour black market. 
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But that is not what worried the young lady. 

Lately, she thought she had been hearing strange noises in the middle of the night. Once 
awakened, she sat up in bed and stared at the dark window, experiencing something she couldn’t 
express with words: as in the case of other former residents of Pidlisne, that evil place was calling 
her. 

“I’m scared,” Tamara said, finally bringing her story to a close. “What exactly I’m afraid of, I don’t 
know. I’m just scared, full stop. I think you will agree: had I come with all this to anyone other than 
your publication, I would have been sent to Psychiatric Hospital No. 1 straight away.” 

“No need to exaggerate,” Victor objected, although in reality he agreed with her on this point. 

“I’m not exaggerating one bit,” said Tamara, crushing yet another cigarette butt in the ashtray. “I 
am telling it like it is. That’s why I’m here. Don’t you want to find out what is really going on in that 
zone? If there are anomalies that can somehow influence people who are connected to Pidlisne, 
you will go and figure it out. And I'll no longer be afraid to act.” 

“And what do you intend to do?” Tamara shrugged her shoulders. 

“I don’t know. I am simply giving you food for thought. I just want someone to explain to me what is 
going on , down in Pidlisne and with me.” 

7 

There was nothing extraordinary going on. . 

Nothing apart from the fact the apparently abnormal village of Pidlisne didn’t appear on the map of 
the Jytomir region. Search as he would, Shamray was unable to locate that point at the junction of 
the districts of Narodnychi and Ovruch. The go-to magic wand, the Internet, produced nothing 
either. Search engines had turned up several communities bearing the same name, one was even 
in the Jytomir region, but in a completely different place. 

Victor was not deterred. There was no reason to be. Firstly, because the maps he consulted were 
recent. If the small village of Pidlisne had been made part of the exclusion zone and was hastily 
evacuated, it would merely not have been included in up-to-date maps—even if, according to 
Tamara, a handful of people were living out the remainder of their lives there. Secondly, because 
the absence of Pidlisne on maps suited the magazine’s interest quite well. Even with the best will 
in the world it would be difficult to check out these stories about the anomaly zone. So why would 
anyone go to the trouble over such obvious rubbish. 

On the plus side, Shamray had this girl, who felt a strong call to the anomaly zone, more exactly to 
the place where she could have been born, and to which she thus had a connection. On the face of 
it, this was ridiculous. On second thoughts, it was the ideal subject for an episode of   Medium or 
The X-Files. In other words it was perfectly digestible by regular readers of Incredible Facts, all the 
more so since Toma Tomilina agreed to have her name and photograph published. The 
magazine’s photographer took shots of Tamara on the spot and Shamray let the young woman go 
after having promised to check everything out on location—to carry out, as is fashionable to call it 
nowadays, an unofficial enquiry. 

At most, he might get a page of text out of what Tamara had told him. He would find out the rest 
himself by paying a visit to this famous anomaly zone. 

Just because the village wasn’t on the map didn’t mean it didn’t exist. And since the region was 
under surveillance by police special units, finding the abandoned Pidlisne was merely a matter of 
skill. 

Having come to these conclusions, Shamray suddenly felt sorry for himself: it all seemed too 
simple and not very interesting after all. Indeed, from here on he'd be following a well-established 
drill: first, phone a geologist from among his acquaintances, a Professor Maxim Ivanovich 
Horbatko, who had been working free of charge with Incredible Facts for a few years, solely in 
order to be able, in return, to write a column from time to time in the magazine as an authoritative 
expert. They would take the staff car to the Pidlisne sector and find this God-foresaken place. 
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Professor Horbatko would perform a biolocation, map out the whereabouts of potential 
geopathogenic areas, and all of this would be immortalised by Jora, the in-house photographer.1 

Report from the anomaly zone, with comments from the professor, and a couple of photographs. 
Article starting on the front page, continued on page eight or six. And now that's done, as Pew, the 
old blind pirate, had said a long time ago to the alcoholic Billy Bones2. 

All right then, off we go for a cup of coffee. 

The coffee vending machine was in the entrance hall on the ground floor of the building, which also 
accommodated the board’s editorial offices. On his way down from the third floor, Victor dropped 
by the boss’s office to inform him of the anomaly zone story and about the short visit on location 
scheduled for the following day. Then he went and “ordered” a double coffee, extra-strong, from 
the machine and went outside to enjoy it in the fresh November air. 

Shamray hadn’t had an original idea for a long while. Not since a certain time in his life that he tr ied 
hard to forget. The outcome of that past episode had led Victor to start working for the Incredible 
Facts and to consciously and completely turn his back on the real world. Reality however never 
stopped following and tormenting him, especially during those sleepless nights, when he tried to 
watch all manner of rubbish on television—rubbish being the only thing he could take in. 
Undeniably, The more the episode receded into the past, the less Shamray was upset by the pain 
caused by his own arrogance and stupidity. Nonetheless, Victor had to admit it to himself: his 
wound was of the kind that took a long time to heal or would never heal at all. 

Angry at himself for letting the past surface once again, Shamray drank his coffee down in one 
gulp, dumped the plastic cup in the trash and resolutely headed back to his office to focus his mind 
on something useful even if not absolutely urgent: gathering some information on the districts of 
Narodychi and Ovruch. 

So what have we got, here? Narodychi and its surroundings very sparsely populated, even before 
the accident: after 1986 and to this day, less than 10,000 inhabitants. And this is according to 
official data: with the passage of twenty years or so the population had fallen by a half. Several 
square kilometres without a living soul. 

The neighbouring district of Ovruch , whose centre is the city of Ovruch, mentioned in the Tale of 
Past Years3, is, in spite of its geographical proximity, in quite another league. Although both 
districts are considered to have been impacted and had their inhabitants evacuated, Ovruch has a 
larger area and although it isn’t exactly wealthy , the employment situation was much better than in 
Narodychi. Even so, people are progressively leaving both districts, the only difference being that 
this is happening much faster in Narodychi district. 

The only reason Shamray was interested in this was that he was eager to find out which district 
was administratively responsible for the anomaly zone of Pidlisne village, and accordingly where to 
address official requests, should they be necessary. As a rule, Victor tried to avoid all contact with 
state officials. However, since this case wasn’t just about some geopathogenic area, but also about 
people gone missing , contact with the authorities would be unavoidable. One way or another they 
would be informed of his enquiry, which they inevitably would start looking into, asking the typical 
question: “What led you to write such a thing?”. Therefore, it was best to be pro-active and make 
the first move. 

Once in his career, Shamray had been faced with a similar situation.Yet again an amateur ufologist 
showed up at the magazine’s office one day, with proof that UFOs landed on a regular basis in a 
village somewhere in the Korostyshiv district. Victor was taken with the story and quickly wrote a 
piece naming the small town as an extra-terrestrial base in the Jitomyr region. A few days later, 
indignant members of the Radomyshl District Council started harassing him on the phone. The two 
districts, as in the case of Pidlisne, were neighbours. The Radomyshl representatives demanded 

                                                
1 Biolocation is a parascientific experiment aiming at ascertaining the presence of a form of energy. 
The term pathogenic area refers to a location where emanations of a form of energy detrimental to humans have been 

detected. 
2 Shamray is quoting a scene from the Robert Louis Stevenson novel, Treasure Island, in which old Pew, having handed 

the Black Spot to Billy Jones, declares “And now that's done”. 
3 The Tale of Past Years is considered to be the oldest chronicle documenting the history of Kievan Rus' and of the 

Eastern Slavs, reaching as far back as biblical times. 
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that a retraction be published contradicting the false information: it turned out the small town in 
question was under their jurisdiction and absolutely devoid of extra-terrestrials. Then a television 
channel followed suit: show us the flying saucers! Under pressure from all sides, the magazine 
published a retraction: the UFO base was believed to have existed, a few years back, and 
according to certain sources, had in the meantime relocated to another place, in another region. 
Something along those lines. 

After that incident, the contributors had to be very careful when it came to geography, especially 
regarding local matters. Repeated retractions could tarnish the reputation of Incredible Facts, 
which in turn would lead its owners to lose interest in the project and eventually shut it down. That 
was the last thing the employees wanted. All of them, including the cleaning ladies, were very keen 
on staying in business to ensure their material stability. Therefore, having failed to obtain a precise 
answer on the Internet, Victor decided to go check everything out on location. He had even 
contemplated asking Tamara Tomilina to accompany him on the next day’s trip. But there was no 
answer from the phone number she had given him: subscriber out of cover. 

No matter. 

Anyhow, the young lady had already said that she was afraid to go there. It was as if she had 
expected he would ask and had answered his question in advance. 

Looking back on this later on, Victor Shamray wondered how come he didn’t feel, right from the 
moment the girl started talking about the anomaly zone, that the dark times had already begun… 
After a four-year let-up… 
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